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TO: CORRECTIONAL EDUCATORS AND ALL OTHERS CONCERNED WITH OFFENDER

LITERACY IMPROVEMENT

The Clearinghouse for Offender Literacy Programs is currently
engaged in a national training and technical assistance program,
under the auspices of the National Institute of Corrections and
the-Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, to expand and improve
tutor-assisted reading programs for offenders in correctional insti-
tutions.

In support of that activity, this well-conceived handbook, orig-
inally.developed on the "firing line" of a successful experimental
program, has been added to the several guidance manuals, program pro-
files, and bulletins now available from the Clearinghouse. As with
other Clearinghouse materials ws are pleased that this monograph
offers some lessons not only for those workingin the correctional
setting (its primary target area) but for other adult reading programs.
The sponsors of the Clearinghouse - - the American Bar Association,
American Correctional Association, and National Association for Public-
.Continuing Adult Education - - are convinced that achievement of basic
literacy skills is a critical ingredient for reintegration of the large
body of incarcerated offenders who cannot.cope with the minimal reading
demands of our complex and increasingly literate society.

al

Sin rely,

Robert B. MclCaty, Chai

Commission on'Correct
Facilities and Services



INTRODUCTION

This handbook reprint, Curriculum for Improving Communication Skills,
the third in a monograph series published by the ABA Clearinghouse for Of-
fender Literacy Programs, focudes on workable language arts techniques de-
signed specifically for the offender population. Its basic purpose.is 1)
to present the curriculum and 2) to explain how to initiate and teach it.
While prison, jail and youth institution students will be eventual benefic-
iaries Of this material, the haixdbook is primarily intended as a curriculum
guide far teachers and those responsible for developing and organizing cor-
rectional education programs.

The material was designed'especially for the highly transient student
in a county jail or prison, but the program's applicability is broad and can
be used in any type of educational programin corrections. Sparked by the

desire\to design highly motivating materials, this handbook outlines a sug-
gested individualized reading program for students differentiated into three
grouped ability levels: Level A - below grade 2.5; Level B - grade 3.5-6.0;

and Level C - above grade 6.0. A model procedure for placing students in the

most appropriate level is provided within this handbook.

In the first part of the handbook, sociological and psychological factors
central to education within the prison environment are discussed as well as
such issues as optimum scheduling of class time, the employment of tutor and
peer help, the utility and appropriateness of rewards for participation in the'

educatiOnal program, and the need for basic outlines of objectives for both
teachev'and student. In addition to these issues, the authors collected data
that indicated improvement in the self - concept and attitudes of students in
the experimental group originally exposed to this curriculum.

the second half of the handbook offers stimulating enrichment activities
in the' communication skills. Suggested lessons are detailed and varied to al-

low for minimum teacher pre-planning. A teacher or tutor using Curriculum for
Improving Communication Skills will be able to enjoy flexibility in the choice
and arrangement of activities offered in reading, writing, speaking and listen-

,
ing. .Teachers can also choose the activities best suited to the particular
learners at hand.

Enrichment activities are designed.to revolve around student participa-
tion and discussion. Emphasis is placed upon the students' ordl language as
the ISais for reading with each activity designed to insure success for the
learner. Activities are structured to increase the student's awareness and
positive acceptance of self.

Supporting the new scope and objectivies of the ABA Clearinghouse for
Offender Literacy Programs (utilizing volunteer tutors, community or inmate),
this curriculum could be presented and carried out by trained tutors, under
the guidance of a teacher. Additionally, the curriculum presented herein is
exemplary of educational material selected by the Clearinghouse to 1) assist
correctional educators in developing and carrying out highly motivating, of -'
fective programs, and; 2) encourage the incarcerated offender to develop coal-. munication skills near a level of independence and functional literacy (at
least 6th grade) and hopefully improve his chant-1010ff success upon release.



Curricullm for Improving Communication Skills, (1972) was written and
edited by Howard E. Blake, Ed.D and Duane H. Sackett, Ed. D, along with a
staff of consultants under a grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration (LEAA). Dr's. Blake and Sackett are currently professor and assis-
tant dean respectively at Temple University's College of Education, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania.- Republication of this manual is made possible by Grant
Number 73-ED-99-0012 from the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration which supports/the current training and technical assistance
program of the Clearinghouse.

Information concerning literacy training and volunteer tutoring in the
correctional field can be obtained by writing the ABA Clearinghouse for-Offen-
der Literacy Programs, 1705 De Sales Street, Washington, D.C. 20036 or
by calling 202/223-5686. The Clearinghouse invites the submission of manu-
scripts or article references for inclusion in this monograph series.

Jane E. Walker
Assistant Director
Clearinghouse for Offender

Literacy Programs
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What the CICS Curriculum is

The purpose of tlt CICS curriculum is limprove the
quality English instruction in the Adult sic Educa-

tion ABE) program_in the county prison situation. Its

approach to English teaching suggests that students will
improve in iheir ability to use the English language
more correctly when they practice the four essential skills-

. Jistening, speaking, reading, and writing - in a functional
and individualized setting rather than through rote drill.
It further takes the view that each of the skills in
using the English language is a part of a total communica-
tion process, each inter-related and dependent upon the
other.

T4is curriculum furnishes the content and planned
lessons for twenty sessions of English instruction each
three' hours in length, for a total of sixty hours. It

is4Tfttended to help teachers, teach better as well as
studentS-learn more effectively and efficiently in a

stimulating, challenging manner.

The curriculum consists of two major parts:

1. Part A - An Individualized Reading Program

2. Part B - Communication Enrichment Lessons

Part A has been developed in order to allow each
student according to his potential to proceed at his own -,
individualized pace in reading and, to a lesser extent,

grammar. Commercial materials, under teacher guidance,
are used by students for this component of the program.
Detailed instructions for initiating and operating Part A
are included in the curriculum.

Part B has been devised in order to allow more
divergence in learnih by providing fundtional opportunities
to .practice the commuh.ication skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing in\functional, group situations.
Twenty planned lessons ate provided for this component.

Both parts of the curriculum assure successful experiences
for students and teaching is done in a non-threatening,
student-centered and challenging manner.
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The curriculum provides instruction that is differen-
tiated for students in three ability levels:

Level A - below grade 2.5
Level B - grade. 3.5 to 6.0
Level C - above grade 6

A plan for AStermining the level in which to select and
group studentsAs provided.

While CICS has been deleloped especially for the county
prison population, all or parts of the curriculum may alio :
be used effectively with other adult education groups. In
addition it is intended that it can be used for the establish-
ment of prison programs where none have previously existed
or it may be used4o augment or improve existing, on-going
programs.

CICS was developed for use with a highly transient.
county prison population. Intates can pursue the entire
curriculum Or can participate during the few weeks of their
imprisonment. Thus, the lesson' are each mutually exclusive
in'themeelves; they are not arranged in a given sequence.
Consequently, the student will benefit frOm the lessons, and the
objectives of the curriculum may be reached, whether he
participates one week or twenty, although certainly the
more lessons he pursues the chore he will learn about
English and the more nearly the chance the curriculum will
achieve its objectives. The over - riding purpose of the
curriculum is to enable students to learn more #nd teachers
to teach better.

Obj&ctives

Student objectives

The CICS curriculum has been writterk to satisfy three
Objectives for students:

l.% To provide practice and to improzve in the use of

the four basic English ccmnunication sk$ls - listening,
speaking, 1-eading;" and writing.

2. To increase one's self-image j

3. To increase one's deiire to want to learn and to
continue one's educationoafter.release from prison.

f
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Teacher objectives

The curriculum has also been developed in such
.a manner as to improve teaching:

1. To provide planned lessons based upon the most
up-to-date knowledge of English and communication skills

2. Tt furnish activities, ideas, and suggestions
that will allow for good rapport with students and "turn them
on" to learning

3. To provit as many of the activities, iftas, and
suggestions for each lesson as possible, tkus saving a con-
siderable amount of teacher-time, which can be used for planning
how to teach''the lesson

`4. To offer alternatives, not mandates, for teachers
to use any or all of their own expertise.

\\\\: whiCh students are active participants and where learning

Approach to EnglishInstruction

IIIThe CICS curriculum takes the approach that communica-
tion .skills will best be learned in a functional setting

is individualized. This approach is the prevalent one being
followed in gopd English programs throughout the country at
all levels of education. It is especially relevnt to

this approach for a county prison population for
three very significant reasons: (1) the population is
highly transient in nature', thus a student may only be
enrolled for'a short period of time; (2) class attendance
is usually not required; and (3) since the ABE English
program -consists of only sixty hours of instruction, all
the communications difficulties which students might have
cannot be eliminated in this short period of time.

Thus, each of the twenty lessons give students the
opportunity to practice all four communication skills -
listening, speaking, reading, and writing - in a functional
rather than a purely drill 'manner, for example, in one of
the lessons the teacher brings newspapers intoilithe class.
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As different kinds of newspapers ari examined, As different
sec ions of the nevispaperss are located, as news stories are
st ied, and as answer sheets are written students are
ga ing" continuous ,practice in each of the fours skills . The

tical thing too is that they are gaining this practice
active participants; they aTEThiloers" rather than

absorbers." Participating is further encouraged because
funCtional topics have been chosen for the lessons that are,' high interest and relevance to an adult popplation -
music, movies, advertise , Art, verbal ,and non-verbal
communication, and su .

The approach is also taken that oral language is the
basis for reading and writing.- Students ,yho do not haw a
good oral VocabUlary and who are not able or do not feel
secure in expressing themselves through -speech usually are
hamperecrin reading and writing. On the other hand students
who speak well usually become the best readers. and writers;
Consequently, the lessons are rich in oral language oppor.
tunities - discussion, questioning,exchanging ideas, ex-
plaining, summarizing, and such. .ReA4ing and writing
activities are also an impor.tant Part of each lesson but
they do not domirfate.

- The lessons-also. rake the approach that the teacher
should-not 'correct" the dialect of students for to-do so
would impede the most satisfactory develOpment of oral
language. Fluency in oral language 4s, essential to reading
andwrititig regardless of one's dialect. It is fluency
rather than dialect. itself wiiich inauences reading and
writing abilities; therehore, one dialect might be just as
ef fective as another in ?chiseling' & purpose. The lessons
do follow the approach.that -the teacher should be a good
speech model with regard to pronunciation, grammar, and
vocabulary. It is the model he ,sets th'it will have the
greatest infraesnce upon students' learning and wanting to
le.arn standard English.

Because of the nature of the population, the twenty'
lessons are ,not arranged in cumulative sequence. Each of
them is mutually exclusive and will 'help the student improve

comonAlication skills whethei he attends one time or
twenty. It is apart of the curriculum design, of course,"
that, the more lessons a student attends, the more he will
improve.

4
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Operating th culum

Ylir,Fac uencing ,the, curriculum

/5

a. Sociological and pscyhological considerations

The values And attitudes of persons in authority
positions determine what the prison experience will be like.
Whether or not the prison-is considered a place of punish-
ment or rehabilitation will determine the attitudes-and
values of the governing officials of the prison (including
the correctional Officers, i.e. guards), the prisoners, and
the instructors. The availability of resource volunteers
and paid professionals (Alcoholics Anonymous, Bureau of
Vocational Rehabilitation, Drug Rehabilitation, Concerned
Citizens Council, Legal Aid Society, and volunteer tutors
among, college students and businessmen) will be dependent
upon this attitude and its expression- by the governing board

of the prison. Frequently, political interests will
influence the priatin structure (are guards hired through.

Ciyil Service or patronage ?.).
,*k

The warden and correctional officers (guards) are the
prime effectors of prisoner attitudes. The values they

prison rehabilitation and _education will determine

he success df the prison educational program. Is the

, warden's attitude toward the education program positive? .

If so, will this attitude filter down through the chain of
command? Will .Ahe correctional officers encourage the

prisoners to attend clads? Do the warden and correctional
officers express a personal interest in the prisoners?
Do prison officials verify that the'prisoner's academic
record appears in his pervonel record?

Not only prison officials but teachers too have a
strong influence uponthe educational program. The teacher

must truly be interested in rehabilitating the prisoners.

Attitudes and values of teachers are easily identifiable by
the prisoner. "Do-gooders" and the emotionally uninvolved
will not reach the studept effectivelyno matter what
their academic qualif tions.

These collective, attitudes filter down to the prisoner;

already burdened with his problems. He isfqrced to adjust

to these values and attitudes. This, Coupled with his own
non-adjustive behavior, creates a complex situation in
Which to form an academic program.

1
4.
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b. The prisOn environment

The location of the pr on will have a narked
effect on the ,program in many areas. A prison in or near
an urban center-will likely have a m re sophisticated
population than .one in the Country. A mixed urban-suburban
prison population will generate more conflict with the more
sophisticated students taking over more of the leadership
roles in the classroom.

The availability of transportation to a prison will
affect tie number and quality of teacher applicants as well
as the number of ancillary personnel and the amount of
resource material available. As an example with a prison
located in the country, the part-time'teaching staff must
often travel by auto or long bus rides, if available. The
fatigue factor;, on the part of the staff, considerably
influences the manner in which they teach. In the city the
teaching staff will have a gfeater choice of transportation
and easier access to resource materials and libraries. The
remoteness of a county prison or location of a city prison
in a depressed area (e.g. high. crime rate) may seriously
limit. the availability of ancillary resource personnel and
guest speakers.

6

WOrk-'release programs for the prisoners, such as work-
ing-in factories, or -faros and other work 'programs will '

depress the school population because of wotk release
scheduling that may conflict with school-hours and student
fatigue that results from this activity. Remoteness from
population centers and/or the proximity of an economically
depressed area, while'llicreasing student attendance rates,
might affect the incentive for motivating the student to
learn.

The type of facility in which the program is conducted
will determine the length of class, the type of class
structure, and the amount- of individualized ins truction,
including homework. Obviously, a classroom near the
steam boiler in the summer will not encourage learning nor
teaching. A well-lighted and ventilated classroom of
adequate size contributes to optimum learning. Other
factors that influence the program are age, composition,
and layout of the prison; heating; size of cell space; con-
dition of and access to the prison library; the size and
availability of desks, tables, and storage spaces; funds
available; number of instructors to be hired and their

J. rJ



availability; number of classrooms, quantity of instructional
materials; number of nights classroom and students are
available number of students to be taught; the number of
guards; ,and the availability of teacher aides.

-

2. Structure

a. Selection and grouping

One of the most critics factors in an ABE prison
program is that of selecting the stu nts *to* be sure they
need the instruction they are going to get and then, once
selected, grouping them by ability so that the appropriate .
level of instruction may be provided. 4tan4ardized tests
that measure specific skills, suc as reading and arithmetic,
should be used for testing. Thes tests should take a
short amount of time to administer because of short prisoner
attention span and theif low frustration threshold.

Students in ABE programs should be grouped into these
three levels:

Level A - Functional illiterate (to grade 3 & 4)
Level B - Basic literate (grades 4 to 6)
Level C -,Enrichment group (above grade 6)

The Wide Range Achievement Te t,<WRAT) developed by
J. F. Jastak, S. W. Bijou*And S. . Jastak is an ideal test
for adult students in prison. Zh WRAT test, first
standardized,in 1937, has been e leading diagnostic test
for over 30 years in reading, s llin4 and arithmetic4 corn-
putation. Since 1965, the tes 'has been revised to include
not only the three subtests o reading, spelling and
arithmetic, but each subtestihas been divided into two
Levels, I and 'II. In essence, the WRAT now has the range
to measure adults in langge ancl arithmetic skills from
pre-kindergarten to collige.

WRAT is recommended in the prison situation for these
reasons:

1) It has a wide range: the test can measure
from. pre-kindergarten to college in, reading, spelling and
arithmetic skills

2) It can determine instructio evels for
convenient homogeneous grouping of students' veil,: A, B,
and C)..'

4
4
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4, is 0
4 3) The time element is convenient: three
subtests take between 20 and 30 minutes to ad ister

4) Adminittration of the test is simple, i.e.
the test contents of both Levels (I_ & II) are printed on
the same test blank: a) the first page bf the test blank
is reserved for the spelling test (46 items) b) the second
and third pages are devoted to the arithmetic tests of
Level I and and c) the fourth page contains the words
of bath levels ofthe reading test: Level II at ere"-top
half and Level / at the boTtom half of the page.

5) It fulfills all the criteria for reliability
and validity (see reference manual, pp. 13-22, that accom-
panies the text)

It conveniently gives both raw scores and
grade scoresi the accompanying manual provides standard
scores and percentile rank

4
7) It can be administered to individuals or be

used in a group situation.

In administering-'the WRAT it should be noted that each
subtest has a brief pre-test (6 points -for spelling, 10
points for arithmeic. and Appoints for reading) . Ordinarily,
the pre-test is not administered but the points for each
of the pre-tests should be added to the raw score of each
subtest. (For example, if a student obtains a raw score of
15, 6 points should be added to obtain a score of 21 which
places the student at grade ,6.7 instead of 5.2). The same
procedure should be used for, arithmetic (add 10 points to

raw score) and reading (add 10 points to raw saire). Each
subtest may' be given_individually or be administered in a
group setting. No particular sequence of testing is demanded --
reading could be taken before spelling.

The apelling subtest is a, dictation test of 46 spelling
items. If the administrator notices a, subs tantial pattern of
misspellings after 10 or 20 dictated items, stop the individual
test and score it.

The arithmetic` subtest is a written test which has a
,1\ time limit of i0Salautes. The reading test consists of -7*

the reader pronouncing a group of 'lords. If the reader
( -makes two reading mispronunciations in sequence, the test

is stopped and then scored. On the same test sheet (front
page) the administrator of the test can enter the raw scores,
grade level, standard scosee and percentile rank.
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A Specimen Set of WRAT (manual and 2 test form) can be
ordered from:

Guidance Associates
1526 Gilpin Avenue
Wilmington, Delaware 1_9806

Phone (302) 652-4990

The Speciman Set costs $3.15; no free samples' are available.

b. Reward system (Behavior Modification)

The concept of student motivation is a most
important factor affecting the success of any prison
program. Motivators through various rewards should be-built
into the program as well as reinforced with afded incentives
for successful.student completion of the curriculum.

For this curriculum to have maximum chance for
success, these procedures should be taken into account
in establishing the reward system:

f.et

1) The first person a prisoner sees upon entering
the prison is the admitting correctional officer, who should, 46.,

in a positive manner, infarm the prisoner that there is a
school program. The-warden, and prison staff set the tone
for the prisoner's acceptance of the program., Therefore,
it is imperative that the program staff have a good relation-
ship with all prison personnel.

2) The first person the student meets in the
academic program is the'counselor/tester. This person must
motivate the prison to participate in the program as well
as use hi&counseling skills in creating a strong rapport
for future counseling.

3) Within a few days after entering prison, the
prisong should receive a brochure informing him about the.
academic program. He should sign it, indicating his acceptance
or refusal to better himself by entering the program. This

affidavit, coupled with any further academic progress reports,
should be maag'part of the prisoner's permanent prison record
and should heused by the court in sentencing/paroling
bnsiderations.
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ognit, on of progress can be gained
and publicity releases (prison

per), the awarding of special
e awarding of diplomas at the

An attendance record 13hould be displayed in
showing the names of students who attend
a tryout of this Curriculum a "check-in"

in which e name of e- erson in the
s teed :- t class each student
placin: synb eside his name. This

ed a record of class attendance for each lesson
for the entire prograa4 Seeing their names dis-
iderably encouraged students to attend regularly.

7) A system should be worked out for giving
rewards for achievemedt. In the tryout of this

um, script which could be exchanged at the prison
ary, was used for rewards. Large amounts need not
en; recognition is the important thing. The following
were used in the tryouts:

Completion of all 20 lessons
For every five weeks of con-

secutive attendance
Perfect score on an exercise
"Scholar of the Night"

$1.00

. 50

.10

. 10

e reward system-Was explained to the students and posted in
e Classroom. At the beginning of each lesson the rewards
el established. The teacher should avoid making the rewards'

cho /competitive; give, out the script liberally but honestly
hose who deserve it. Other means besides script could

e provided special. previleges, prizes, books, using success-
students as aides, and such.

r
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8) Refres ents (coffee, cold drinks,,;and/or
II' doughnuts) should be s rved during the break per'iod. These
can also be utilized as a compOnent in the rewards system.

c. Sch= ruling

ther individualized or group instruction, or
a combinati of the two, is.considered to be the most
effective means, many problems will exist in scheduling a
time block that will encourage and Permit maximum attendance.
Such variables as these must be taken into account:

1) The work schedules of the majority of ,the

students according to seasonal and annual occupations, for
which they qualify (farming, lumbering, canneries, etc.).

2) The prison schedule of activities, such as
times for meals, exercise, social and sports events, and
lock-up (roll call and lights out), TV programs that might
compete with the school program (Monday night football,- Flip
Wilson Show, Mannix, etc.). ,

Late daily afternoon hours are best for counseling and
testing. Early evening (non-prime time TV hours) are best
for high 'student attendance rates in the classroom. Classes

held from p.m. viith a twenty minute break in the middle
are most effeCtive., This scheme allows the prisoners to
view a 9 o'clock movie or sports eVent if they wish.

Because of the short attention spans, activities center -
upon One theme can be effective for only about 90 minutes.

It \is partly for this reason that the curriculum has been
dent d th\sts parts - Part A - Individualized Reading
Progra and Part B - Communication Enrichment Lessons. In

the thre hoer time period one of the two parts should be
offered du n: the first half, the other in the last half
with a break the middle, thus:

6:00 - 7:20 7:20 - 7:40 7:40 - 9:00

Part A - Individual- Bre*
Azed Reading and
Grammar

Part B - Enrichment
Communication
LesSORB

4
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As an alternative, the schedule for Part A and Part. B
could be reversed. An additional alternative would be'for
the class to rotate to another teacher-in another ABE
sukcject after the break, picking up the part missed at the
folloWing session.

d. +Rules

A minimum of rules necessary to maintain order in
school facilities should be established. Some helpful re-
gulations are

1) No prisoner admitted Tno curiosity seekers)
to class unless he has been tested and accepted into the
program by the counselor, and officially placed in that
scheduled class.

,2) All students (and teachers) m be
class on time. Any thrdkpess or early departur J requites a
pass from the guard.

3) No disruptive behavior allowed in any school
facility, incLuding,loud talking and inattentiveness in class.
The teacher should not be forced to call. for a guard as this
will ruin his rapport with the class.

e. Classroom aides

The presen e of a classroom aide will considerably
enhance the curriculum. While the curriculum can be operated
without an aide, it will function better with the services of
an aide.

Aides may be h red through a local college, the
community, or among the prix ers. The aides'' duties should
include filing forms, keeping school facilities neat and clean,
the preparation of any teaching materials nded (typing,
reproduction, setting up projecto -etc.), keeping records of
student progress, tutoring individ and small groups, assisting '

with the teaching of lessons, markin apers, and such.

f. Correctional Officers

Guards should be physic
in the classroom area during school
functions include calling all blocks

passes are completed sall necessary ry

ay attend class, the taking of atte
order in the school facilities.

4

ly present at all times

ours. Their basic
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Starting the'Curriculum

Before the first session

1. Send out a flyer to pirison st ts telli
the curriculum is

2. Send out a schedule of lesson
3. Send invitations_ to attend the `first session

4. Administer a standardized test to determine
achievement level

At the first session

what

1. Explain what the curriculum will dimfor the
students

2. Give out' a copy of the lesson schedule

3. Give an ovsrview of the lessons and tell about
some of the activities in which they will be
participating

4. Explain the reward system
5. Display materials to be used for individualized

reading and grammar; let the students explore i-t
6. Havq-, students sign an attendance sheet
7. Havk -students "sign up" for the curriculum
8. 'Serve refreshments.

9 2

13
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Part A - Individualized Reading Program

14
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RationWie

In an adult prison population there is a wide range of
reading abilities. Group instruction, while good in itsTlf,
is not an effective method for bringing about improvement,
in terms of the transitory nature of prison students and
the wide differences in their abilities. An individualized
program is nore.efficient because it allows the teacher to
focus upon the special needs of each student, allows the
student to proceed at .his 'own pads and to go as far agt-he is
able, makes better. use of the ABE time given to English
instruction, and, most important, it increases the desire
to read and learn in order to improve skills to the
maximum.-

It was for these reasons that the individualized read-
ing program was developed for the curriculum. It qonsists
of commercial materials that have been developed especially,
for'individualized reading.' These materials, a list of
which is included on pages 21-24, have been carefully
selected to meet the interests and needs, of prison students
grouped in three levels -.Level A, B, and C. They are all
short range in nature, providing tasks that are not too
formidable in appearance.

Most of the recommended materials are auto-instructional
to some.extent, that is, they are self-checking. This type

of program permits immediate feedback and is highly motivating
in learning. Instead of waiting for teachers to make corrections,
responses are immediately confirmed and misconceptions as well
as embarrassment are lessened.

It is not necessary to procure all the materials listed
and no attempt has been made to prescribe a sequential program.
It is intended that the teacher will purchase only those
materials which he feels will be of most benefit to his students.

Included in the list of materials are some items having to
do with granmar. These have been included because some ABE
programs require instruction in this area and also because some
students will enjoy and benefit from this study. It is recommended
that a dominant amount of time be spent on the reading materials
rather than upon, grammar. Reading is the more basic skill and one
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in which students dbed most for future guddesta. There, is likely

to be little carry over from the formal study of grammar to improve-
. "ment in oral language, reading, or writing from theoshort amount

of instructional time.
-,_

While this individualized program is largely self-checking,

Vel

it does not operate by itself. The teachers tole is th thing
that will determine its success. The teacher, not only ust make
the materials available but must help students find material
that suits him best, and give guidance and eacouragement.con-
tinuously. Without this type of .support less than maximum
results will be obtained from the program. r

i

Teaching suggestions

1. Study the list of materials and order those which
seem to be appropriate for your students: If unfamiliar with
any of the materials, examine them at a nearby school,

.instructional materials center, or a publishing house.
Another teacher might have advice as to materials to use.
Order as many copies or sets of each as will be needed by
your class.

2. Before using any of the materials with students,
become thoroughly knowledgeable about there. Study the
guidesand the materials that twill be used by students.

3. Provide tables or study carrels, for students so
that they may have adequate space where they may work with-
out interruption. Adequate storage space must also be
provided.

4. Do not be rigidly bound by the materials suggested
for the three different levels; this is a guide only. The
teacher might find that some Level A students, for example,
will function better in some of themateriall suggested for
Level B. Place students in materials with which they will
gain the most success.

5. At the first class session explain the purpose of
Iirdgram and the manner in which it will operate. Display
all the materials available and permit the students to
explore them. Guide them into choosing one (such as the
Programmed Reading for Adults or an SRA Reading Laboratory)
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that is appealing: Once a program has been selected, the
student should stay with it, at least until he has finished
a sequence or level, rather than switching haphazardly, from
one program to another. In this way he can better see
progress and, hopefully be motivated,to increase his pro-
duction. If in the teacher's judgtenta student would do
better by moving to another program he should move at any
time agreed upon, if for no other reason than to learn
whether or not it might be more satisfactory.

6. ,ILsystem for students to keep track of theif
progress and for teachers to monitor the program must be
established. Nearly all the materials suggested have their
own record-keeping system. It is recommended that the
teacher study the manual and construct a ditto master that
reflects'the scope and sequence df the material. Foi-'

example, if a reading box had selections at ten levels of .

difficulty with ten steps in each level, the following
monitoring page might be devised.

Student's name ,

Reading Material

Level 1 Level 6

1. 4. 7.

2. 5. 8.

3. 6.

I
Level 2

1. 4. 7.

2. 5. 8.

3. 6. 9.

10.
Level 3

1. 4. 7.

.2,, 5. 8.

3. 6. 9.

10.
Level 4

1. 4. 7.

2. 5. 8.

3. 6. 9.

10.

Level 5

1. 4. 7.

2. 5. -8.

3. 6. '9.

10.

1. 4. 7.

2. '5. 8.

411*
6. 9.

Level 7
10.

1. . 4. 7.'

2. 5. 8.

3. 6. 9.

10.
Level 8

1. 4. 7.

2. 5.' 8.

3. 6. 94

10.
. Level 9

1. 4. 7.

2, 5. 8.

3. 6. 9.

\ 10.

Levei`10. '

1 . 4. 4 7._e_...
2. 5. 8.

3. 6: 9.

10.

0
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Each line reprs'entS one selection in the program and each
line is numbered. On the line, the student checks a selection
after helms completed it He Wen checks his answers for
accuracy and Indicates how,many he answered correctly out
of the total pos'sible. This latter notation should be made
in ftaction form, i.e., if a student made five correct.
responses out 4f a possible ten, he would record his4answer
Ithelollowing way:.

Level .3
4

5 /10'

2, '

At 3.
._

Using this system; the teacher may, easily see how
much work a student is doing and how well he is progressing.

7. Students should check theirbwn work. For the few
programs tha4 ao not provide the answers, the teacher should
put the answers on easily accessible cgrds.

8. Make an individual file folder for eachMdent in
which he recores his progress at each session. $,

. Before each class session, look over each folder
Amlis- to pe able to make recommendations to students.

10. If bOoks and pamphlets are not to be used consumably,
make a response sheet in advance or allow students to write
their answers on 'sheets of paper or iretheinoWn notebooks%

11. Since students will possess different skills and
varied levels of skills, it will.be difficult for the
tea her to do any group instruction. Instead, the teacher
fun ions in a directive capacity - steering the student
to materials if indicated, praising efforts; suggesting
out of lass reading, and circulating through the group,
providing help where needed.

12'.. In Addition to the materials suggested, efforts
should be made to teach students, especially in Levels A
and B, to recognize by sight the basic words, that o
over and over in reading, The Dolth Word Lise'(see
26) gives 220 words that are-found in over fifty per nt of
reading. Leahling to recognize these words automatical y
imprdves one's reading level to a considerable extent. f'

Oa
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Try these suggestions for giving practice with the Dolch

words:
a. Give each student a list of these words to use for

b. Play games such as these or make up them:

4

CONCENTRATION - write a different,Dolch word on
20 3"x5" cards; make up two identical} sets;
,mix them up and turn them face downon a table;
'players take turns turning over any two cards in

an effort to turn up two which match.

BINGO - make up a number of bingo boards that have
Dolch words instead of numerals; call out Dolch,
words instead of numerals.

WED RUM? Y - lake up a deck of 311;6" cards in which a
Dolch word is listed four times (limit It to 20
different words); deal the cards; by drawing and
discarding, players try to get four cardi- having

-the same word.

c. Make up flash cards which the students might use

.with each other.

ch Use a tachistoscope, or other timed device,_ for

practicing the words.' 1

e. Have students make sentences, stories, poems, and
riddles using Dolch words.

13. Where students are capable, make use of peer teaching to
provide additional instruction.

14. As suggested previously, while some grammar materials are
suggested for. this program, students should spend a major
part of their time on reading.

A

15. Additional, individualized materials might also be provided
forstudents who are having difficulty with some other basic
language skill, for example, spelling.

16. Each class session should-last about 90 minutes with the
remaining portion'of the three-hour blocks spent on bne of
the enrichment lessons from Part B of the curriculum.
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.

17. In addition to workIng with materials and word lists,
students benefit from exchanging opinions. Many of the
selections providesinformation about interesting and con-
troversial topics.. Spending time in having students tell
about their readings, e.g. why they liked or disliked
selections, will be motivating to other studekts and will
help establish an atmosphere that says "reading is
communicating."

18. As a new piece of material is purchased, it would
be advisable to introduce it to the entire grow at once.
Modes. of response, level sequence, means of recording and
checking answer's as well as noting progress should all
be carefully spelled out in order to increase efficiency.

19. If News for You, a weekly newspaper suggested in
the materials, is made available, spend some time discussing
the week's news, after the students have read it. Follow
up on any of the questions or puzzles.

20. Encourage independent reading by supplying suitable
books (paperbacks are inexpensive) for students or referring
students to the library if one is available.

;



Suggested Materials*

Level A - below grade 3.5

Reading

Programmed Reading for Adults
McGraw Hill (sequenced paperback readers)

Reading Laboratory 1C
Science Research Associates (reading box)

Reading Laboratory 2A
Science Research Associates (reading box)

Reading-Thinking Skills Book 2-1
Continental Ptess (duplicating master book)

Read, Study, Think Books 2 and 3
American Educational Publications (paper pamphlets)

Locating the Answer - Levels A and .B
Bernell Loft Co. (paperback workbook)

Getting the Facts - Levels A and B
Bernell Loft Co. (paperback workbook)

.Using the Context - Levels A and B
Bernell Loft Co. (paperback workbook)

Working with Sounds - Levels A, B, and C
Bernell Loft Co..(palierback workbook)

News for You
Laubach Literacy, Inc. Edition A (weekly.newapaper)

/ ,

Grammar

.English 900
The Macmillan Co. (paperback)

Language Patterns and Usage Book 2-2
Continental Press ( duplicating master book)

Language Patterns and Usage Book 2-3
Continental Press (duplicating master .book)

Language Patterns and Usage Book 3-1
r--

Continental Press (duplicating master book)
Language Patterns and Usage Book 3-2

Continental' Press (duplicating' master book)
Adventures in Good English Book 3-2

Continental Press (duplicating master book)
Adventures in Good English Book 4-1

Continental Press (duplicating.master book)
Adventures in Good English 4-2,

Continental Press (duplicating master hook)

*For publishers' addresses see page 25.

:.)
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Level B - grades 4 through 6

P

reading

22

$

Reading Kit A
Addison Wesley Co. (reading box) Kik

Reading Atainment System Kit 1
Grolier Educational Corp. (reading box),

Reading Laboratory 1C
Science Research Associates (reading box)

Reading Laboratory 2A.

Science Research Associates (reading box)
Reading Success Series Books 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

American Educational Publications (paper pamphlets)
Read, Study, Think Book 4

American Educational Publications (paper pamphlet)
Step Up Your Reading Power

McGraw Hill (paperback)
News for You

Laubach Literacy, Inc. Edition B - (weekly newspaper)
Reading Thinking -Skills Levels 1-4

Continental Press (duplicating matter book)
Reading Exercises in Negro History Vol. 2

Continental Press- (paperback)
Worldwide

Scholastic Book Services (paperback)
Dimensions

Scholastic Book Servies (paperback)
Getting the Facts Levels C and D

Barnell Loft (paperback,)
Locating the Answer Levels C and.D

-Barnell Loft (paperback)
Using the Context Levels C and D

Barnell Loft (paperback)
Language Arts Program Books 1-4

.Cambridge Adult Basic Ea. Series, Cambridge Book Co.
(paperback workbooks)

Programmed Review of English, Unit 1, Spelling
Harper and Row (paperback workbook)
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el

Grammar

English 2200
HarCourt, Brace and Javanovieh (paperbick)

Adventures in Good English Book 4-1
Continental Press (duplicating master took)

Adventures in Goo d English Book 4-2
Continental Press (duplicating master book)

Language Patterns and Usage Book 4-1
Continental Press (duplicating master book)

Language Patterns and Usage Book 4-2
Continental Press (duplicating master book)

Language Patterns_and Usage Book 4-3
Continental Press (duplicating master book)

Language Patterns and Usage Book 6-1
Continental Press (duplicating master book)

Building Good English Book -42
Continental Press (duplicating master book)

Building Good English Book 5-1
Continental Press (duplicating master book)

Cyclo-Teacher
Field Enterprises, Inc. (auto-instructional kit)

Level C - above grade 6

Reading

We Are Black
Science Reeearch Associates (reading box)

Reading Attainment System Kit 2
Grolier Educational Corp. (reading box)

Springboards
Portal Press Inc. (paperback)

,

News fo' You
Laubach Literacy, Inc. Edition B (weekly newspaper)

Reading Kit B
Addison Wesley (reading box)

Reading Laboratory 2B
Science Research Associates (reading box)

Getting ale Facts Level E
Bernell Loft (paperback)

Following Directions Level E
Barnell Loft.(pap rback)

Reading for Understand 5(

tScience Research sociates (reading box)
Reading Skills for Young Adults

Scott Roresman Co. (paperback workbook)

23
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Grammar

- above 6th grade

h 2600

rcourt, Brace and Javanovich
3200

rcourt, Brice and Javanovich
Good En: ish Book 6-1

Cqntinentai Press (duplicating master book)
ter1n: Good En ish Book 6-2

Coutinental.Press (duplicating master book)
Pro: ammed Review of English Unit 1 Spelling

Harper and Raw (paperback)
Pro ammed Re ew of En: sh Unit 2 Diction

Harper and RoW (paperback)
Pro:.- Review of English Unit 3 Writing

rper and Row (iaperback) .

Teacher

eld Enterprises, Inc. (auto-instructional kit)

(paperbqck)

JJ
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'PUBLISHER'S ADDRESSES

Addison Wesley Company
Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, California 94025

American Educational Publications
Education Center
Columbus, Ohio 43216

Bernell Loft Company
111 S. Centre Avenue
Rockville Centre, New York 11570

Cambridge Book Co., Inc.
488 Madison Avetiue

New York, New York 10022

The Continental Press, Inc.
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania 17022;

Field Enterprises Company
2400 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California 94304

Grolier Educational Corporation
845 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Harcourt, Brace and Javanovich
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Lauback Literacy, Inc.
New Readers Press
1320 Jamesville Avenue
P.O. Box 131
Syracuse, New York 13210

McGraw Hill Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

the Macmillan Company
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Portal Press Inc.
605 Third Avenue.
New York, New York 10016

Scholastic Book Services
54 North 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Scott Foresman
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025

1/2
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Dolch*Word List of Basi 220 Words*

a &Ain't

about down

after draw

again drink

4 all eat
always eight

am every

an fall

and far

any fast

are find

around. first

as five

Ask fly

at for

ate found

away four

be from
because full

been funny

before gave

beat get

better give

big go

black goes
blue going

both good

bring got

brown green

but grad

buy had

by has

call have

came he

can help

carry her
clean here

cold him
come his

coup hold
cut hot

did how

do hurt

does
done if

in

into
is

it

Its

tus,
weep

know
laugh\
let
light
like
little
live
long
look
made
make
man;
may
me

much

must
my

myself

never
new
no

not
now
of

off
old
cn
once
one

only
open
or
?ur

'out
oven
dran

*Published by Garrard Press, Chanpal
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pick
play
please

pretty
pull
put
ran

read
red

ride

right

round
nil

"""/ said

saw
say
see
seven
shall
she

show
sing
sit
six

sleep
small
so

some
soon
star
stop

take
tell

ten

that
theil

thekr

tqlm
thOn
the re

9ese
ey

ink

, Illinois

ill

fr

26

those

three

to

today
together
too

try

two

under
up

upon
us

use

very
walk
want
warm
was
wash
we

well
went
were
what
when
where
which
white
who
why

will
wish
with
work
would
write

yellow
yes
you
your

I
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Part B - cations Enrichment Lessons
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Common Characteristics of the Lessons

Eachof the twenty lessons has been written with
an established set of common characteristics in mind. These
commonalities will enchanckhoth teaching and learning.

Commonalities as to students

Ar 1. They challenge students by using techniques and
materials that will Appeal to adults.

A

2. They keep students' interest by being fast-paced
and dealing with relevant, adult topics.

ause attention spans are often short they
vide for a wide variety of activities that

offer a frequent change-of-pace.

4. They-encourage learning because each student can
enjoy success from every lesson.

They provide for immediate feedback of answers or
for immediate discussion following an activity.

6. They afford the opportunity for students to
participate actively; they are "doerii1'7ot just
"absorbers".

7. They provide opportunity for students to practice
the communication skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing in alunctionali non-drill
setting.

Commonalities as to content, organization and approach

1. They have a common forMat, which facilitates inter-
pretation and use of the lesson by the teacher, as
follows:

_Goals
Objectives
Materials
Teaching suggestions (not included in some of the lessons)

) Procedures and activities
Summary and evaluation



2. They have been developed in terms of stated
objectives.

29:

3. They contain suggestions for presenting the lesson
to three levels of students - Level A, B, & C.

..,
4. They provide for alternatives; it is not necessary

t,
to teach all the activities shown for each lesson;
others may be added. ,

5. They are remedial in nature.

.6. They are designed' not only for lirge group instruction
but also for small groups, peer teaching, and in-
dividualized teaching.

7. They make extensive use of educational media approaches
.

and material; thus, the lessons provide in depth
experiences in visual liteiacy.

8. They make use of games and other creative and
innovative devices that motivate learning.

9. They are approximately 90 minutes in length.

10. They are intended to be written clearly enough that
the teacher who has never seen a lesson previously
can understand and teach it successfully.

11. They are written with the thought in mind that
many ABE teachers also hold full-time position
elsewhere and that many of them are not trained ad
teachera. ThereforI, the instructions are explic t
and sometimes more extensive than the professio 1

teacher needs. In most cases a sample copy of
exercises,' diagra , drawings, or such to be us
in the lesson are ncluded. In any case the
thoroughness wit which the lessons are explained
should save the usy ABE teacher countless hours of
preparation and should assure him greater confidence
in his teaching as well as improve the quality of
instruction.

12. They are writtett so that ordinary educational media
equipment (16 mm. projectors, slide projectors, tape
recorders, overhead projectors, etc.) and consumable
instructional materials are available. No special
equipment is called for and the instructional
materiels are reasonably inexpensive.

(.3
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1.

13. Each .esson has two titles: (a) a .teacher title,

and (b) a student title. The teacher title. is

Worded such that it succinctly tells the teacher

the content of the lesson; the student title is

worded .such that it, hopefully, gains the interest

of students by intriguing them with a bit of

mystery about the leSson's content.

.
14. They have been designed so that each student will

produce one or more products demonstrating his
understanding of the lesson's content.

Sequence of the lessons

As explained already the lessons are not arranged in

a cum:Illative sequence. It becomes the teacher's decisio

to choose an order. that will-be best for him and his

students in terms of background and interests. However,

Lesson 1, "Observation," has been designed; as you will(

see on examination, to be taught as the first lesson.

contains a number -of interesting activities and allows #or

wide student participation; thus, it can well serve as

"kick-off" for the curriculum and, hopefully, motivate,
students to become interested in and want to attend the

remaining sessions. The "Communications" and "Verbal and
Non-Verbal Communications" are quite similar in nature.

The teacher shi:ould examine these lessons, then decide

whether to space them closely together or further apart in

the curricului. In' any ,case the relationship between the

lessons should be pointed out to the students.
/

The order in which the lessons are arranged in this
booklet repre.sents one-order in which they may be taught -

an order which may be logically followed. Thec,teacher

--should stud all the lessons careftilly, then start with
those that/offer the best possibility of success for him

and his students.

After an order lugs been decided upon it is suggested
that a schedule be made up showing the student title for

each lesson and .theidate each is to be taught. A copy of

this schedule should be .posted in appropriate places,
circulated through the prison, and then given to each

student at the first class session. Efforts of this kind

will encourage class attendance.

,

.

I
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Teaching suggestions

1. Become familiar with the entire curriculum before
teaching any of the lessons. Learn the thrust and the
spirit of the whole program.

2. The lessons are intended to be a resource to you;
feel free to add, delete, or adapt any suggested activities
or questions that will take best advantage of your background
and interests and those of your ,s tudents , the amount of time
available', and the availability of equipment and materials.

'4

The teacher is in the best position at a given moment to
judge and select suggestions to help students learn. Do not
be bound by the lesson plan; instead use it as a guide,

- 3. 'Before teaching a lesson study it carefully far
enough in advance to order materials, make duplicated copies,
and get supplies and equipment ready.

4. Suggestions are given for making each 'lesson
adaptable to Level-A, B, and C Students. Feel 'free to
select from any of those given and add otheis that will be
appropriate for your students.

5. Make substitution for suggested materials that
violate local regulations. For example, prisoners may not
be allowed to use scissors as recommended in certain lessons,
in some prisons.

6. State at the beginning of the program and at the
beginning of each lesson the rewards that will be given.

7. The lessons are designed primarily to be non-lecture,
student-, not teacher-centered. Make every effort to keep this
philosophy in mindthroughout each lesson. Try these techniques:

a. Divide the clash into snail groups Is often
as possible

b. Offer individualized _ins truction frequently
c. Make use of peer teaching where students have the

ability to help each other
d. 1take use of the inductive approach, i.e.,

ask questions that get students to discover "
answers instead of telling the answers out tight

e. Ask questions that require more than a one or
two word oanswer. Use a number of_questions that
begin with why and how rather than who, what, and
where

t
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f.' Plan for discussion to take place, because
discussion makes a class livelier.

g..Recogi:Vprogress and en urage students to
impro both oral andWritt comments are

helpful,
h. Use a teacher aide to he f one available.

W. Re tuber that-these lessons provide fimctio

situations which,students may practice listening, Spe

reading, on writing skills. Seize every opportunity to

enable stu nts to use these skills. Many times an oral

activity in a lesson may be converted into a writing
activity, or vice versa, to give students. the most worth-

while experience. Have students read nearly everything
that is written - words and sentences on the board, _on

tdup icated:copies,'in'books used in clads, and papers" they

inselves write. Too much writing.canbe tiring, and boring"

for students. Be sure there is a balance of all four
skills - listening, peaking, reading, and writing - -in

every lesson.

9. Thi lessons ate written so that students will
continuously be successful. Even answers that are wrong

shoUld be corrected in an encouraging manner. Most of

the activities are open-ended, illowingsfor much discussion

and difference of opinion.

10. Relate the content of any lesson, where flossible,.

to 'any current event that is known to the students.'

11. Show the-relationship betweeli the lessons, if any.

ORemind
them.that "we did something lilte thili in the lesson

on . " or that "We will_learn 4cre abOut this in

the lesson on

12 Use the blackboard as much as ppssible. EVerything-.

you write on it provides goad reading. practice for students;

cala on theia to. -read it back when appropriate.
If

13. Fill in the evslbation form at the end of each

_lesson.

10 4

, 14 The lessons have been placed In loot-leaf notebook

form, which will make it easy to shift the position of the
lessons according to the order in which the .teacher desires to

teacH them. This arrangement also allows the teacher to in-

sert notes or related teaching materials for each lesson.

,b

N
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15. As. eigained elsewhere teach theessOns in
any order:

16. The lessons are not directed at anyone ethnic
or mino;ity group. If the students in your clasdes are
predominantly of a particular ethnic group, where feasible,
subatitute_reading selections, poetry, music, art, or Other.
materials that are endemic tb that group. e

1117. The teacher should 'encourage gOOd speech not
by "correcting" that used by the students' so much as by
being a good =model of speech himself through

to pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary.

4

4 Z
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LBAION 1

TEACHER TITLE-OBSERVATION
STUDENT TITLE-BEER, PERFUME, AND LACE

Goals

1-1

The purpose of this lesson is to help the student

realize how effectiirely he can use his five senses as a,
basis for learning. The student should 'also learn that
using the senses accurately improves his chanCei to succeed

in school and in life. This is the first leson in this
curriculum because pure sensory stimulation, areness,

and discrimination_are basic to learning English coMMuni- .

cation skills. Hopefully, this 'lesson will be interesting

enough that it will create a favorable impression toward
all the other lessons in this curriculum,and will encourage
learning attendance.

Objectives

1. ",TO practice using the senses of sight, hearing,
-touch, taste, and smell.

2. To become more aware of the importance of the

senses in learning.
3. To compare, contrast, and discriminate among

similar stimuli.
4. To communicate and discuss the observations.

Materials

1. Blackborad and chalk
2. Paper and pencils
3. 4 vials of equal size labeled A, B, C, D for Activity

1 (baby food jars ate suggested.)
4. 4 vials of equal size labeled 1, 2, 3, for Activity

2 (Baby food jars are suggested.)
5. 4 tablespoons each of sugar and salt for Activities

1 and 2.

6. 1 teaspoon for Activity l"and 2

7. -1 tablespoon for Activities 1 and 2

8. 4 medicine droppers for Activity 1

9. Water for Activities 1 and 2
10. Vinegar and extracts of almond, vanilla and

lemon for Activity 3.
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11. 3-2"x2" covered boxes (or similar small size)
labeled A, B, C for Activity 3
- ' 12. 1 covered cardboard. box, approximately 12"x12"
for Activities 4 and 5

13. A collection of scraps of various fabrics, in-
,Cluding panties, for Activity 5.

14. Duplicated copies of Exercise "Answer Sheet for
Sensory Observations" for Activities 1 - 4. (Alternative
copy this answer sheet on the board)

15. Copies of optical illusions (attached) for
Activity 6.

16. Duplicated copies of Exercise 2, "Answer Sheet for
Optical Illusions for-Activity 6 (Alternative - copy this
answer sheet on the board)

17. Overhead projector (optional)
18. Tachistoscope (optional) for Activity 10.
19. Flash.cards (optional) for Activity 10.
20. Film tar showing one to, two minute observation

for Activity 7.

%eaching suggestions

1. The follow
lesson. All
dependent on ti

g activities .are suggested for this

of these activities can be used,
d size of class.

.2. As ea' activity is-introduced (teacher choose
sequence), the, eacher shouldekplain the purpose of the
experiment,/ ve directions /1and state the odtcomes
expected./

3. In some cases,.0wo trials ay,be,used -- one as a
/pretest and one' as a post-teat. Th first trial Or ex-
perience will acclimate and familiarizt the subject with
the material, type, quality and quantiiky of stimuli. The
second trial will show whether dieldpas have been wsimila-,
ted and whether better sensitivity to the use of the senses
has occurred.

Procedures and activities

"In

the

out

1. Start the lesson by s
this lesson we are going to
group is the best observer.

by tesVng each of the five

if

tating.a-Jeffillenge, such as

find out which student in
We're going to find this
senses that everyone of us

it
te,
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has. We're goAlig to test how well you see, hear, taste,

smell, and fell. We'll find out which one of you does each

of these things best and which one uses them the best over-

all. Then we're going to see which, person can use these
.five senses to form the' best judgment about `some experiments

we're going to do. Perhaps this lesson will give you some
surprises about yourself. You might learn that you're a

better user of some of these senses than you thought and. you
might also find you're not quite as keen on some of them
as you have always thought yourself to be."

2. At this point, orat the appropriate time in the
lesson, explain why the senses are important in everyday

life. The teacher might say, "Some of you, in fact, might
not be here if you had used your senses more effectively.
For example;

a. Casing a joint
b. Finding all burglar alarms

c. Determining police schedules`

We do not want to teach you to use your senses for these . ...

purposes; I am only saying that those of you who have done I- I.

any of these things used your senses either wisely orf

unwiselly." The teacher should go on to explain thatkhe
senses can be used also for other matters too:

a.. For determining personal feelings. For example:

How do you know when your woman is happy.; Anger How\
do you know her favorite foods? How 'do you know her Ilvoriti-%

perfumes? Al'

b. For-savini_your awn life or that of a loved one.:

For example: If you smell gas in a dark room, would you

light a match?

The teacher should add other examples: if necessary.

3. Conduct these experiments:,

Activity 1 - Tasting

Take 4 vials (baby food jars ate sugges ted) of, equal

size, fill each about half way with water, and label them

A, B, C, and D. In one vial add L teaspoon of sugar'or
salt; in a second, add 1 tablespoon sugar or salt; and in a

third, add 2 tablespoons of sugar or salt. The fourth vial

should contain pure water. Ask for volunteers to taste each,
using medicine droppers to plac4 drops on tongue.
Continue until everyone has tasted every vial. Allow for free
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discussion during this activity. Have each student record
his answer on the attached answer sheet, Exercixe 1 - "Answer
Sheet for Sensory Observations." Discuss the answers.

Activity 2 - Smelling

Take covered vials (baby food jars are suggested.) of
equal size containing about half water mixed with different flavors,
such as almota, vanilla and lemon extract, vinegar, sugar, or
salt. Label vials 1, 2, 3 and 4. Proceed as with Activity 1,
allowing for participation by everyone, discussiOn, and recording
of answers on Exercise 1, "Answer Sheet for Sensoryylervations."
Discuss answers.

Activity 3 - Feeling and hearing

Use 3 covered boxes of the same size (2"x2" or a similar
small size),containing different objects of varying weights, such
as a penny, a quarter, and a half dollar, or use stones, bolts,
washers, or such. Label the boxes A, B, and C. By using only
the senses of feeling and hearing determine which box is lightest
and which is heaviest as students pass the boxes around. Record
the answers on Exercise 1, "Answer Sheet for Sensory Observations."
Discuss the results.

Activity 4 - Feeling

Use a covered cardboard box xapproximikely 12"x12" with a hole
cut in one side large enough for the student's hand and arm to be
inserted. Place a very sensory object inside (cooked spaghetti, an
zyiter, 'a slice of bread). By feeling it, the student attempts to
guess it entirely by feeling it. Proceed as with the previous three
activities. Record the answer on Exercise 1,,_ "Answer Sheet for

.Sensory ObEarvation."

Activity S - Feeling

Find the underwear. Using the same cardboard'box, or a similar
one, that was used in Activity 4, place several scraps of various
types of .fabric, including a pair of underwear. Each student reaches
inside the box, feels the fabrics, describer:the texture of each,
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and attempts to find and pull out the underwear. Proceed

with discussion as in the previous four activities; note

that no answer is to be recorded oa the answer sheet.

- Seeing

Use the 4rawinis of the attached optical illusions or

either project on an overhead transparency. ,Explain that these

ar drawings. After discussing each drawing, have dhe students

r rd their answers to each et of drawings on'Exerdisa 2t

"Answei Sheet for Optical Ill ions." Discuss each answer

getting the students to understand that optical illusions can be

quite deceiving. Ask them if they know any other optical illustion

they can demonstrate. (Note: The items in drawings 1, 3, 4, 5,

and 6 are equal.)

Activity 7 - Seeing

After looking at optical. illusions, tell the class that

they are now going to look at something more difficult that re- '

quires even greater powers of observation. Then show a short

one to two minute incident from'any film available that shows

interaction among several people. After showing the film ask

the students to recall specific details portrayed in the film,

such as clothing work, specific incidents that happened, number

of people involved, etc. (Before showing the film to the class,

preview the film several times to prepare your questions and to

he/gUre of answers.)

Activity 8 - Hearing

To call attention to the imp9rtance of accurate listening,

read this sentence to the group:

I have 20 sick sheep and one died. How many sheep do I

have left. (Note: unless careful listening is done "20 sick

sheep" will sound like "26 sheep) (The answer is 19..)

461
Activity 9 - Hearing

1

---_-_,

To call ttention to the rel'ationsnip between hearing and '

speaking; the teacher repeats a sentence using each of the words

in the pairs elow. The subject of the sentence should contain

L

4.
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the name of a zoiaber of the Glass or that of';.s local place of
e- interest.

Sample: I gets get

i I Joe gets out of jail in two months.
2. Joe outout of jail in two months.

The teacher ten asks. "Is sentence 1 or sentence 2 correct?"
Answers can be indielted by a ahem of ,hands . Discuss each sentence
briefly. The teacher should bring out the point that the way in
Witch we tali is influenced by the way we use the sense of hearing.

Level A'

(Use the following item for Level A students.)

brouOit brang
light I lighted
gonna, going to

bring
he good he is good
they lis good they are good

I

I

(Use the /following items for

,c-iesterant
ires aurant

bat stile
re lize
telerAsion to vision
libary (li -bary) lib ry
drciwa drown d

I

Level B

1\ i students . )

k

(Use the following
I

permanent
givernment
stumick
sieciFIC
dWarve

I

Level C

items for Level C students.)----_

AP

I

, permament
,goverment
s tomach
SPE ci f ic
dwarf

s

o

G



Activity 10 - Seeing (alternative ac

Using a tachistoscope or flash c
in realizing that the sense of sight
reading ability. Expose each of the
words below wry briefly (perhaps 2 s
to assure success).

1-7

rovide practice
h to do with
and non-sense
, but vary this

For Level A students, use two di fer it activities:

a. Copy each word they see
ts, Determine which ones are I words

For Level B and C students, in 441d1tion to a and b above,

add two more activities:

c. Determine which words are misspelled
d. Discuss the meaning of.each word

Level A Level B Level C

was
say

be

de

the

h te

e th

mo

na
an
am

c4
pirate
priv to
hear

head
lead
led
principle
principal
breath

whole
hole
angle
angel

None of the words in the Level
spellg;
interests and ca

teacher may, misspell a

Summary and evaluation

ties of the c

orchard
orchid
destroy
stationery
stationary
colonial
colonel
personnel
personal
omission
commission
weather

er
whether

B and C lists are mis-
of the in terms of the
s.

1. Discuss individual outcomes and progress made. Determine

who used each sense the best and rdho Was the best overall. If

each activity is done twice, comPare the time.it took on the first
trial for each sense as contrasted to the seem-a-trial.

4
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2. Summariie the purposes of the lesson, reiterating
the importance of using the five senses accurately for
effective living and learning.

3. Explain again that this is the first lesson in
this curriculum and that it is a good example of what the
others will be like. Encourage attendance in order that

students will be able to improve their communication skills.

4. Allow students to discuss what they liketejoilialt
liked about the lesson.

5., Call on a student(s) to summarize what was learned

in the lesson.

,Z 6. "Uave each student fill in the evaluation form and

collect it.

J
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Exercise-1 - Answer Sheet for Sensory Observations

Activity -1 - Tasting

Place correct letter (A, B, C,, or D) in blank.

1. Which vial contains no salt (sugar)?

2. Which vial is salty ,' saltier
sal ties t

3. Which vial is sweat , sweeter
sweetest

Activity 2 - Smelling

Pick the word that/best describes what is in each vial
and write the word in 'he blank.

Words: sugar almoyid ammonia , cinnamon lemon

salt
.

galic perfume vanilla vinegar

Vial 1

Vial 3

Vial 2

Vial 4

_ Activity 3 - Feeling and hearing

1. Which box is the lightest? 'A B C (Circle one)

Acti

2. Which box is the heaviest? A B C- (Circle, one)

eeling

The object in the box is a

OA.

O



Exercise 2 - Answer Sheet for Optical Illusions

-Write your answer in the blank space to tiJe right of each

kpestion.

Drawing #1

Which line is longer, A or B?

Drawing #2

What do you see?

Drawing #3

Which square is bigger, A or B?

Drawing #4

Which line is longer, A or B.21

Drawing #5

Which bar is longer, AC or

Drawing #6

Which paf tern is bigger, A or B?
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LESSON 2

TEACHER TITLE - VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
STUDENT TITLE - TALKING WITH AND WITHOUT WORDS

;;--

Goals

2 -1

The key point ,in this lesson is to give the students practice
in Communicating and interpreting the actions of others on the
verbal and non-verbal level. Thip includes an awareness of the factors
in good oral communication and the use of gestures a other non-

- verbal expressions as a means of communication. 'Die outcome of
this lesson should provide the students with an understanding of
hbw their verbal and non-verbal communications influence their
inter-personal relations with others.

Ob 1 ectiver

1. To gain a better understanding of verbal and non-
verbal comFunicition in daily living. '

2. TO practice and use verbal and non-verbal communica-
tion activities.

3. To perceive and understand the verbal and non-
verbal communication of others.

Materials

1. .Blackboard and chalk °

2. Pencils and paper
4' 3. Wmetric designs (See Exercises I through IV attached)

(Activities 1 Ind 2)
4. Screen (a portable blackboard or other device will

beappropriate)
5. Eictures (or slides) showing human activitiesNr

Activities 3 and 4 (samples' attached)
6. Oaktag paper
7. lape.recorder'and tape (optional) .

8. Video tape recording and play back equipment (movie
camera or Polaroid may be substituted) (Optional)

46-

Zi 9
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Teaching suggestions

1. If the equipment is available, the activities may
be either audio 7- or videotaped (a movie Camera or Polaroid

, camera could be Substituted). Che playbacks would allow
students to evaluate their own performances kat.a very critical
manner, as will as establish a good oral language experience.

2. Point out that some of the activities in the lesson
are similar to those in another one; "Communication" (or "Tell

,,,It Like It Is")

Procedures and activities

Stirt the lessop by saying something such as: "Tonight
is 'Fun and Games' night, a chance to do.your own thing. We're
going to find the best. actor, the best kidder, best trickster,
and the ,best con-artist. We' are also going to find the best put -
'down artist, judge, and\ detective. We're going to ha* a series
of situations in which ybou're going to lea= that we often need
to use more than words to' tell someone elite something. Thi
about the point to this lesson as .you take part in the acts ties."

Attivity 1 - "Hidden Voice"

The teacher selects'any one of the four exercise" sheets
(attached to this 1-sElon), depending on the group's level/.
Keep in mind' that t.1* exercises are arranged in an increasing
cirder'of compleicity. Choose the more simple exercises first.

o.... 1st ,
Then say to the class, "I;need a voluntetr *ho will take

this design and 0 'behind the screen. Don't let anyone see
it. Then I want you,' while standing behind the screen, to look
at the..card apd give the dais directions-for copying it down
on their paper's so th4y..will end up with the same design you
have You may not tell the name .of tht design, just live us
directis for &pawing it. )10 one may ask you any ,..questions.
We Mint to see hots manrtreabers of the class draw their design
more nearly like yours."

At tee end Of the activity, have every member of the class
hold their papers Up, ,Showthem the design the student was
describint. See how they cotop'are.
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rot* discussion, bring' out these points:
.. I,

1. The exercise was difficult for the speaker
he was not allowed to use any gestures.

2. The exercise was difficult for the rest of
because they were not allowed to ask any clarifying

3. People need to be able to talk freely with
for complete communication to take place.

Activity 2 - "Fa* to Face Talk"

2-3

because

the class
questions.
each other

t Select another design from among the four attached to
...this lesson, except choose a more difficult one. Follow

the same procedures as foi Activity 1 except that the
volunteer stands in front of the class With the design con-
cealed but in front of him. The class may ask questions
during his descriptiOn, but the volunteer may not use his
hands.

Follow-up by comparing the drawings ,by class ne ail e7rs with
the original design. Raise the question as to now thieackivity
was different from Activity 1 and what were the differences
in them. Bring out the point that the volunteer was limited by
not being able to use his hands'for gesturing, but that communication
took place more easily because questions were permitted.

Activity 3 - "Pick the Title"

(Note: the teacher should record the responses of Level A
students; Levels B and C should be able to record their own responses.)

Find several pictures (or slides), or make copies of those
attached, showing people in various interesting human activities.

. .The teacer says something to thiS effect: "Here is a group ---of pictures (or slides). Examine them carefully. What are the -
pictures saying? Then you are to make up and write down a titlefoi each picture. We'll' then decide who has made up the besttitle."

U1
.1

)
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Upon completion, take the pictures (or slides) one bi one .-

iamd let each student read his caption. Write (or hiVe a iiudent
write) each of these' on the blackboard. Let individuals tell
why they made up t!e4.r title. Through discussion decide on dia
best title for each picture.

Activity 4 - "What Did They Say?"

S

Follow the same pr s as for Activity 3 except ask th e

class to write what th y think se people in the pictures (or
slides) are saying.

Activity 5 - Pantom4e

Explain that it this activity th student will act out an
emotion to communicate. List emotions such as these on the Ward:

anger
joy

hate
hobe

love
sorrow

lust. fear

puzzlement

If necessary, lain what pabtoline is. Tell the class to
look at the list an each picks out an emotion that they can pan -

tomine for the class.- As each is acted out, students raise their
hands when they think they recognize it. Discuss what it was the

actor did that communicated his emotion. After all members of the
class have had a turn, bring out the point that it is always
necessary to use ,words to tell what we want to say and that people
everday communicate with each other in these ways. Ask the class to

give examples of non-verbal communAcation that they have recently
seen (45n television, while talking with each othert_while talking
with a visitor, when being given as hider, etc.)

Activity 6 - Role playing

As opposed to the non -ve al ..tune of iantomine in Activity
5, role playing calls for verbal ac vity. t the following, or

similar, pairs of roles on the! boar

.

'father son rother sister
father - daughter sister sister
husband - wife self girlfriend

mother self 'judge

brother - b ther I self guard



ago

Have the students pair up and select one of the pairs
they wi11 role play4erthe class. Give them a specific
scene (discussing a:favarite television program, using
the-( amily,car, asking for money, asking for advice about
sex, etc.):! Give each pair a few minutes to prepare their
presentations. After liitening to each pair, discuss which
pairs were the most convincing and why. Bring out the pdint
that those who choose their words most accurately usually
communicate their meanings much better.

2-5

Summary and evaluation

1. _Summarize the importance of verbal and non-verbal
language in daily living.

2. Determine which students were the best actors and
why.

3. Allow students to discuss what they liked and
disliked about the lesson.

4. Call on aisvident(s) to summarize wha was learned
in the lesson.

5. Have each student fill in the evalua on form and
collect it.

c
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Goals

)1.

LESSON

;TEACHER TITLE PRINTING
STUDENT TITLE FORM PRINTING

The purpose of this lesson is to gi
the individual when confronted with sta
which he must complete. This eneompasse
interpret the purpose of the information
understanding of what is considered pert
tion of the form. The lesson also provi
printing and calls attention to the impo
in landwriting.

Objectives'
-

3-1

e

e coefidence'to
ardized fdrus
the ability to

desired and the
nent to the couple-
s practice in
tance of legibility

, 1. To properly fill out standardized fo
2. To recognize common terns used in 'the _e forms.

3. To fol directions.

4. To reco nize and print the letteis t e alphabet
legibly.

Materials

, 1. Duplicated copies of Exercise 1, "Following Directions,"
Forms A and B, for Activity 1-(sample attached) .

2. 'Paper and pencils

3. Blackboard and chalk
4.. Empty cartons (cereal boxes, or su for Activity 2
5. Duplicated copies of Exercise 2, "What's on a Carton?"

(sample attached)
6. Blank copies of basic forms for Activity 3 (samples attached)
7. Overhead projector and - transparencies (optional)

. 8. Opaque Erojectov(optional)--..

PuplicaTkd copies of printed letter and numeral forms.
for Activity 4 (sample attached)

0"

4%)
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Teaching suggestions

1. The teacher may select any combination of the
following activitiej that will beef meet the needs of the
class. w

2. Variations for students at different levels of
achievement will need te be made for the lesson. Several
suggestions are given.

3. For Activities 2 and 3, .furnish cartons and forum
' that are relevant to the students..

. 4. Students who have extreme difficulty with legible
printing'hhould spend much of the lesstin on Activity 4.

05. Encourage students to work on gaining greater
legibility in printing by practicing outside of class.

6. Before teaching the lesson, examine carefully each
form that is to be used in Activity 3 in order to beable
to answer authoritatively each item on the form. Invite'

resource persons eo come to the class if necessary. .

Prochdures'and activities

Introdu" the lesson by saying something to this
effect: "Tonight we are going to learn to-fill in many of
the ordinary forms we often us *at sometimes give us
diffiCulties. We are going to be fillip: on such as
job applications, loan applications, cks, i.nk deposits,
etc. It is important that forms like these be filled in
correctly, else a person likely may not ge at he is
iskIng for.

"Good handwriting is also. important in filling in these
forms. Did you know that large department stores lose
around one million dollars per year simply because sales
slips are not written legibly by their clerks? I heard a
story once about a lady who ordered a dollar's worth of
needles. Several days later a truck appeared other home
and delivered several boxes of needles. It turned out that
she had placedtthe,decimal point in the wrong place and
thd company had sent a h,undred dollar's worth of needles!

3-2
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4
to in this lesson we want to think about following

directions carefully, about wriitinp legibly, and about
being accurate in every way. Chances are that those who

- are best at these things are going to be the pebple who
get the jobs, loans, or whatever they are after."

Activity 1 - Following directions

Give out duplicated copies of Exercise,l, "Following
Directions". (Itio ,forms of this exercise a.-re attached; use
_Form A with Level 'A students, Form B with Levels Band C
students). Emphasieeihat the purpose of the exercise
is to practice following directions of the type that are
found on many/form. This activity will help students in
learning to read complicated forms more critically. After
the exercise is finished discuss how well ifily idid or did
not follow directions and reiterate again that 'careful

reading is the first step in filling in for accurately.
"Read before you write."

Activity 2 - What's on a Carton? P

Find empty cartons that contain a good bit of print
(cereal boxes are best, labels from canned goods could
also be used) and give one to each student,- or let two
to four persons share the same one. Give them also a
duplicated copy of Exercise 2, "What's on Carton?"
(sample attached) and let them fill in the qUestionnaire.
(Do this exercise orally with Level A students.) Correct,
the answers orally; collect the papers if you wish. While
this is primarily a reading activity, make the point also
that cartons and labels furnish more informs:C.1.°n than the
casual observer thinks, but that with careful inspection,
'all of it can be found. The sane is true with filling in
forms -- one has to examine them very carefully in order to
know just what they are saying and to be acEuOtte in
filling them in.

Activity 3 - Filling in Forms

Obtain cdpies of such basic forms:

job applications Income TawForms 1040-IRS
Social Security U.S. Savings 'Bonds application
driver's license loan application
W-4 (withholding form-IRS) personal. checks

4



bank deposit slips
(checking & savings)

savings withdrawal slips

money orders

ti

Have enough ,copies pf the forms you use so that each
student has three copies of each. Ldvel A students should
practice with the most basic forms (job applications,
money orderR, loans, Social Security); Levels B and C
students can practice with these as well as the more
complicated ones. Students should be made aware that
help can be obtained in filling in many of the forms (for
example, IRS agents will help in filling out Form 1040;
loan officers of banks will help in filling in loan
applications).

If possible,_have one or more of the forms on an
overhead transparency or project them with an opaque
projector. Go over each item in the forms. Ask what
informatioA should be written in each section. Answer
questions so that everyone understands the form. Then
give 'a copy of the form to each student; let him fill it
in. Check them over, give them another copy or two of the
form to fill in if continued work will bring about under-
standing and accuracy. Let students in pairs exchange
and Criticize each other's forms. Give students the chance
to ask for those forms which they would like to practice
filling in.

Activity 4 - Printing

Some students, especially those in Level A, may have
difficulty`-in writing printed letters legibly. Identify

these students while the forms are being filled in and
give them some basic nstruction iniletter formations (see
sample letter forms ttached; give copies o students whlo

need them). Write simple words on the boar for them to
copy, iuch'as.happy, out, where, 'exit, many, tc. . Write
models to be copied-on the paper for those st nts who have
great difficulty.' To avoid the' dullness which = type of-
drill has for some students, let them make as zany ittle words
as possible out of such words as Thanksgiving, umbre la, and
affectidnale writing the little words dawn in printed form.
Encourage the students to practice on thjeivown outside'of class
and to evaluate their owp work.

3
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a
Summary and evaluation

1. Collect for and examples of printing; study them
and indicate to students where they were wrong or where
they need to practice.

2. Allow students to discuss what they liked and
disliked about the lesson.

3. Call on a student(s).;4 summarize what was learned
in the lessOn. Supplement with as much explanation as
necessary to make the purposes of the leSson Oear.

4. Have each student fill in the evaluation form
and collect it.

0

I
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Exercise 1 - Following Directions

Form A

CAN YOU READ DIRECTIONS?

Directions: Read all the questions before you write anything.

1. Put a square 0 around the words "C READ DIRECTIONS?"

'2. Write your name in the top, right hand

3. Draw a circle around the word NAME in q

4. Put an "X!' under the number 4.

5. Put a, line under the word "put" in question 4.

6. Say your name (out laud).

7. Spell sthe word "DOG" at the end of this test.

4# 8. Plit a dot on the letter "1".

9. Write your last name here.

10. Don't do any of the questions on this paper. This is a joke.

2.

4

.

-r

I N,
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Exercise 1 - ollowing Directions

Fokm B

CAN YOU FOLLOW DIRECTIONS?

This is a time test -- you have th minutes only.

1. Read everything carefully before doing anything.

2. Put your name in the upper right -hand corner of this page.

3. Cir le the word "NAM' in sentence two.

4. D a five small squares in the upper left-hand corne'r.

5. Put "X" in each square.

6. Put al circle arotmd each squaie.

7. Sign your name under the title of this paper.

8. After \the title, write "YES, YES, YES."

9. Put a circle completely azi)und sentence number seven.

10. Put an "x- in the lower lift corner of this paper.

11. Draw a triangle arotmd a "X" in the lower left comer of the paper.

17. On the back of this pa r, multiply 703 by 66.

TVA-

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

1

Draw a rectangle around the word corner in sente nce fgur.

Loudly call out Our first name when you get this far along.

If you think you hive followed directions carefully to this
.-point, call -out nmkw ."

On the reverse side of this paper, add 8950 and 9805.

I

Put a circle around ,your answer, and put a square aro,und the circle.

In your normal spe ing voice, count from ten to one, backwards.

Punch tb4e small holes in the top o'f,this paper, with your "pencil.

4 the rat person to reach this point, LOUDLY call out
IFIRS PERSON TO THIS POINT, AND I AM THE LEADER IN
DIRE IONS."

If you a

"I km
FOLLOWIN

22

23.

Put a aqua

udly cal

at y
es

24. No*
se nte

even numbers on the left side of this 'paper.

around each written-out number on this 'paper
4

out "I AM NEARLY FINISHED, I HAVE FOLLOWED D ECTIONS."

u have finished reading everything carefully, 10 _only
ne and two.

I 0
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at,

.Exercise 2 - What's on a

CARTON QUESTIONNAIRE

-The-hame of thfs proluc E. is

rton

4

2 . This product was made by

3. Titis prp t Sias made in the state of

4. The weigh of this product was

5. This prod t has rediehts.

r

Circle of the ingredients listed below that are in
this proid ct:

flour
salt
sugar
cocoa

/- corn starch 1 vegetables
deitrose

%

meat *

artificial flavor fruit
spices grain

7. licr4 much does this product cos ?

S. Haw long does-ft take to prepare this product?

9.; with what other product could this be used?

10. Lis t the
to,buy thi

scriptive words that would cause people
product. !.

4

ti
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i.ESSON 4'

TEACHER TITLE - FILMS
STUDENT TITLE - X-RATED FILMS

Goals

4-1 -

This lesson should help the student to understand more
fully hoW to view_a film. .Experiencesbinclude learning. to
communicate the viewing experience to others,- understanding
of characterization,-finding the theme and parts of a film,
and final;y Translating this audie7visual impression into
a written or oral'product:

Obi ectives

I. To recoghize
2. To recognize

characters in a film.
3. To recognize

plot of a film.

basic film terminology.
the title, film credits, and cast of

and be able to discuss the theme or
.

. 4. To express the features of characterization.
*S.' To recognize and be able to discuss the climgc of the

6. Zoo record, both orally and in writing, what
and he* in a fi

To critic' a film (level C students tmly).

Materials'*"

*
one .sees

1. BlackbOrad and chalk
2. 16mm. pro ector
3. Scfeenis. f.

4. .One film o'be`selected (see Activity 1)
5. Overhead projector.and tranaparencied.(optional)

..4
6. /Tape reForter (optional)

Procedures and .activities
. . .., . .,

... .

1. Introduce the `lesson with a ;tatemeneofethis'sortg
"Tonight we're going to learn hob/ to get more out of watching
films; whether it be in a theatre, or televisioh, or other°
places such as here in the classroom. 41-you were going tilit

watch a film starring Raquel Welch, you might be so intereited.
thatt you wouldn't need help in-gepting more.out of it.. .But.ag

.- 1, *41,` ,-
. .

.

AO

.

b3
.416

fi 14,

'
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4-2
4

films don't have Raquel Wel& in them, yet we can learn much
from them. Let's think about films. 'How many different
types of films can you think of? I" List these onAthe board.
Possible answers: dffyptary, mystery, sports, musical,
Anima, etc.

Then continue with a statement to this effect: "People
' who make films, regardless of file type, must all know the
same basic facts about tolling a story thrqugh filis. If we
also learn more aboyt these basic facts,bperhaps we might be
Able to look at films with more understanding and enjoyment.
That is what we're going to work on during the remainder of
this lesson."

2. Discuss each of the following 6asic terms'Illated to
film making. Write each term on the board or present on a

.

transparency.

a. Title - the name of the film.
b. Film credits - names of people and companies

. connected with the making and development of the film.
c. Cast of characters - the names of the actor/actress

and supporting casts and their film roles.
d. Theme Or plot - what the film is about.
e. Characterization - the behavior of the actors.
f. Climax -

1) Education film - summation of all points
previously presentedvand drawing of conclusions based on
these points.'

2) Entertainient - the high. point in the film
i' which the problemt are solved or where the greatest

-amount o actioti takes, place.

State that a film is going to be shown and that eveti,
one should .watal for all of these items,.but concentrate -

oespecially on three of them: the theme r plot, the charac-
terization, and thq, climax so ato be atle to discuss them

"

atilithe end of the 'film.

3. ShoW;the film. Select one that is of high interest
to a prison population (no sports'fil) .and fits eke- time
schedule of the lesson. Some.suggested films are: '

BAY AT THE - 249 rain.;,colors

A fout-seasbn hunting (film. 'Coons,_ snowshoe rshbits,

cottontails, and couga"is are ttickea Iowa by hounds and
hunters. $

1 4
. -4 7

Alt

ti
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-

THE DAVID HALL STORY - 25 min , color
America's Handicapped Man of the Year relives'the car

accident that crippled him for life. An award - winning film,

it presents an unusually forceful message'for young drivers
and passengers.

THE RIGHT TO READ - 271/2 min., color

This powerful, sehsitive documentary eautifully

photographed, shows'the.prOblem of eracy, in human term

and what is'being done and can be done .r. MD rove the rehding
ability of illiterate's: The needfor universe sing

ability is its basic theme. 1, '

.
t

WILD RIVERS - 28 min.; color
,4* Wild river creates a spectacular drama 6f great contrasts.

Scenes of wildlife and natural beauty - man's eager use.of
rivers for recpodtion. Winner of many awards, including the
American Film Festival Award.

ONE HOE FOR KIIABO - 27 min., color. 4
From U.S. industrial plant to African village, the storx_.

of how machine tools have givens dignity and power to human-
labor and world civilization.

THE MARK WATERS STORY - 281/4 min., color,.

A dramatic portrayal'of the dangers'of cigarette smoking.
This fQ.rn depicts the true life story of Mark Waters, who
developed lung cancer from smoking. .Stirs Richard Boone.

WHY MAN CREATES - 25 min., color
An imaginative, fast moving presentation of creative

man - his needs, goals, and his historic ability to achieve
in the teeth of society's inevitable resistance to the new.

4, Uproariously funny, yet rich in meaning.

Note: All the films listed here may be rented free from
Modern-Talking Picture Service., Write to eheir Main Office,
2323 New Hyde Park Road, New Hyde Park, N.Y.; 10040, for a
catalogue listing these and other films and instructions for
ordering.' Other suggestions for obtaining appropriate films
are given in the supplemental sheet, "Suggested Film Sources,"
attached to this lesson:'

e

t
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4. At the conclusion of the film:.

List its title, film credits, and. cast of
characters on the board.

b. Discuss the theme Pr plot; the characterization,
and the' climax.? Summarize each of these on the board after ,

understanding lax occurred.

5.: Writing experience
'a. Have students in Leye1 A write a short paragraph

on what° the film was abou using the words on the board for
help. (The teacher might take this 'down in dictation: if
students are unable to wri

. 90, b. Have student's in Level B write i''short composi-
tion on what the film is - .ut and their reaction to it.

c. Have studpnts n Level C write a critique of
the film. Furnish-some bay ground on what a..eritique is and
discuss as necessary: Expl in that when writing acritique,
one usually thinks of quest ens-such as the following (these
questions might also be us - by the teacher earlier in _the

lesson to guide the folio, up discussion of the film):

a. Was the -me of the film well developed?
Was tj1e sage of the 'film clearly defined?

'c. Were till = characterizations-appropriate?

d. Was th' film eyenly paced or were you bored
it ti s?

e.' Coul you understand. what the actor /actress was
SA. , 1?

f. Wa the film visually accurate oad appealing?
g. W- the ending realistic or phony?
h. at-other comments do you have about the'film?.

idamarp and evaluation

'
1. Have students read their written products to The

class or either divide the class into small groups and low
group members to read eand comment 'on ach others papers?

2. Collect the papers and comment on the accuracy and
quality of vir.,I.ting, 'returningp the papers at the next class

session. Hold conferences with individuals, if possible.

''3.' Cali on a sbkident(s) to summarize what was learned
in the lesson.
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4. Allow Students to discuss what they liked and
disliked adOht tthe lesson.

5. Have each student fill in the evaluation form and
discuss it.

Suggested Fur SOurces

Filx and other multi-media material may be obtained
at little or no cost from a (variety. of sources. Some of
the excellent sources are:

1. Modern Talking Picture Service (located in many major cities)
Main office: 2323 New Hyde Park Road ,

New Hyde Park, N.Y. 10040

2. "Free Materials Guide"
The National Research Bureau, Inc.
415 N. Dearborn Street
Chicago, Ill. 60607

3. City and state Visitor Bureaus and Chamber'of
Commerce.

4. Consulates of foreign governments.

5. All the major U.S. corporations public relations
deimrtments.

6. Intra-county and Inter-county school district film
libraries in _most areas offer one of the best sources
of films, fiImloo0s, and videotape recordings.

7. Good rehabilitative and social problem films may be
obtained from the Insurance Co. Institute and from
the Kemperer Insurance Co.,

8. The "21st Century film" aeries from Modern Talking
Picture Service offers a high. interest /motivation
level for prisoners. 4

9. Any experipeital filmsthat have been made by local groups
that are readily identifiable withtthe prison population
will bg e;tremely sluccessfulr For example, "No Place to Go,"
made by thb,33rd and Diamond Street Gang in Philadelphia;
Pa., is an appropriate filmtoitse. NOTE: Films should be
selected on, the basid of teacher familiarity; previewing is
mandatory. t
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In is lesson the stn4ents are p ded with powerful t
atimUki, f lowed by opportuilities to e ss themselves in.416

various cre tive ways using utusual mater and te.chniques.
Tile goal of e lesson is to provide a sat factory experience
of channeling ersonal feelings' into a crea ive activity in
an accepting q sphere:

Objectives

-1. To experiment with new media.
2. To translate personal feelings into visual prOducts.
3. To make choices as to how to use the new media to

best express feelings And thoughts.
4. To express feelings about the meaning and value of

others' works.

5. "To recognize the range of resgonses by others to the
sane stimuli and to analyze 'reasons for that range.'

Materials
c==

0 4
'1. 16 mm. projvtor and screen.
2. Sheets of newsprint or 16 mm. films as indicated

in text. 1

t ti 3. Slide projettbr (optional)
4. S1i'dEs eiamples of collage) (optional)

.

5. tragic markers, large, in a variety of colofs.
,6. °Crayons, large, in a variety of colors.
7. Blunt metal or plastic children's scissors.
8. Rulers
9. Numerous old magazines with large ads, pictures, type,

druwinis, etc. in them (LIFE, EBONY, FAMILY CIRCLE, etc.)
10. Glue or paste "in small plastic squeeze bottles.
11. Masking tapb.
i2. Two or three short films of your,awn choosing or those

Uke-Sted in the lesson.
13. Tape recorder (optional).

14.- 1

1***4
.

0
!::%4 14,44440 int
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Procedures and activities

1. Tell your students that you are going to show two short
and powerful-films, Sad that afterwards 4they,brih have a chance
to respond to them*Itn ways yoU think- they will enjoy. 'tither
choose films ofur own liking or select lia ed below:

a. CORRAL. -A-"simple story; artfully photo aphed,
this. . film show's a cowboy breaking a wild horse. . . ing
gent` ss to accomplish,his task. There are brilliant tion
shots. . ." (International Film Bureau, b&w, 332 S. Michi n
Avenue., Chicago, 60604).

b. RUN. . .S surrealistic lm about a man rwani
from an unknown pu%uery encountering..si 'anti symbols frog ,
comtempurarrAtifie along the way, 'and final ly entering an open
grave and burying himse,If when he pees t ft both the grave-

n th
digger pursuer are actually hims p. It khaunting
coament the 'rat - race'. . (Brandb Films,. 2 1 W..534.
St., N. Y., N. Y. 10019)

-c. THE HAND. ." thit is allegory o a -potter.
who refuses to knuckle under tea symb lic hand th threatens
to dominate him iY hi refuses to crest hands inst ad of pots'

(fromclay) The potter resists thro, ghout the film, never
yields, but is killed accidentally b a falling, pot arid is
buried a hero of the state. It Is film about individual
integrity against totalitaria4 coe ion. . ." (Con mporary
Films,, McGraw-Hill, 330 W. 42nd . , N. Y Y. 036) .

d. "A". An animated film in-which "a man's apartment

hi , then eventually trarvel,e him into complete submission.
is invaded by a giant letter that teases hem, torments

'A , then disappears. Joyous,. the an . celebrates - only
to-find the letter appear." (Contemigrary ?Ups; see abOre).

e. -TIMEPIECE.' A film about the beat of life,- time,
and how it forces a man to conform rather than do what he
wo like. The questions are, what would a mein rathell do,
why It he do it, and what is the point of the end of,.
the fil 1 For more advanCed students (Contemporary Films; see
above).

.
II

a

ti

(All annotations .above. appeared in David Sohn,. MEDIA" AND-,
METHODS, February 1969, pp .' 46-47) .

WM- 1_
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2. When the first film is overt your students, in a
continuously cal and measured voice, to ose their eyes and
let their minds float free, to let whateve pictures,
and words the movie generates come ap, change, and fade freely.
After a suitable period of silence, during whi cmrmay want
to remind them to keep their eyes closedond sit ntly, ask
them each to find a single word which expresses wha e movie
made him feel. l Ask if the word. is "love,""hate," "fe
"courage," '1life," "death," "freedom," "prison," or some ther
word. Ask them to continue to focus on the word each his sen.
What color is the word? Is the space around the word:a diffe t

color? What ls it? Are tie colors dark or light? Are the le
,sharp or soft,7thin, of heavy?' Give they time after each
question to let the word find its place among the choices you are
suggesting. Ask Chem to hold onto the word they have hopen
in their memories, and to ltt whatever pictures and erieaces
,of their own they associate with that word come up in theit
minds and.cluster around the word. Then ask them to id all
they have felt and seen for a moment while you give m further
instructions.

(.1

.

3.' Show them a sample collage made from pictur , parts
.of old pictures; symbols; words, and letters cut f magazites
and glued in some kind of expressive arrangement on .aper or
cardboard. Ask them to take the word they felt so rongly
in connection with the film you showed, plus whate =r images
they have in their own memories, and illustrate it =ing bits
and pieces of words and pictures in the old magaz that are
available. Give them420 -30 minutes or however mu more you
feel they deed to do tht.task to, sltisfaction. e glue,
scissors, etc., available.

\ 4. After they have gotten started you may. sh to roam
about the room to see. what they are doing. Ibe ey is not
fo caloct:hat anyone is dqing, even by-askidg riously
what a pe obis up to. One-way to share the erience with
'them is to go to work on y;ciur own creaV.on,

5. When they ave hed, ask them to tape their
product to the wall. Let the circulate to see whavothers

,

th /
Nave done,- discuss similarities and differences, aid, finally,
clean 'up. Let them keep their product' if they want to.

r. 6, Call them back to 'their seats and show the second
0 film. When it is over write on the board, "What does that film

say to you?"

SOP. bj 'SI" T-,

., 3
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7. ea show them the "Graffiti Wall "., previously pre-
pared lorig, strips of blank newsprint or butcher

pape in a mural-like way along the wall. Hang J(e. Oo you,

have at least tieo strips running the length of a wall, atom
AOM e head height down to knee height. . Explain ehat they may
us . magic markers or crayons As they like, either to draw
pi tures - or symbols," or' to write words in response to
f m. Tell them they may work alone or together as; they,,vish,
-or may take advantage of what someone else has put Mn the
wall if the other person Ok'i their doing so. (Expect a lot

of stalling with this more public exercise. Also expect
obscenities. If you wait them out'you will probably find
they begin to use the wall fully in all sorts of ways).
Conclude the elercise.when they seem to have run out of
in te res t

8. Ask your students to stand.back and look over every-
thing that's been put on the wall. Ask:

a. Are there any -comments on what's on the mall?

b. Do you see any similar responses?
c. Do you see any differenCes? fiat? 1

d. How did it feel reacting this way to that film?
etoi Did you resist the impulse to use the viall? Why?

9. If there is time, show another film. When it is done,
provide .paper and pencils.- Ask them to 4141e their reactions
to the film. Level A students might tape record their
responsei._ Be sure to tell them you do not care, at all about
spelling, punctuation, . sen ten ces , j ukt about hiohest' expression.

Tell them not to put their names on ;heir pap4rs. Collect
the papers after five minutes or solino matter wheth they
have finished them or not, and read out some without moment,

k if they have arty reactiongtm has been read.. Discus's

e reactions as fully as

evaluation

1. Ask and seuss these questions:

a. How do, you 1 about 'tonight's experience?
b. Did everyone r mud the glme way? If not, why

do yba thinic'they didn't? If reactions were similprt
*thy do you think they were?

c. 'How did it feel trng out ese new ways of

exprepsing-yourself? Are you satisfied? =at why? -If not,

Why? What value does this kind of thing have our education?

.1 i
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d. Did you,find out anything positive about,PiiUrself\a14 any others that you would like to snare with us?.
e. Would anyone ,like to say what he likes about what

anyone else did,- either in collage, on the wall, or.in writing?

2. Call, on a students) to summarize what was learned in
the lesson.

3. Encourage students "r.o use creative outlets - collage;
drawing, writing - 'as a means of reacting to situations they
face. -rd

4. Have each student fill. in the evaluation- form gad lib
collect it.

t

a

t
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LESSON 6

TEACHER TITLE - NEWSPAPERS
STUDENT TITLE - MBE UNDERGROUND PRESS

Goals

The purpose of this lesson is to give students an
overall exposure to newspaper -- what they are, what they
.do,and how to use them well. Hopefully, they will improve
their abilities to read a newspaper with more comprehension
and tb find specific information that satisfies their social
and intellectual deeds. Optimally, they will be able to
recognize.the role of the newspaper in society and its
effect on the individual. They should also gain satisfaction"
add confidence in being able to better understand and read

:.the newspaper.

Qbjectives

.

lo To find different sections of a newspaper. - .

2. To discr-... iminatg between fact and opinion in news-

papers.
3. To dissriminate between different types of

newspapers; ..

4. To comprehend and understand more fully sections
of the paper that appeal to,one's needs and-interests.

5. To understand and recognize basic newspaper
terminology; e.g: editorial, obituary, masthead, etc.

4k

. 1

Materials

T
1. Blackboard and chalk
2. Paper and pencils 1

3. Se ral varieties of newspafierd, \ncluding as many
of the rolloo ing as ,possible:

a. nternational - Manchester buardian, London Times
b. ationar- National Observer, New York Times,

..shington Post I/
c. ocal - City and County papers

11J

9
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I
4. Enough copies _of One local newspaper and a

speciality paper for every class ioembet
- 5. Enough copies of a series of articles on one news
story for each member of the class for Activity 6

6. Copies of Exercise I (attached)
7. Copies Aof Exercise II (attached)
8.' Copies of a series of news articles about the

same story

Teaching suggestions

"l. If copies of the four types of newspapers are not
available, contact a local library as to whether copies
might be borrowed. ,In some localitieS' it might be
necessary to write away for copies.

2. While the lesson plan suggests thatoi2e copy of
a newspaper should be made available, for each student, the
lesson could work effectively by having two-115 five persons

share a paper.

Procedures and activities

I. Introduce the lesson by stating that its purpose
is to learn what a newspaper is and how to make better use
of it.

a. Ask the class what a nalepaper is. Write these
answers on the board. Discuss tbeanswers,-.particularly
points of agreement and disagreement.. (One student might
look up the dictionary definition and read it to the class.)

b. Explain that there are certain parts of the
newspaper that some people like to read more than others,
such' as editorials, sports, entertainment. (What tithe is

the Sunday matinee? What is the price difference _between
matinee and evening performances?) Ask the class what parts
of the newspaper they like the best. List, these, on, the

board.

c. Explain- that in the remainder of the lesson they
will be finding out more about the newspaper and its different
parts andcwill practice using the paper to see h'ow good they

are at it.
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'

2. Explain that the purpose of.a newspaper is to
educate, inform, and entertain.' (Get feedback by asking
how newspapers,do this.)

3. Explain the fourrdifferent types of newspapers. '

(Have at least one example of each type available and
-show each to-class.)

a. Inte tio.al a newspaper containing items'of.
world-wide inter 0 p lished in one country,,distribUted
in that,country and in foreign - countries. (Ask class for
examples.)

b. National - published and distributed in one
country only but containing items of local, national,
and international interest. (Ask class for examples.)

c. Local - places emphasis on local or regional
interest. This type has limited istribution beyond the
local geographic area. (Ask c to identify local
papers.)

d. Special - contents are li ted.to a particular
area of interest, e.g., sports, religt , union, or finance.
(Ask for examples.)

4. Give a copy of a newspaper to each member of the
class, preferably give all a copy of: the same paper. Discuss
the fallowing terns and have the students find examples of
each. Disduss each in terms of content of the newspapers

,being examined: -

a

a. Masthead - name of newspaper which appears on,
tai of page one.

b. edition - time of publication,'
c. Headline explains content of the story or

title of the story.'
d. Column - lines.of type running dawn the page.
e: Byline - name of reporter who wrote. the. story.
f. Reporter - person who collects the news.

(Find name.)
g7 Editor - generally the person who decides what

will appear in the paper and where. (Find
name.)

h. News article - story containing only facts about
an event.

d 1
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i. Feature article - story containing both fact
and opinion about an event.

j. Editorial page - a page containing articles
expressing opinion; can be opinion of
newspaper or an individual. '

5. Identify and locate the various sections of the
newspaper, Suggested sections: -

Sports, comics, advertisemenls, obituary, editori-
al, entertainment, food, financial, ,TV section( movies,
women's news (Dear.Abby), horoicope, weatheo crossword
-p'uzzle, classified ads - Real Estate, Articles for Sale,
Help Wanted, Lost and Found, Person, Pets.

6. Obtain 4 series of articles on one news story
(election, murder, housing, etc). Give a copy to- each

member of the crass and study and discuss the development2
of the story in terms of:

a. When the story breaks
s*

b. Additional details as they appear in
succeeding editions

c. Story follow-up
Note: Use this activity with Level B and C.students

only.

Summary and evaluation

1.- Complete Exercises 1 and 2 for review of the lesson.
Check and discuss the answers,

2. Discussindividual outcomes and progress.

3. Ask if there are other 4uesticins about the
newspaper.

4. Encourage students to use the newspaper regularly.

5. Allow students to discuss what they liked and
disliked about the lessOn.

6. Calif on a:studeht(s) to summarize wh4t was learned
in the lesson. .

7. Have each student fill in, the evaluation form and

collectfit.
411,

.1

'

141



Exercise-1 The Newspaper --Matching

*Directions: Place the letter from Column A that best
describes the term in Column B in the
appropriate blank. .Two definitions will ,

not be used.

6-5

Column A , Column B

a. A page containing articles National Paper
expressing opinion. Can be
opinion of newspiPer or of an
individual.

b. Generally the person who decides Editor,
what will appear in-the paper and
where.

c. Contents are limited to a partir Headline
cular area of interest, e.g.
sports; finance, religion, etc.

d. Explains content of the story or Feature Article
is pitle of the story.

e. Story contains only facts about Local Paper
an' event.

A

f. Person who collects the news._

g. Name of newspaper which appears Masthead'
on t p of page one.

h. ,Lin s of type running down the
page. Special Paper

i. Story containing fact and. opinion
about an event,

Published'and distributed in one
country.

k.. A newspaper published in one
country and distributed in that
country and in foreign countries.

1. Places emphasis on local or
regional _interest.

M*Teacher i: y place on overhead projector, transparency
or mimeo paper. This exercise can be written or orally,
answered. Definitions (e) and (h) are not matched.

Editorial Page

International
Paper

Reporter

1
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Exercise_ 2- What'S in the Newspaper?'

6-6

*Directions: Fill in the blank's with one word or word phrases.

1. What is this newspaier's masthead? .

2. On what page is the movie Section?

3. On what pages is the sports section?

4. On what pages is the comic section?

5. On what Page is the editorial section?

6. On what page is the weather section?

7. On what page(s) is the obituary section?'

8. On what page(s) is the TV section?

9. On what page(0 is the movie section?

10. Does this paper contain a crossword
puzzle?. ,If so, what page?

11. Does this paper contain a financial
page? If so, what page(s)?

12. Does this paper contain a "Dear Abby"
column? If so, what page?

13. Does this paper contain a "Letters to
the Editor" column? If so, what page?

14. (0.es this paper contain an Index? If
so, what page?

15. Write the headline of one feature article

16. Write the headline of one news article

17. Write the headline of an article containing a byline

18. How many columns are there on the front
page of the newspaper?

19. What edition is this newspaper?

20. ggat is the editor's name?

N

*Exercise 2 may be presented verbally for Groups A, B or C
(with oral or written answers) or mitneographed/ for Groups

B & C. Answers dependent on local paper selected.
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LESSON 7

TEACHER TITLE - ADVERTISEMENTS
STUDENT TITLE - MADISON AVENUE

7-1

The basic purpose of this lesson is to encourage
students to use more discrimination when listening to or'
reading advertisements. This entails their comprehension
of the purposes and benefits of advertising and the
acquisition of discriminative consumer techniques. The
skcondary/facter in this lesson-is to develqp the student's
ability to ascertain the difference between facti and.
opinion.

The outcome should improve the students' capaCityto
think forjthemselves under a barrage of advertising
samuli and to give them the security in knowing that if
they listen and read carefully there is lees ,chance of
being swindled.,

Objectives

1. To become more discriminative as a consumer of
advertising.

2. To unddrstand the purposes and benefits of
advertising.

3. To find the gimmick or read the fine print in an
advertisement.

4. To improve' the ability to perceive detail in a
large volume of advertising stimuli.

5. Tho comprehend the difference between fact and.
opinion.

6. Td communicate one's knowledge of advertising
techniques.

! I

Materials. and equipment

1. Blackboard and Chalk.
2. Enough copies of Exercise

for each student.
3. Enough copies of EXercise

Reading" for each student.

P. -\

1, "Trick Questions.",

2, "Trick Questions -

99

r
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it. Copies of various types of advertisements
(Activity 3)

5. A supply of old or current newspapers and
magazines -at least one for each student (Activity 5)

6. Opaque projector and grease pencils. (optional)
7. Overhead projector and transparencies. (optional)
8. Video tape pllyer with tape. (optional)
9. Tape recorder with tape. (optional)

10. Radio. (ctptiOnai) ta00.1.9-.F

11. Television set (optional)
12. Discarded television commercials from TV

stations (Activity 4)
13. 16 mm projectbr (optional)

Teaching sugwsticins

1. A guest speaker from es'consumer protection
-organization and onopfrom an advertising firm might be
effectively used as'-.4 reinforcement of this lesson.

2. The teacher should accumulate advertisements
thtt are of high local.Atf.r.ftrAtt, whether they appear in
magazines / or newspapers -(5'r do radio and television.

0'
Procedures .and activities

1. Introduce the lesson.by saying something to this
effect: "Today's lesson is about advertising - that you
hear on the radio and television, and that you read in
magazines, newspapers, and on billboards. What do you
think the purpose of advertising is?" (Allow: for free
discussion on this topic without supplying information
yourself; record, comments on .the blackboard, if possible
use a tape recorder to record the discussion to be played
back at the end of the lesson for students to determine
if any of their understandings have changed.)

At the conclusion of this discussion, say some-
thing of this sort: "In the next part of this lesson
we'll try`to trick you juaras you often get trickedinto
believing many of the ads you see or hear.. We will also
show you that if you think very carefully., to what is
being said in the ad you will usually.be able to 'psych
out' the trick. We're first going to,read -(or listen to)
some trick questions; after that We're going to listen
to and examine some advertisements.",,

e

i J
0
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Activity 1 -,

Conduct Exercise 1, "Trick Questions -; Listening,"
which is attached to thjs lesson. Read each question
aloud or play a tape recording of the questions. Intro-
duce the question, get the group to agree 'on a single
answer, then give-the answer. Repeat the question if
the wrong answer is given, discuss again, and explain

-the answer if necessary. Encourage the class to think
-carefully about what is being said and challenge them to
improve as the exercise continues.

Activity 2 -

, Conduct Exercise 2, "Trick Questions - Reading,"
which is attached to this lesson. Proceed in the same
manner as with Activity 1 above, the only ,difference
being that the student's read the questions rather than
listen to them. This exercise is not intended for Level
A students; it could however, be done with them as a

- listening activity.

Activity 3 -

Explain the various types of ads. Have an example
of each type of ad available. (See attached samples,
but use any others that are more current in nature.)
Distribute copies, show them on a transparency, play a
tape recording, show a videotape or alai- any manner
in which all students may examine the same ad together.
Choose ads that have high interest value. (Because of
the difference in readii$ levels of students in Level A,
B, and C, it will be necessary to select different ads
for each group. Choose ads that have a gimmick that
may easilybe perceived. Explain the following types
of ads using appropriate examples', write names of types
of ads on the board.

a. "Come-ons" - an ad that offers something
for nothing or at a:reduced price. Example;
contests, games, July 4th special.

b. "Straight ad" - no hidden gimmicks, presents
honest,facts clearly. Example: stock
offerings.
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.c. "Appetite ad" - by'the use of color- or
pletsing photo makes the profit appealing.
Example: girl on car, food on table-,
furniture in house.

d. "Semantic ad" - seems strarght but words or
concepts are Twisted to mein something other
than what they appear to mean. Example:
Lowest/highest interest rate, more doctors
recommend, 3 out of 5 (statistics)

Activity 4 - (alternate)

Obtain, if possible, copies of television boomer-
ciais. (Local television stations' discard commercial -

films from time to time. They usually can be btained
free by contacting the station.) Use a variety of
commercials and have the class identify the four differ-

- ant types of advertising explained in Activity 3)

Activity 5 -

Pans out copies of old or current newspapers, and
magazines. Tell students to find. as many examples of
each type of ad as possible and to identify the gimmicks,
if any. Let each student explain at least one of his
ads to the class.

Activity 6 -
.

, 'If the equipment and materials are available, watch

televiaion commercials and listen to radio commercials.
Discuss,each in the same manner as for magazines and
newspapers. Record on audio-or videotape as many as
possible of these ads or commercials a possible.

Summary and evaluation

1. If the discussion about the meani4 of ad-
vertisements at the beginning of the lesson Whitaped,
play it back and' discuss any differences in understanding.

I - V.
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2. Encourage students to lis"ten to and read ads and
commercials outsidegass in order to identify the
"gimmick" and to report on these at subsequent class
sessions. Encourage them to tell how thinking carefully
about ads makes a difference iu their-attitudes and
actions.

3. Call on a student(s) to summarize what was
learned in the lesson.

4. Allow students to discuss what they liked and
disliked about the lesson.

5. Have each student fill in the evaluation form
and collect it.

S

103
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Exercise 1 -- Trick Qdestions -- Listening

1. Do they have a fourth of July in England?
(Answer: Yes, they have 31 days in July.)

\2. How.many birthdays does the averageman have?
\, (Answer: He has one a year.)

3. Why Can't a man'living in Winston-Salem, N.C.'be
buried west ofthe Mississippi River?
(Answer: Because you don't bury a living person.)

4. How far can a dog run into the woods?
(Answer: He can only run into the woods- ialf way.

5: What four words appear on every denomination of U.S.
coins?

,(Answer: .United States of America. The term "In.
God We Trust" was placed on coins around the Civil
War time.)

6. In a basebell.game, how many outs in an inning?
(Answer: Six outs in one inning.)

7. A faimer had 17 sheep, all but nine died. How many
does he have left?
(Answer: He has nine left. All but 9 died.)

8. Take two apples from three apples and what do 'you have?
(Answer: Five apples.)

9. An archeoloo'gist claimed he found some gold c6ins
dated 45 B.C. Do you think he did? Explaih.
(Answer: No, because the term b.G.i came after the

timeof Christ, therefore, it would not have
appeared on'the coins.)

10. How many animals bf each species did Moses take aboard
the Ark with him?
(Answer: None. Noah. not Moses, went on the Ark.)

b
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Exercise 2 - Trick Questions - Reading

4(A studdnt copy without the answers should be prepared.
It may be either duplicated to hand out, put on a trans-
parency for overhead'projector, or used with the opaque

projector.)

1. If you went to bed at 8 o'clock p.m. and set the alarm
to get up at 9 o'clock in the morning, how many hours of

sleep would you get? Answer: You would get one hour of

sleep. You can't set an alarm clock for 13 hours.

2. If ou have one match, and,enter a dark room in which

there is kerosene lair, an oilteater and a wood burn-
ing stove which would you light first?'

Answer: e match.

3. Some m nths have 30 days, some have 31 days; how many
have 28 day ? 'Answer: 12 months. Every month has at. least

28 days.

4. If a doc'to'r gave you three pills and told you to take
one every half-hour, how long would they last you?
Answer: They wotild last one hour - one immediately, one
in one half-hour, and again one a half -hour' later.

5. A man builds a house with four sides to it. It is/
rectangular in shape, and each side has a southern
exp9sure. A big bear came wandering by; what color is
the bear? Answer: The bear has,to be a white polar bear
because white polar bears only live in the North Pole
region. .Only'at the North Pole would each side of a
house have a southern exposure.

6. I h'ave in my

in value. One is
Answer: One is a

7. Divide 30 by
answer? Answer:

hand two U.S: coins which total 55 cents
not a nickel. What are the coins:
nickel, the other one is a30 piesce.

one -nalf-and add 10. What is. the

70.. When you divide 30 by you get

60 plus 10 equals 70.

8. To men were playing checkers. They played five
games and each4man won the sane number of games. How

can you figure this out? Answer: 3 each. They played
5 games and were playing the 6th game.

t.

J)



Exercise 2 - Reading Skills continued

stN' 9. A woman, gives a beggar 50 cents. The woman is the
beggar's sister but the beggar is not the woman's
brother. How come? AnsVer: The woman is a' beggar.

10. Is it legal in North Carolina for a man to marry
his widoi's sister? Answer: No. A dead man cannot.
marry anyone.

/

V

a

t
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ADVERTISEMENT EXAMPLE - "COME-ON AD" - 1

Get a luggage rack at no extra charge.

*A value up to $72.40
1

You get the luggage rack at
no charge on any ispecially
equipped model oi our two
most popular wagons- our
big Admiral wagon or
mid size Baron wagon.

You get. the luggage rack
at no charge when.you order
your wagon with thes popular

1

items: radio,powei wind6ws,
power tailgate,whiteeall'tires,
Soft-Ray tinted glass and
romott control mirror.

That's it. That's alt.
But hurry down and order your
Admiral or Baron station wagon:
now for you free luggage rack.
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ADVERTISEMENT EXAMPLE - "STRAIGHT AD"-.- 2

DRUGS BEFORE YOU.
CONFRONT YOUR CHILDREN ,
KNOW WHAT YOU'RE TALKING'
ABOUT
Parents, you need the facts about drugs before you
discuss them With your children. Your ,children
have heard the same warnings time after time and
some of them they know are not true:
To learn the facts about drugs, write for our free
pamphlet:

DRUGS Use or Abuse
COUNCIL OF EDUCATION
1319 MAIN STREET
WASHINGTON, D. C. 55555



ADVERTISEMENT EXAMZLE i "APPETITE AD"

94Thiskey
foe hook ..he 4 ~Vain, jad $##.

Thew seem to do everything:- And they do it right.
Even when it comes to having a drink. Itslas to be
R.gal's (Whiskey. Very SpeCial. Very right.
Known by the company it keeps.-

j, altgaA Whiskey
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ADVERTISING EXAMPLE "Semantic Ad" - 4
X

More football players use DREXO
shave cream than any other, brand*

FOOTBALL PLAYERS ARE TOUGH, MEN. AND
THEY HAVE TOUGH BEARD'S. THEY 'NELL)
arexo TO SOLVE THEIR TOUGH BEARD
PROBLEMS.
WITH drex.o$HAV CRAM THEY GET

THEM LOOK Gpoco AND FEEL GOOD T90
YOU MAY NOT BE A FOOTBALL PLAYER. EtUsT
YOU:DO HAVE A' TOUGH -BEARD USE

drexo :...THE SHAVE CREAM THAT
TACKLES TOUGH PROBLEMS..

a
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LESSON 8

TEACHER TITLE-SENTENCE EXPANSION AND SUBSTITUTION
STUDENT TITLE - WHAT'S YOUR SENTENCE?

als

Thia lesson has been developed to give confidence to
the student in communicating his ideas more clearly
through a greater understanding of how sentences ire
"written, their structures, and the modifiers used to im-
part a more precise meaning. 'Students take kernel
sentences and expand them into more interesting sentences.
Thy also practice the understanding of nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs.

Objectives

1. To improve in the ability to write better
sentences

2. To enable one to more clearly communicate one's
ideas through_ writing better sentences

. 3. To be able,to identify the elements of a
complete sentence

4. lo develop the habit of expanding and substituting-
as a mesas of writing better sentences,

Materials ?nd equipment

1. Blackboard and chalk
2. Paper and-pencils
3., PicturC (or other stimulus) for Activity,1
4. Oni old newspaper for Activity 2

A5. Scott, Foresman, "Linguistic Blocks," for
Activity 2

6. 3" x 5" 1qdex cards with selected words written
on them for Activity 3

7. Duplicated copies of Exercise 1 (Forms A and B)
for Activity 4 (sample attached)

8t, Duplicated copies of Exercises 2-5 (Forms A and B)
for,Activity 6 (sample attached)

V.
ti
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Teaching suggestions

f

4 1. Select any combination -.o activities that will
be appropriate for the class.

2. Use as many. of the word and sentences in the
lesson as possible for practice pi reading.

Teaching procedures and_activities

Introduce-the lesson by saying something to this
effect: "Which of these two sentences is .tht more
interesting?

a. The roan crossed the street.
b. After first looking both ways the stoop-

shouldered old man pulled thecollar, of his faded coat.
tightly around his,. neck, then slowly shuffled across the
street.

- '13o.th entences fell us the same thing: a man crossed,.
" the street. But the seconesentence is certainly more
interesting because it helps us understand the man more

e

writer than the one who wrote the first sentence. He
a better writer became he told us more aboirt what he
was thinking than the other writer. In other words, he
communicated with us more clearly.

8 - Z

"When we write letters, or such, many of us, without
thinking, will write many sentences much like the first
one._ All of us can learn to write sentences that are
more' like the second one. And when we have done so we
will like what we have written much better became-we
have written down our thoughts much cleare'r and the
persons who read what we have wri4en will be tbore,in-
terested in it.

"That's what *'re going to do in this lesson
to write better sentences. We're going to duke up some ,

10 cent sentences and turn them into $5.00 ones. Then
we're going to examine the parts of a sentence so we'll
better understand what makes a good sentence. Lett see
how much we can learn."
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Activity 1 - Memory Maze

Start with an oral activity by showing a picture
which you find in a magazine or newspaper that has action
in it (a woman smiling, a family travelling in a car,
etc.), or use any other appropriate stimulus. Give one
short sentence tie ing about the picture, such as "The
woman is smiling." Ask for a volunteer to repeat the

' sentence and add word or thought, such as "The pretty
woman is smiling." Call on another student to repeat
the sentence and ad one more word or ihought such as,
"The pretty woman s -.ding by the ocean ,I.s smiling.":.
Continue the activit .in this way until the class is

Ap no longer able tore, m. and repeat the sentence.
,

Through this ac4vity a rather long sentence will be
prod$ced. Conclude .it by ting out that they have
already proven that th657 c deyelop sentences that
communicate more clearly what there is to tell About a

.11

situation,'

Activity 2 - Tearing the Newspapers

8-3

on.

Tell the class to watch you ecarefully as you tear
a newspaper in half in. =-order that they can tell you all
that they see in the situation. After tearing it, ask
the class, "What did r do?". Write a kernel sentence on
the board,_spreading_the words apaprt, such as:

he teacher, tore the newspaper.

a. Show that the same thought may be expressed
in many ways by substitu44 other.words.. Start with the
word teacher in the above sentence wad ask for other
words that could be substituted for it. Me Jones,
man, instructor, visitor, lecturer, male age. among the
Words that might be anticipated. As the wor are called
out, write them in a column under the word to Cher.

b. In the same way,'iseS11 for,and get sUbstitute
words for the. words tore and newspaper, writing all the
words given in columns under each word..

3
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c. State that, there are(6 et' things that can
be written down about the situatio in which the news-`
paper wa9 torn. What words can we .trite that w_ill'4es-
cribe the- teacher? As-these are called out write them
in a column starting-in the space between the and teacher.
Some words to anticipate are tall, Jolly, interesting,
jovial, thin, dedicated, etc.

.
. d. In the same way, list words that describe the --

newspaper6. Words to anticipate; old, daily, crumpled;
folded, dirty, etc.

I

(7"
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e. r There is now_one space_ left in the sentence,
between teacher and tore. Ask forand list words that,
could bec placed ,in this space. Words to-anticipate:
quickly,* deliberately, _good-naturedly, surprisingly, etc.

f. To gain reading practice call on individuals
to read certain words. Ask "Who gave us this word? Will

_ you read it to us?" As an additional step, tell. the
students to each look at the words on the board and each ,

read a sentence that best-'expresses what they saw in the
,- situation. Examine, "The jokrial instructor deliberately

ri d the cr

3

g. Point out that the words in the teacher and
newspaper columns are nouns (they tell the name of
something); the words in the coltmaukdescribing the
teacher and newspaper are adjectives (they describe); the
words in the tore column are verbs (they tell what was done
doing words); and that the words in the column before tore are
adverbs (they tell ho10. Show that the adverb words may
also be shifted to the beginning or the,.end of the sentence
and still have a good sentence; example, "Quickly, the teacher
tore the newspaper",..or "The teacher tore the newspaper quickly."

h. Alternate activity - if students seem success -'
ful in expanding the sentence up to this point, ask them to
expand it further. Without using these 'term, you might
direct them to expand it by adding prepositional phrases,
subordinate clauses, appositives, and such. If available,
use'the Scott, FOrpaman, ."Linguistic Blocks," for additional
practice.

a



Activity 3 - Building Sentences

On separate 3" x cards write a number of words
that can be used Ti nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
Select words that are of appropriate interest to tie
class. Include also cards with articles, identifiers or
determiners, such as the, a, an, that, and this., etc.

GiVe each pair of students several cards which they 'can
arrange to form the best sentences possibl . Include
some blank cards on which students may writ - their own
words to make their sentences .

a. In the beginning give out cards containing
nouns, verbs: and articles (plus identifiers and
determiners) only. For the next step, add adjegtives;
add'adverbs for the final step.

b. Let students shoW and read their sentences to
each other.

',c. The point to bring out from this adtivity is
that every sentence must contain a noua.and a verb and
that the addition of adjectives and/or adverbs usually
makes it a better sentence.

Activity 4 - What's Your Sentence?

Hand out duplicated copies of Exercise 1 (Form A for
Level A. Form B for Levels B and C), "What's Your .

Sentence (sample attached). While answers have been
supplied on the Teacher's Key,.they, are largely sugges-
tive; the teacher should be'flexible enough to allow for
different answers., The main point to this activity is to
give each student practice in recognizing complete
sentences in which nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
are-use'd.gorrectly. The sentences should be read and
discussed after each student has finished them.

. As a follow-up the teacher may divide the class into
groups with each group preparing sentences similar to
those in the drcercise. Then, one group can appoint a
leader to, write its sentences on the board and
challenge the other groups to fill in the blahks correctly.
Give each group an opportunity to present their sentences
to the class.



Activity 5 - Ramblings
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, A Rambling is *a person's written keaction, thoughts,
or ideas concerning anything. Let studentli write
Ramblings about what they have learned in this lesson
making an effort to use complete and, expanded sentences
as much as possible. Let students read their products
to the class, or the teaoher may reproduce them for
distribution at the next class session. Spontaneity is
,the objective of Ramblings; hopefully;-the learnings
about writing complete sentences that thoroughly communi-
cate their feelings will make their irriting better.

If, in the teacher's judgment, writing Ramblings
about what has been learned in the lessons is too abstraCt
for students to,be able to write their best, substitute
writing on some other topic (automobileP, prison con=
ditions, the lesson's in this curriculum, and such.) Thd
main point is to provide students with the opportunity
to-write about something in which they can have some
feelings of success.

Activity 6 - (optional) - Practice Exercises 2-5

Exercises 2 -5,,FormA for Level A, Form *B for Levils
B and C (samples attached) may- be used with students who

need additional practice in understanding, parts of sen-
tences. If used, these assignments should be indivi-
dualized or should be' assigned to students to pursue
during Part B (the individualized part) of the curriculum.
Cther exercises and practice materials may also be
found among the grammar materials that are suggested for
this grammar component of Part B.

.

Summary and evaluation

1. Collect any of the products students have com-
pleted during the lesson. Mark them and comment to
individuals.

2. Have a student(s) summarize what waslearned from
the lesson. Supplement with your ideas as required.

3. Discuss with students what they liked and did not
like about the lesson.

4. Have Itudents fill, in the evaluation forms and
collect them.
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Exercise 1 - Form A - Level A

What's Your Sentence

Complete eich sentence by adding a word in the blank
space. Be sure your answers make a complete sentence.
The first letter has been written for some of the words.

1. The became an
,

2. George the newspaper.

3. A tc) stunk me while i was the_

lawn.

4. D that window open?,

6. T loud woke us.

or this concert two dollars.

7. One;I:of the win4ows d- open because it is

stuck:

8. The yellow are.a beautiful f

9. The bright blinded the driver.

' The g bus turned

-
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Exercise- 1 - Form B - Levels B and C

What's Your Sentence?,

Complete each sentence by adding a word in the blank
space. -Be sure your answer makes a complete sentence.
The first letter of some of the words-have Already
been written in the blanks.

1. A in the hand is ,worth',-too in the

2. 'Young are our main traffic problem.

3. The are cold and the

'4. The more yok the more you

are hot.

5. The article was w hastily and contained many

in

6. A is the fastest means of t

7. P often c about the .weather, but no

one does about it.

8. were made to be

9. We often played

10. These are the

in the .vacant

that try man's
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Exercise 2 - Form A - Level A

N93118 4

.
Put seven of the nouns in theasentences below.

N.

,,

,
movie ape dog Phil car

arm brother Chester hotwe rifle

1., went to with his

2. I had a pet
.

.

3. The was on fire.

4. Our is very slow.

5. Ed is a good shot with his .

8-9

i
At

Draw a line -'ceder the nouns in these sentences.

6. The boy had a cold.

7. The party started. late.

8. On Monday John went to Philadelphia.

9. Stan's car had a flat tire.

10. The dog had his food.

.41

1

,f

f

Y
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Exercise 2 - Form B - Levels B and C

Nouns

Below are 12 nouns. To complete the sentence, place the
correct,noun in theblank.

summer saddle clock bundle calendar horse

father window winter rider brothers mountain

In the we get a lot of rain.

2. John looked at the to see what diiiy he

would be released.

3. Two lived together in the valley.

plunged widly, but the4. The

stuck to the

log

5. From his

the

; he could look up at
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Exercise 1 - Form A - Level A

Verbs,

Put siX
C
of the,ten verbs in the sentences below correctly.

hopped

ran. -

called was bad hit

pulled was maids look
4

1. qohn his mother on the phone.

2. The girl her dress over her head:

3. The shoe of paper.

4. The rabbit

5. The boy the ball and to first base.

Draw a line under the verbs in each sentence.

6. Jofit-Tuat-the-beek and then put it

7. Phil ate his supper.

8: Mail is delivered by the mailman.

9. The Ford was new.

10. The tree had apples on it.

,1



Exercise 3 - Form B - Levels B and C

Verbs

, Below are 10 verbs. To colgplete the sentences, place the
correct form of the verb in the blank.

feel hurried

tas ted keeps

s t irik led listen s topped

caught threw cl.ntabd

1. The animals cold.

2. The pitcher George a fast curve.

3. Each s tudent\ a list of misspelled

words.

4. John over the dog.

-5. The cake delicious.
4.

a

8-12
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Exercise '4 - Forin A - Level A

Adjectives

-Adjectives make nouns more clear. Here .are seven

adjectives. -Put five adjectives in the sentences
correctly.

red

two

American white big

large hot

1. The car was painted
$

2. men made, the team.'

3. The man hit the boy.

4. The- snow looked very pretty.

5. The fire was very

Draw a line under the adjectives in the sentences'below.

6. The rain was cool.,

7. The blue bird flew away.

8. The man had a big log.

9. Find the smallest word.

10. Are you feeling better?

4. LA
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Exercise 4 - Form.B - Levels B and C

Adjectives.

Adjectives help dericribe nouns in more detail and makp
them more specific. In the sentences below, draw one line
under the adjective(s) and" two lines under the noun or
pronoun it (they) modifies. .0

EXAMPLE: Three seudeats received perfect scores on this

test.

1. Stir the red paint before using it.

2. Poor brakes cause many accidents.

3. She looks very pretlr.

4. It was' a big nne.

5. The house looks new.



. Exercise 5 - Form A - Level A

Adverbs

Aterbs help verbs. They tell how,"when, or where..
Here are some adverbs. Put these adverbs in the
sentences correctly.

quietly slowly swiftly

carefully clearly . helpfully

1. Sam walked along the cliff.

2. He put the puzzle together

3. The cop ran

.4. He talked

5. The it walked across the table.

Draw a line under the adverbs in the sentences below.

6. The man walked slowly.

7. Always drive carefully.

8. Sit quietly.

9. Tom put the ball dawn quickly.

10. Always read before writing.

a

8-15
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Exercise 5 - Form B - Levels B and C

Adverbs

Adverbs modify Verbs, adjectives and other adverbs.
They add more specific *tail to the sentence. Inothe
sentences below, draw a single line beneath the adverb
and a double line under the word or words it modified.

EkAMPLE: John ran quickly from the house.

1. This has happened frequently;

2. Louis speaks French very fluently.

3. The lake was slightly rough.

4. Suzanne is a very pretty girl.

5. You shou1d sleep soundly after hard work.

.1



TEACHER'S KEY

Exercise 1. - Form A - Level A

--1 boy artist 6.

2. read 7.

3. bee mowing 8.

4. Does 9.

5. The noise 10.

Exercise 1 - Form B - Levels B and C

1., bird bush
2. drivers

3. Winters summers
4. eat want
5. written

8-17

seats cost

doesn't
tulips flower

lights
green sharply

6. plane travel
7. People complain anything

:*

Lairs broken
football lot

10. times souls

Exercise 2 - Form A - Nouns - Level A

1. Phil Chester brother
2. dog
3. house
4. car
5. rifle

Exercise 2 - Form B

1. Summer
2. calendar

6. boy cold
7. party
8. Monday John" Philadelphia
9. car tire

10. dog food

Nouns - Levels B and C

3. brothers
4. horse rider saddle
5. window mountains

Exercise 3 - Form A - Verbs - Level A

1. called 6.

2. pulled 7.

3. was made 8.

4. hopped .9.

5. hit ran 10;

Exercise 3. - Form B - Verbs

1. caught
2. threw

read put
ate
is delivered
was
had

- Levels B and C

3. keeps
4. stumbled
5. tasted

-1.7



TEACHER'S KEY (Continued)

Exercise 4 - Form A -Adjectives Level A

1. red 6. cool
2. Two 7. blue
3. .big or large 8. big
4. white 9. smallest
5. hot 10. better

Exercise 4 - Form B - Adjectives - Levels B and C

1. noun = paint
adj. = red

2. nouns = brakes, accidents
adjs. = poor, many

3. pronoun = she
adj. = big

4. pronoun = it
adj. = big

. DO tEl = house
adj. '= new

Exercise 5 - Form A - Adverbs - Level A

111

1. carefully 6. slowly
2. slowly 7. carefully
3. quietly 8. quietly
4. clearly 9. quickly
5. swiftly 10. Always

Exercise 5 - Form B - Adverbs - Levels B anti C

1.- Adverb is frequently,.modifying verb has happened.

2. Adverb Very modifies adverb fluently and both modify

verb speaks.

3. Adverb slightly modifies adjective rough.

4. Adverb very modifies adjective pretty.

5. Adverb soundly modifies verb should sleet).

8-18
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LESSON 9

TEACHER TITLE-LETTER WRITING
STUDENT TITLE-DEAR JOHN

The purposes of this lesson are to 'learn to write -

if-430d letter and to improve the Ability to express one's
_feelings and thoughts through letter writing. This skill
will entail a knowledge of learning correct standardized
letter writing procedures. Indirectly, the students
should gain awareness and satisfaction that different
feelings can be communicated in many different ways in
writing. This awareness will create security in knowing
that one has the ability to better maintain contact with
the oftside world, e.g., family, lawyers, and judges.

Objectives

1. To present brief suggestions for improving
letter writing.

2. To recognize and write various types of letters.
3. To learn the correct letter format for the

proper occasion.
4. To learn the parts of a letter.
5. To recognize proper punctuation required in

letter writing.
6. To lesrn to address an envelope.
7. To read a letter ith the proper understanding of

its meaning.

.Materials and equipment

1.'4 Blackboard and chalk
2. Paper and pencils
3. Copies of various types of letters (Activity 1)
4. Enough copies of Exercises 1 - 4 for each member of

the class
5. 5" x 8" index cards (Activities 3, 4, and 5)
6. Overhead projector, transparenciesolend grease

pencil (optional
7. Flinnel board and cards (optional)
8. Magnetic board and magnets (optional)
9. Tape recorder and tape (optional)
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Procedures and activities v-C
Introduce the lesson by saying, something to this

effect:

"Tonight w will learn about 'communicating with
others, including load ones. How can you do this when
you're stuck in jail When reslx-mse'of letter writing is
given by student, reinforce by saying,- ''Yea, that's what
we are going to talk about. We're going to talk about
letter writing, tSt only to our loved ones, but to other
persons, too. There ire many purpose's in writing a letter.
What are some of them?" Get responses of types of letters.
Write the answers on the board.

Teach as many of the following activities as possible,
depending on the needs and interests of the group.

Activity 1 - Typei of letters

List the various types of letters on the board. Use
Exercist 1, attached to this lesson for the various types.
The list may also be resented on a transparency, felt
board, or E rcise 1 may be duplicated for distribution
to the cl s. Discuss the contents and appropriateness
of each of letter. Copies of each type of letter
should e displayed. Read these , to the class and let in-
dividuzils read them.

Activity, 2 - Rules for letter writing

Using Exercise .2 (attached to this leison) as_a
source, write the rules for letter writing on the board,
or either present them on transparencies or duplicate
Exercise 2 for distribution to each student. Discuss each
item, using marry exainples.

Activity 3 - Parts of alriendly letter

Demonstrate the parts and format of a friendly letter
at the blackboard (or use transparencied or duplicated
cdpies). Introduce one part at the time and discuss its,
position on the page, word choice and alternative wording,
punctuation, and capitalization of each.
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Indicate these parts:

a. Heading - includes return address-and date
b. Salutation or greeting
c. Body or message
d. Closing - appropriateness, e.g. Fraternally, Lovingly
e. Signature, must use own name, own handwriting

Sample:

Dear Bin,

234 Brige St.

Upper Darby, Pa. 19201
May 21, 1971

What's happening? Next week I will be coming to
New York. Will you be home? I would like to visit you
and your

Last week I saw your brother, John, and he said
you had been sick. How are you feeling?

. I will arrive Saturday about 11:00 P.M. Hope to
see you then.

YoUr friend,

Jim

4111MINIIi

On their paper, or on 5" x 8" cards, have students
write a format as above from themselves to either their
mother, father, wife, husband , or friend. Examine
these and make corrections where necessary. Some students
might write theirs' on the board rather than on paper.

Activity 4 - Parts of a business letter

Use the sane procedures for teaching parts of a
business letter as for a friendly letter in Activity 3.
Highlight the similarities and the differences in the
WO types of letters.

't

4
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Indicate these parts:

a.

b.

be sent, and
c.

d.

e.

Respectfully
f.

Heading - including return address and date
Inside address - where the letter is going to
to whom
Salutation or greeting
Body or message
Closing - appropriateness, e.g., Yours truly,

Signature - must use own name, own handwriting

Sau le:

Mr. John Tiller
Apek,Machinery Co.
2106 Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19123

Dear Mr. Tiller:

234 Bridge Street
Upper Darby, Pa. 19201
May 24, 19 71

I am writing this letter in response to your ad-
vertisement in last Sunday's classified section of the
News.

Please send me information on your apprenticeship
training program in machinery repair.

Yours truly,

On their paper, or on 5" x 8" cards, have students
write a format as above from themselves to either their
Lawyer, a judge, an employment agency, a bank, or a loan
company. Examine these and make corrections. Some
students might write theirs on the board rather than on -

paper.

Activity 5 - Addressing an envelope

Ascertain whether studehts know how to address an
envelope. Show them thi two major parts:

7

a. Main address
t. Return address
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Draw a sample envelope-on the board (or use a trans-
parincy, flannel board, or each) show the two major parts
and explain what is included in each part:

Sample:

J. Smith
1314 South Street
Philadelphia,, Pa. 19106

Mrs. Rose Brown,

126 S. Second Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19131

Following the.discusPion, ask them to address envelopes
using their paper, 5" x 8" cards, nr the blackboard to their
lawyer, a judge, an employment agency, a bank or a loan company.

Activity 6 - Writing good letters

Without going into lengthy detail, briefly suggest some
ways for making letters more interesting.

For friendly letters pugggest the following:

a. Write about the other person more than about
yourself

b. Write about something interesting that has
h4ppened to you that would be of interest `to the other person

c. Write about the other person before writing
about yourself

d. Don't write about the weather
ep,Start sentences with different words, not all,

with "'I"

For business letters you might suggest the five C's of
good business letter writing:

.

a. clear
b. correct
c. complete
d. concise
e. courteous

ti
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Activity 7 - Writing-a letter (optional)

Students may write a letter of the type designated by
the teacher or student's, own choice. The teach4r may:

.(i) correct papers individually, (b) have students read
letters in front of class- (with/without tape recorder)
and/or have class comment, (c) giVe out duplicated Exercise
3, attached to this lesion, and allow students to correct their
own paper. Go over orally the items on this sheet for Levels
A and B students.

Activity 8 - Headings and Salutations

Pass out duplicated Exercise 4, attached to this
lesson, stating that this sheet may be kept for personal.

-use. Go over orally and explain material on it to the
students.

Summary and evaluation

1. If not done already, examine and show the exercises
and letters completed throughout this lesson.

2. Encourage students to write letters regularly,
to use correct form, and to ask for further help in
subsequent sessions.

3. Allow students to discuss what they liked and
disliked about the session.

4. Call on a student(s) to summarize what was
learned in the lesson.

5. Have each student fill in the evaluation form
and collect it.

-f
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Exercise 1

TYPES OF LETTERS

A. Friendly letters

1. Thank you notes

2. Sympathy

3. "News from home"

4. Missing you

5. Congratulation

.7,

B. Business letters

1. Ordering goods

2. Acknowledging an .order

3. Saler.letter
A

4. Letter of introduction

5. Letter of application

6. Letter of recommendation.

7. Letter of complaint or adjustment

8. Requesting information or material

9. Credit

C. Invitations and replies

1. Formal

2. Informal

23 5-

4
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Exercise 2

RULES FOR LETTER WRITING

A. Capiltaization (start each of these words with, a capital,
"large" letter)

1. Names of streets, people, months, Post Office Box,
Rural Routes, cities,. towns, states, counties, countries,
holidays, directions (North, South), companies, places (stores,
restaurants), days of the week, and names of pets, schools,
and churches.

.1

2. The first word of each sentence.
Example: He saw a woman.

3. The first word and all important words in the greeting.
Example: Dear Mr. Jones,

4. The first word of the closing.
Example: Yours truly.

5. The word "J ".

Example: Hill saw a woman, but I did not.

Punctilation

. = Reriod
vor.semi colon
: = colon. ,

;

1. Use a period

, = -coma /I.

? = question mark
= exclamation point.-

"'s. quotation mark

a. After e telling sentence.

b. After a commanding sentence.

c. After an abbreviation. (Oct.; Thuis., p.s.)

2. Use a comma
. .

a. Between many names of things in a,series (ball,
'bat,.and glove).

b. Between haloes of city or town and state
. (Chester, Pennsylvania).

F.

c.. Between name of day or month and year (May'5,
1971)-

Oh
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Exercise 2 (Page 2).
II
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;..
d.. After the greeting of a friendly- letter'. In

'a business letter use a colon .after the greeting.

Example: Friendly letter
Dear Sue,
Business letter
My dear Judie:

e, After the closing of a letter.
- .

Example:4 Yours truly,.

f. To set off a name or a "Yes" or "No" answer.

Example: Sue, I miss you. I miss you, Sue.

Yes, I'm getting out. I.said,-"Yes."-

g. :Between the name of a person and his title.

Example: Honorable John Jones, Common Pleas Judge
eqi

3. Use a question mark after all sentences that ask a 4' a
question. .

..t.

;

.

Example:' Do you understand?
A

4. Use d in exclaination point when showitig excitement.

Exawle: Jem-free'.

5. Use quotation marks when telling what someone else
said or wrote.

Example: - Phil said, "I'm free:"

p

1 3 1

.

.--

e
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ExerCtse 3 .

A. Proofreading your letter

1. Is each of the parts of the letter placed
correctly?

2. Did you cafictalize and punctuate the heading
correctly?

3. Did you-capitalize and punctuate the greeting
correctly?

4. Did you capitalize and punctuate each sentence
correctly? ,

.

5. Did you capitalize and punctuate the closing

III

correctly?

/6. Is your signatu in your own handwriting?.
.

Proofreading "your envelope

1. Where is the main address written on'the envelope?

2. Where is the return address written?

3. If there is a zip code used in either address,
where is it placed?

4. Are all the names correctly spel d?

5. Is the main address correctly written?

i 3

9-10
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Exercise 4

INSIDE HEADING AND SALUTATION

If you are writing a, letter to a specific person but know
only his official title and not his name:

Personnel Manager

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. _
Box 9175,_
Philadelphia, Pa. 19113

Dear Sir: '(or Dear Nadam;),

B. If you are writing to a firth or a group, not to any 'specific.

Scholarship Board
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106

Gentlemen:_

C. If you are writing to 'an individual and have used his name
in the inside address:

Mr. Donald Kerr

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Box 9175

Phitadelphia,.Pa. 19113

Dear Mr. Kerr:

D. High government officials may be addressed as follows:

1. The President of the United States
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

2. The Honorable John W. Smith
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

My dear Senator Smith: or
Dear Senator:

3. The Honorable John W. Smith
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

My dear Mr. Smith:

'



Exercise 4 continued

4. The Honorable Milton W. Shapp
Governor of Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Pa.

Dear Sir: or Dear Governor Shapp:

5. The Honorable Harold Greensburg
Chief 'Judge of the Court of Appeals

or

UniteeStates District Judge
Media, Pa. 19063

Dear Sir: '

My dear Judge:

6. Alderman Sam Smith
145 Maple Street
Media, Pa. 19063

Dear Sir:

7. Dr. George McKay
Media Clinic
Media, Pa. 19061

Dear Sir: or

Dear Dr. McKay:

8. Mr. Sam Spade
Atbarney;at,Law
Media Courthouse

Pa. 19063

4' ar Sir: or Dear Mr. Spade:

9. Thk Honorable Frank Rizzo
Mayor of the City of Philadelphia

, Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

Dear Sir:
Sir:

Dear Mr. Mayor:

iiD

1.

9-12
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LESSON 10

TEACHER TITLE-CROSSWORD PUZZLES
STUDENT TITLE-WORD PUZZLES

Goals

This lesson is intended he develop interest in word
puzzles, particularly those, like crossword puzzles, which
Involve spelling. The students will practice spelling
familiar words and also practice using and making clear,
precise definitions.

Ob iec tives

1. _To
2. To

necessary.
3. To

contexts.
4. To

thinking of
5. To

6. To

MaterialA

listen perceptively, to definitions and cues.
speak when clear, precise communication is

read Identifying words, sometimes in confusing

associate sounds with letters, for example,
words beginning with a specific letter.
praCtice reading patterned sentences.
practice spelling familiar words.

1. Paper and pencils
2. Blackboard and chalk
3. Overhead projector and transparencies (optional)
4. Duplicated copies of crossword puzzle, Exercise 1,

for Activity 3 (see attached example)
5. Duplicated copies of Exercises 2-9 or other

teacher-made or commercial crossword puzzles (Activity 4)

Teaching suggestions

1. Two things, are important to the success of this
Lesson: 1) that the students enjoy success in completing
the puzzles they attempt, 2) that the puzzles are challenging
enough)to slake them think, and sometimes even change their
first oughts. This means that the teacher should encourage
the stmaents to start with puzzles that they are pretty sure
of doing easily and then move to more difficult ones, or, the

Iii
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students work in groups and consult each other as they need.
The latter alternative may be best where the teacher is not
sure of the level of the students or where some students are
too weak to be able to get started on evert the easiest-puzzles.-_
It is probably best to have the solutions available to the
students and to encourage them to consult them with they
become frustrated and might give up, since the purpose of -the
lesson is more to give the students enjoyable practice id
spelling and precise reading than to test them to see whether
they can do a particular puzzle.

2. Encourage students to matEe up crossword puzzles and
bring them to class in order to challenge others with their
work. A booklet of these crossword puzzles might be made up
that students could work on out of class.

Pdoc3dures and activities

Activity 1 - Single-letter change puzzles.

This kind of word puzzle may be new to the students,'
but it is an easy preliminary step to full crossword
puzzles.

1. Tell the students to draw a grid four squares
across and five squares up and down like the example you
draw on the chalkboard. It should look like this:

2. Fill in the top row of squares with the lettersRUST
and the bottom row with the letters B E A N, so the grid looks
like this:

R U S T

B l E _, A

.

N
..

Ask the students to do the same.

r.
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3., Explain'that the object of the puzzle is to fill
the three lines between the two words with other words,
words that in each case differ ,from the word above them
by only one letter. For instance, the word below R U S T
could be B U S T - -'note only the lettet B is changed'--_
and the.word below B U S T could be B E S T -- note that
in this case onlyAhe letter E is changed from the word
directly above it.. As you eXplitin this, write in the
letters in the spaces in the grid on the board and have
the students do the same on their papers.

4. Ask for suggestions for the word to go between
B EST and B*EANi a' word in which only one letter is
different from B E S T above. The word would be B E A
Call attention to the fact that the students can be sure

,they are right, because by changing only one letter in
B E 4 T, theyord becomes.B E4t N, the last line of the
puzzle.

5. Go through the example once again to make sure
everyone understands what happened. Circle the letter

. that is changed in each row across (each new word) and
then point out that there has been only ohe Jhange in
each of the-four columns; this-is part of the rules of
the puzzle: a letter can be changed only once in each
column.

.

R 11 S T

0 U S T

B ei) S T

B E
:63

B .E _A 16
6. Have the students draw another four by five grid.

and put S L A P in the top line of squares Mid &ROW.
in the bottom line. Do the sank on the board. Togethet
with the class do the same kind of thing as was dqne
above, but give definitions of the words that Will fill
each row. For example, for the word under S L A P-,,the
definition would be "What you do after someone sings
well;" (the correct word would be,C L A P). The defini-
tion for the word for the next row would be "Ajosing,-
throw -in a dice game" or "What he says is a lot of
(the corre word is C R A P). For the fourth-row, the
definition uld be "What a farmer grows in his fields;"
the correct ord being C R 0 P. The completed grid will
look like th

1. 4 J
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S t L

C- L A P -

C RA

R ..0

;C_ R, 0 K -,

7.;

7. Continue the activity on an individual or group
basis using a sheet like the one on page 10-5. Use as many of
thelword puzzles below as the students maintain.interest.
(Answers are givep in parentheses.)

8. Stop to discuss ,what the students have done., Ask
for suggediions of better clues or definitions. Try to
make a few puzzles as a class, or let some of the more
advanced stodentglo'it as a group. The easiest way is
to start with arbui-letter word of the consonant -vawel-
consonant patterii or consonant -vowel -consonlnt -consonant
pattern as the middle word and slake two changes above
and two below:

j. le

P A 14

Let the class discuss'and form their own definitions to
eith the puzzles already done or to the puzzles they
make

Activity 2 - Word Squaros

This kind of word puzzle
words down as well as across,
using. the same letters. Like

is%the kind of puzzle that
make for themselves.

gives practice in spelling
and in having words linked
the preceding activity,
some students will be able

1 i



R R R

I 4

R

(B) (E) (A) (1)

(B) (E) (A) (T)

(B) (0) (A) (T)

C 0 A T

minim=
1111111,1111P111
B) (0)

L

11
IIB 0

M U S

S T

(4) (A) (S)

(B) (A) (S)

G 0 A L

(C) (0) (A) (L)

,(c) (0) (A) (T)

,(c) (0) (S) en
c A S T

T A M E
.

(T) (I) (14) (E)

(T) (I) (L). (E)

(M) (I) (L I- (E)

M I L D

An animal that loves honey

The same as "win"

Something to row

A help to,keep out of jail

A bad sore'

For soup

It holds the sail

A Catholic religious service

A kind of fish

A kind of fuel

Half a suit

What you pay for something

"He served his .

What they put on shower walls

5280 feet
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1. 'Write the example below on the board or on an
overhead transparency, in a fnur-by-four space grid. Black
out the middle four squares:

E v MUM
26102!

S itiiNg1111
EEG U R

Have the students call out the words they see and describe
where they are. Then have them suggest definitions, As
they identify the words and form definitions,. encourage
'them to use the numbers and the terms "across" and "down;"

you are preparing them to use these terms with full
crossword puzzles late.

2. Suggest changes in the words; for example, if
"even" were changed to "each" or "east", what new words
would, result, what new definitions would bt necessary?
Could they be exchanged for "easy"? 'Again, what new
words and definitions? What would happen if "easy" and
"even" were exchanged?

3. Write the following words on the board and ask th' L,
students to make their own word squares using these words
and then share them with the class. Have them make
definitions for each word. After several students have
written examples on the board, let' some students give
just the definitions and directioenssuch as °One down:
the sound a lion makes; one across: you drive a car on it;
two down: an instrument in a military band that you hit
with sticks; three across: in a jail it is called a cell;
at home it is called a (room)." Have the other students
try to make the word square from the definitions, then
have the student who.made it give his solution. (If

students have'trouble at first in completing a full square,
accept three sides, write it in a grid on the board, and
see if anyone can change or complete it into a full
square.)
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nude mule dame road edge

nine moon .doom read else

noun Man deer roar even
need mild dear race ever
,nice mind dawn raid earn

noon mean damn rare
near male dare roam

?
, made dead rain

The list above will almost insure success in a
mechanical way; encourage the more able students to try
making word squares using some four- letter words not on
this list, Or let them make five-letter word squares.

'Activity 3 - Crossword Puzzles

Eachof the students should receive a copy of
Exercise]. (attached);the grid should be.drawn on the
boarA with the appropriate squares blacked out. Begin
the puzzle by asking three or four students to start it
at the chalkboard as a team. The teacher asks them for
suggestions to fill 1 across and 1 down, trying them out
by counting spaces, etc. Encourage them to leave some
spaces blank whet they are not sure, and to try other
words to get cues for the words they are not sure of.
This is. done tamake sure all the students understand

\\e'g6n

what strategies they,can apply. As soon as 1 across and 1
down and a few other words are written in, ask the students

complete the puzzle individually or in small groups.
Up finishing, the teacher should complete the puzzle
on the board so that students can refer to it if they get
-too frustrated.

Activity if/NCompleting crossword puzzles

If there is time or a need, other crossword puzzles
may be prepared by the teacher, or by students, for the -
class to complete. The attached puzzles of varying
difficulties (see Exercises 2-9) may also be duplicated
for class use. Each puzzle has been placed on a separate
page to make zeroxing more convenient. The sources listed
below contain many crossword puzzles,that have been
especially prepared for instructional-purposes.

X47

4
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Allen, Walter Powell, Easy Crossword Puzzles
English Language Services, 5550 Wilkens Court,
Rockville, Md., 20852. (copyright 1956, 75C)

Allem', Walter Poll, More Easy Crossword Puzzles,.
English Language Services, 5550 Wilkens Court,
Rockville, Md., 20852.(copyright 1970)

The Continental Press, Inc., Elizabethtown, Pa.
17022 Publishes crossword puzzles suitable for
students who read from grade 1 to grade 6 levels'.

Summary and evaluation

1. Collect and examine with the class and with
individuals any word puzzles completed during the lesson.
Make corrections, and explain them, as needed.

2. Call on a student(s) to summarize what was
learned in the lesson.

-3. Direct a discussion on what students liked and
disliked about the lesson.

4. Urge students to work crossword puzzles on their
own from local newspapers or from crossword puzzle
commercial booklets and to bring their accomplishments
or questions to the class.

5. Have students fill in the evaluation forms and
collect them.

1 IJ
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A

11

14

17

ERIE
Aisimwd.v,

My AMIN 'ill OM v
A .0 AllWd

ACROSS

1. Young people
6. Not in
7. Not anything
9. A prisoner has to
11. What a woman wears
13. Thought
14. Go back

17. Make my steak well
18. Many times

DOWN

1

1. Thodght about
2. Some banks are paying 6%
3. He faster than he walks.

time. 4. Opposite of YES.
5. The snake nearly killed

by swallowing a bowling ball.
8. Present tense of GOT

10. Fast greased lightening
12. Most important part of the body
13. He's always getting hot

water with'her,
15. You 'la pencil to Wrlte.
16. More than one man

k
o



Exercise 2

1111111111111111

r111111".

4

ACROSS

1. Another word for railroad
5. Something to unlock a door with

DOWN

1. You can faster than you can walk.
2. It's in a fountain pen.
3. " sown SoUth" or " down upcin the Svanee
4. "----- too, Brutus?",

*

/""

o

O

r

Ar
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-ACROSS

Exercise 3

mil2 NE in
mom

1. Trips taken on ships
5.,AnotheI name of the Devil

DOWN

1. A kind of truck usedfor moving
2. or no?

3. You will a present.
4. The name of the nearest star

'e-



Exercise 4
a

ACROSS

1. They are under the hood.
5. The sun

DOWN-

I. You only need one to see.
2. He away with it.
3. A wrong spelling of know
4. A nickname foi Sally

10-12
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ACROSS

12

. Exercise 5

3

7

8

4

0

5 6

9

2. Not a thing
7. Not far
8. " and feather him!"
9. Opposite of out
10. It wasn't me, it was somebody .

.DOWN

1. Some people get paid every .

3.The English and hippies both think it's great.
4: The British word for rabbit.

(Remember the story of the -and the tortoise?)
'3.,(Tnitials) The Bureau of collects taxes

r irx, going, .

.,ird person, singular'form of be

O

10-13
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Exercise 6
.de

1 2 3 '4 5 6 7

8 A
,

9

Mr AilIMEIMIPA",".
12

18 uri V 9

., ACROSS DOWN

. 1. British for fall (season) 1. Opposite of never
3. Nice are of cats. 2. San Francisco is about 3900
8. You build a house on one. from Philadelphia
9. An owl can do it at night 4. -Many ships make a

10. Capone act'5. " a matter of fa
12. Once hour 6. Abbreviation meaning that is or
13. Small fruits found on bushes for example
14.

16.

Is and was are forms of the 7. A dry, barren place
11. "I think that I will never see,

A poem as lovely as a

verb
Sugar is
You will finish this puzzle

----
15. Santa's first word (He says it18.

19. A small Dodge.

4

A

three times in a row.)
17. Folksy term for mother
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Exercise 7

r
10-15

1

AIM=
is

111W/AW
11 13

14 V I 1

ACROSS

1. Not more
3. A fluorescent fixture

5. In the of a tree it is cool.
7. Saint (abbreviation)
8. You can wet your in a bar.

9. For example'(abbreviation)
10. Test to measure academic intelligence
11. The opposite of on
12. A definite article (goes before a noun)
.14. Tailors and dressmakers sew with it
15. A position on a football team

A

DOWN

1. I'll teach you a
2. The cook asks, "How does' it
4. To like'something better
5..\ysed like will
6. Up. class in society, the
8. Subject form of us

13. Subject form of him

155
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Exercise 8

1

6

10

rA2 AMMO' AIWA
7

V

Wall r

rid P,
12

A 1 A
VAIM111/4

22 AMIEArallr AFA r

17

11

5

ACROSS
6. The tea is in the
7. A dog is man's. best

10. " to get ready, and four
to go."

11. A painting is a work of
12. Object form of we
13. Nice,- , nicest
17. "He cant see the for

the forest."
18. Subject form of us.,
22. the deck before I deal
23. Ships stop at

24. Closest animals to cowboys
25. Opposite of old-fashioned

DOWN

T. Where the train stops
2. You go to the barber

a

3. are red; violets are
blue."

4. Larger, nobler, more famous
8. You begin a letter with this

word.

9. They ride around in patrol
cars.

14. He's a soul
15. The person at the front of

the room
16. Some work books are divided

into

19. Not a little
20. It is worn around the neck.
21. An knows less than a

moron.
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22

25

29

.0

Exercise 9

1 ;2

li um 12 a a 1

7 8 19 20

la
27 28

31 32

33 f 5
.

36

.

ACROSS

40

8

3

44

9

1. One foot, two
3. Nom.
5. , lost: (To a person you

wantjto go away).
6. You buy in a shop.

8. TheL__shines warm.
9. The 'higher end of anything

on of slope

11. A thrty-eigh,t is a
P2. Good, better,
14. Van Gogh cut off his
16. "You, old of a gun:"

17. "Help if you cats; I'm

feel4ing down."

18. Word for laughter.
20. Not old.
22. "I hope I can do we11!"
23. The ;part of the body ladies

used to call a lower limb.
L4. Opposite of new.
25. Pregent tense form of was.
26. "I ; your pardon."
27. "I fish he would a deodorant."
28. "__::_your own thing."

29. The most forward part of the
mouth. V

I S7

1
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ACROSS (Continued)
u,-

31. " .man; :Pr Also, I',

afraid I'm about to mad!"
32. Afish that 'cooks like a

snake.

33. Vegetable.
35. Opposite of poor.

136. Opposite of near.
37. The bone that women were

made from (Bible).
39: "Good nothing."
40. To massage.
42. They give it to you free when

you rave a supermarket.
43. The leaders of- major

countries meet at a
conference.

44. A very small branch of
a tree.

DOWN

These pants don't
they are choking me.

2. A very light knock.
3. "and women."
4. "He hasn't come home

but he should be here soon."
5. A twenty-two..(Same as

11 across).
7. A foot-finger.
8. The closest star.

10. We cook in it.
11. Idle (bad) talk about others.
12.

13. Equal

Asks foi a dime for

csohfofret:

(Really wine ?).

15. A school book with stories..
16. Almost all boats used to

have a
1,4, Can you me at the Copa?
19. Too, as well.
21. Sheep wear 100%
23. 16 os. equals one .(abbr.)

30. Gold costs $35 ounce.
32. "I don't have an for music."

(Same as 14 across)
34. We breathe it.
36. In London there is a lot of .

38. A Trailways or Greyhound
39. More than plump.
41. However, nevertheless.
42. Not quite gigantic.



ANSWERS - CROSSWORD PUZZLES'
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Exercise 1 --Answers

ACROSS DOWN

.' 1. children

6. out
7. nothing
9. serve
11. dress
13. idea
14. return
17. done

18. often

ACROSS

1. railway
5. key

ACROSS

1. voyages
2. satan'

1;

+.4

1. considered
2. interest
3. rums
4. 110

5. itself
8. get

10. as

12. heart
13. into
15. use
16. men

Exercise 2e- Answers

DOWN

1. run 3. way
2.' ink 4. you

Exercise 3 - Answers

DOWN

1. van
2. yes
3. get

4. sun

Exercise 4 - AnsViers

ACROSS DOWN

1. engines
2. total

53

1. eye
2: got
3. not
4. Sal

10 -18

.
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Exercise 5 - Answers

ACROSS DOWN

2. nothing
7. near
8. tar
9. in
10. else

ACROSS

1. autumn
3. afraid
8. lot

9. see
10. Al
12. an
13. berries
14. be
16. sweet.
18. soon
19. Dart

ACROSS

1. month

3. tea
4. hare
5. I.R.
6. gone
9. is

Exercise 6 - Answers

DOWN

1. always
"2. miles
4. fleet

5. as
6. i.e.
7. desert

11. tree
15. ho
17. ma

Exercise 7 - Answers

DOWN

1. less 1. lesson

3. lamp 2. taste

5. shade 4. prefer
7. St. 5. shall

8. whistle 6. elite

9. i.e. 8. we

10. I.Q. 13. he

11. off
12. the
14. needle
15. center

159



ACROSS

6. teapot
7. friend

10. three
11. art

12. us
13. nicer
17. trees
18. we
22. cut
23. docks
24. horses
25. modern

I

Exercise 8 -,Answeis

DOWN

1. station
2. haircut

3. roses
4. greater
5. seats
8. diar
9. policemen
14. brother
15. teacher
16. lessons
19. much
20. scarf_
21. idiot

Exercise 9 - Answers

ACROSS DOWN

1. feet 39. for 1. fit
3. midday 40. rub 2. tap
5. get 42. bag 3. men
6. pet 43. summit 4. yet
8. sun 44. twig 5. gun
9. top 7. toe

11. gun 8. sun
12. best 10. pan
14. ear 11. gossip
16. on beggar
17. me 13. though
18. ha 15. reader
20. new = 16. sail
22. as 17. meet
23. leg 19. also
24. old 21. wool
25. is 23. lb..
26. beg
27. use

30. per
32. ear

28. do 34. air
29. lip 36. fog
31. go 38. bus
32. eel 39. fat
33. pea 41. but
35. rich 42. big
36. far
37. rib

c
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LESSON 11

TEACHER TITLE - COMMUNICATION
STUDENT TITLE - TELL IT LIKE IT IS

Goals

11-1

The purpose of this lesson is to make students aware of
how difficult it is to communicant clearly with one another
and to teach them some techniques for communicating more
effectively. The lesson provides practice in listening,
speaking, and critical thinking.

Objectives

1. To experience the roles of sender, receiver, giver of
feedback, and manipulator of the communications equation.

2: To express feelings about one's own and others'
communications styles.

3. To use communications vocabulary in analyzing class-
room experiences.

4. To apply communications vocabulary to the description
and analysis of outside experiences.

Materials

1. Blackboard and chalk,
2. Work table.
3. 2 "Fractured T" puzzles, made from cardboard, 1/4"

plywood, or paper according to the attached diagrams.
(Activity 1) (See attached diagrams A and B)

4. Paper and pencils for each class member.
5. Portable blackboard or other type of screen.
6. Large wall clock with second hand, or individual

watches for the group leader, or a watch for the teacher
who will then call time at approproate intervals. (Activity 2)

7. Stacking boxes diagram C and D (Activity 2)

"Teaching suggestions

1. This lesson is divided into two sections'. The first
focuses on "sending" (speaking), the second on "receiving"
(listening). Each section contains two essentially similar
activities, too much to do in the time available, so thi
instructor should choose one from each section, perhaps the
one.he feels most coafortable tryi g or thinks his students
will enjoy the most.
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a

2. This lesson is similar in many respects to another
lesson in this curriculum, "Verbal and Non - verbal ommunication

Expression." This relationship should be brought, out to the

students. In selecting activities from the options for this
lesson, kp in mind those activities that were use4,Xn the
previous lesson and students' reactions,to them. ----j

Procedures and activities

Section 1 - Sending (Speaking)

Activity 1 - Fractured T guzzle

1. Ask for two volunteers who want to have some fun andL,--J IL
can handle being frustrated. Promise them they wonit-be,

embarrased. Have them sit back to back so that neither can

see what the other is doing. Be sure each has a table or
other work surface in front of him.

2. Assign one to be "boss", the other to be "foreman".
Put a correctly assembled T Puzzle (See diagrams A and B
attached) in front of the boss and cover it with a piece of
paper. Put an unassembled T Puzzle in front of the foreman
and tell him that all his pieces are right side up (be sure
to mark the backsides of the puzzles in some way so you don't
waste time). Ask the other members of the class to come and
stand around the "boss" and "foreman", to watch what happens
carefully, but not to speak out or help them in any way.

3. Tell the boss that he has a correctly assembled ma-
chine which he must tell his foreman, who is in another part
of the factory, how to assemble. He must do so over a phone
which sends only one way; that is, the foreman cannot talk.
back. He can only receive directions and do what he is told.

The boss must direct him without help.
4. Tell the foreman that he must obey orders and cannot

talk back.
t_

5. Tell both parettipants that they have thtsame number
and shape parts. (They will probably immediate;y'assume that
their corresponding pieces are the same colors.' Do not tell

them otherwise unless one of them asks).
6. Remove the cover paper from the boss's puzzle and ask

him to start.

7. If the boss'uses color to identify the parts and to
explain how to assemble the puzzle, stop hip when the foreman
is clearly unsuccessful (this will happen, almost immediately).
.Ask the observers what the problem is. Clarify what they say

-for the boss and ask him to ,praceed an thi basis that their
pieces are differently colpredv,.Ask him to go on with the

task.
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8. The participants will continue to have trouble, the'
boss struggling to find a vocab ary o describe the shape
and placement of the parts. Ask Erd'observers what the trouble
is. Someone will mention the fact that there's no way for the
foreman to give "feedback", to check his perceptions of what
the boss is saying. Whatever word an observer uses for
"feedback", supply that term for his word and continue to use
it in your. discussion.

9. Tell the foreman he may now talk back, and ask them.
to continue. If they still can't succeed in the task (par-
ticipants seldom can), ask the observers what they would
suggest as a way to accomplish the task. Someone will prob-
ably mention that a, face -to -face work situation would solve
it. Move the participants so they are facerto-face and let
them complete the puzzle.

10. Review each stage with all the class, what happened
and why the boss and foreman couldn't succeed. Ask them:

-a. How did you feel as the boss? How did your
feelings change as-the game progressed? What did you feel
like doing when you got frustrated?

b. How did you feel as foreman, etc?
c. How did you observers feel for each of them?

What did you feel like doing? Could you tell what the boss
t and foreman were feeling? Hoe? What were the signs? (If

feelings are attributed to the boss or foreman which they
deny feeling, accept their denial and go on).

d. What happened at each step in the game? Why couldn't
they assemble the puzzle? (The idea here is to get at the following
issues: the frequency with which we start communicating from
different assumptions, especially when an authority, here the
teacher, gives us a task; the need for free feedback to clarify
a task; and the need for more than one medium in most communications
situations.)

e. What does this experience say about communications
in general? -t

f. Can you think of situations in this classroom, in
the prison, on a job, or at home where communications have
been bad? Have you ever been unsure about a class assignment
and afraid to ask for clarification? Maybe someone has given
you an unclear order in the prison? In communications terms,
what was wrong and how could it have been made better?

Activity 2 - Stacking Boxes

1. Discuss communication and how it works. Explain the
differences between one -sway communication and two-way communi-
cation (in oftc-way communication the sender tells the receiver
something and this message ends the communication. A lecture,

163
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wr4ten%lnstructions for ,a text, and notices 'are examples of
Ope-way Communication..In twoway comtunidatiOwthe receiver 4
of a message can ask for,clarificatibn, elaboration, and both
senderand receiver can benefit from the increesed mutual'
understanding that resats. Discussion and.queition-and-answer

11,4- 't

periods are examples.)
Asic%,the class -to dhooseca person who they feel.is.

.capible'df Orections clearly. This personwill act
as the setter. The remainder of the class, the receivers, -

will tee prepared blithlmncii'and paper to folldw his directions.
.3, The.sengirshould beput of sight or placedrin such

a way thee' theSrMivers can't see any expressions or gestures.
Place shim behind a Portable blaCkboard or-other type of screen.
He ghddld be'-withtn hearinik range: Give him Diagram C (attached)
and instruct him to explain'it go Well that each receiver
W111 be able to drilig one exadtly like it. Each student is'.to

0 follow the-gender's directions withoUithaving any communication
.

with the sender or any'other tether of'the Note .the

time tRe Fender begins:
4. Make the following chart on the blackboard:_

ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION WO-WAYCOMMUNICATION
Time . Time

Estimated Actual Estimated Actual
Accuracy Accuracy ...Accuracy Accuracy

5

4

3

1'

0

When thesender has finished, record on the dart how long he
took. Ask the.stUditts to estimate how many of the figures
they feel have been drawn correctly; four; three; two; one.
Record the responses on the chart.

5. Ask the students how they felt during the demonstra-
,

tion and how they think the sender felt. Have the sender do`
the same.

6. Begin the twoway44ommunication demonstration. Have
the sander face the class and desctibe Diagram D clearly and

Irletely. This time the receivers may ask questions, and
sender mpy reply, but he may not use gestures.. Again

record the time and estimated accuracy.
7. Draw Diagram C and D' on t 'he board.'

Ask each student 4ohat his actual accuracy was and
record it on the chart. (Td*kbgL correct. a figure musts be the

right shape and in proper relation to ther figures).

1

S.
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9. Discussion Westions:
a. What would you say about the time one-way and two-

way communication takes? -(Two-way takes much longer.)
b. Which kind of communication results in greater

Accuracy?

c. How do the receivers feel in a one-way situation;

1.n two-way communication? why? (In one-way the receiver
usually feels uncertain or frustrated; 'in two-way he feels
relatively confident.). ,

d. HoW does the sender feel in, each situatio (In
one-why the senders-feels relatively confidene.. In tway
he often feels ftystrated or angry. Why so?)

e. Can you recall any situations you have been in,
either as sender or receiver, which confirm ghat we,have
observed in this experiment?

. n-

Note:Note: You may want tb concludeSectton-1 with a mini-lecture
explaining the following communIkcationseequition% The diagram
may help them visualize their experience-find fix the key terms,
in their minds more firmly:

.3c

MESSAGE

MI= RECEIVER
/ / / / / / MEDIUM / / / / / / /

FEEDBACK

They will be familiar-by now with the key terms "genders`,
Vreceiver", and "feedback". "Medium? will need illustrating:
Ask them what media were used in the demonstration, or ten
them that two media that sere used were "words" and "diagrams ".
Ask for other media that communicate. They may Oink of
pictures, movies, music, other kinds of visual and aural
media. Ask them if they, can think of smells and touches,
which communicate, and what they communicate.

.r
6

es 3.J -t)

4
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Section 2 3. Receiving (Listening)

Activity 3 The Echo Game

1. This exercise can be carried out by a.class in any
s eeing arrangement, though it will provide a more valuable
experience if the- groups sil<ia.inner and outer circles with
half acting as participants, half as observers.

2. Assign the observers to count how many in the inner
circle participate in the discussion. Ask them to note how
many look as'if they wish tor say something but don't and
why. Agk them to keep track of who gets interrupted and who
does the interrupting.

3. Start a discussion on one, of the following topics,
based on human experiences which tisually provoke discussion
(family, sex, money, human relations), or topics of your own
devising. Simply announce to the groups that they are to
discuss the following question, then write it on the board.
There will be some confusion, questions perhaps about just
what you mean, even silence, but they will settle down to
diecuising the topic rather soon in all probability.
SUggested topics ae as1011ows:

a. What is the worst thing a woman can do to her
man? Why?

b.'What is the worst thing a man can do to his woman?
Why?

'.Why?

c. What is the worst thing a father can da.to,his so
d. "What is the worst thing a son can do to hfa fath
e. What i e best way to rehabilitate a prisoner

f. What qual ties or experiences make a mat a ma ?
Give examples? As a group you should agree on a rank ord r
from most to least important (the argument_will probably

ik come here).

g. What are the most important things for parents to
teach their kids about people? .

h. What makes a friend a friend? Agree ora ranking
for the qualities decide on.

i. Does th overnment owe a man a guaranteed annual

.
wage? Why? Why not? .

4. After,the discussion is underway, interrupt the
class and tell them-that before anyone speaks, he must first- ..

repeat -what the previous speaker has said to that person's
satisfaction,. Tell the Observers to count the number of

ilb participants who give accurate accounts of what the previous
speakers have said and to notice if the participants awe
actually listening to each other.

5. When the discussion is over participants and observers
should exchange places and repeat the process.

),

J
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6. Discussion questions:
a. What did the participants find out about themselves

and others in a group discussion?
b. What did the observers see?
c. H do you actually know when someo e is,not

listening to Chat you're saying? What ways nigh you let

someone know you don't feel you're being heard s hat he

starts listening?
d Why don' people listen better? What kept you

from listening?

Activity 4 - The Four Stage Rocket

1. Tell the students you are going to ask them to break
Into small groups and have discussions on an assigned topic.
Tell tfiem that while they are doing so one member of the group
will be-assigned as-an observer to-see how the discussion goes.
Tell them that you will be asking them periodically to stop
and to follow new and difficult directions f9r conducting their
discussion. The purpose is to take a look-at the ways we talk
with each other, how fruitful they are and how we might improve
them if we choose to.

'2. Break the class into groups of 5-7 students. Ask them
to choose one person from each group to be their observer.
Ask the observers to count how many participate, who does
most ofthe talking; to 4!fiom, how many look as if thl wish
to speak but don't, who interrupts, and who gets interrupted.

3. Assign one of ithe topics listed in the preceding
activity and let the grioups start talking.

4. After about five minutes interrupt them, assign a
timekeeper in each group (not, the observer), let him use his
watch (if it doesn't haVe a sweep second hand, borrow one or
use a wall clock with a sweep second hand), and tell eve once

that the timekeepers will stop anyone who speaks for more
that seconds,

F S. Interrupt the groups again in about five minutes and.
require a three se d pause for silence between each state-
ment. Everyone sti 1 has to observe the fifteen second rule.

6. Interr again, after five minutes or so, and re-
quire that in ddition to the other rules, each speaker must
repeat back wh t the previous speaker has said, to that
person's satisfaction, before he says his fifteen second piece.

7. .Interrupt after another five minutes or so and tell -
them that no one may speak a second time-until everyone in
the group has spoken or signalled that they have nothing to
say.
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s,

8. Discussion questions:
a. Ask the participants how they felt during the

task, in its various stages. 'What did they learn about how
we normally communicate?

b. What other observations would the observers make?
c. Why don't people listen better to each other?

4' d. What might you do, in such a way that you don'
turn the other person off, to let someone know that you
feel you are being heard?

Summary and evaluation

Note: ,Since you have been asking your students to behave in
ways one doesntt normally behave; since you have asked them
to share their feelings publicly; and since these exercises
don't. look like normal "school" activities, we feel it important
that they have a chance to say how they feel about what has
happened during the lesson. The following questions are
designed to help them deal with their experience, and to see
its application to real life (the'classroom itself, and the
prison). If they meet your questions with silence (what
usually happens) wait it out.

#

Discussion questions -

1. I asked you today to do some difficult things, then
to look Allow you acted. How does it feel to operate this
way?

2: How do you feel about what went on today? Would you
like to do more of this sort of thing? Can you say why or
Why not?

3. Think for a minute about the communications in this
prison. Who send most? What media are used? What kinds
of feedback are permitted, encouraged, not allowed? Is all
the sending verbal? If not, what other media are used?
Would you suggest any changes in the communications system,
practical possibilities? What? How could you present your
ideas so they might have maximum effect, so you'll be heard?

4. Call on a student(s) to summarize what was leaded
in the lesson.

5. have each student fill in the evaluation form and
collect it.
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`FRACTURED T - Diagram B

BLUE

YELLOW
GREEN

RED

04

ORANGE

v
4

a

N.,



STACKING BOXa.-- DIAGRAM C
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.Courtesy of National Testing Laooratory, 1970.



STACKING BOXES - DIAGRAM D

Zo4rtesy of 'rational Testinglaporatory, 1970.
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LESSON 12

TEACHER TITLE - SCRABBLE1
STUDENT TITLE - ALPHABET SOUP

Goals

12-1

The purpose of this lesson is to give the students a
sense of the enjoyment and accomplishment i
tive playing of a well known game of Intel
SCRABBLBW The lesson will also help the
that cooperation and group adherence to
situations can lead to real satisfaction
snits for the individual and his group.

Objectives

the coopera-
ectual skill -
tudent to realize
ules in structurea
nd positive re-

1. To recognize that correct letter order is essential
for the correct spelling of words.

2. To learn that practice in spelling can take place
while Olaying a structured game.

' 3. To learn that common prefixes, suffixes, and plural
endings can be interchanged. to form new words.

4. To increase ability to form complex words from
simple words.

5. To increase vocabulary.
6. To learn a series of rules for playing an educational

game.

Materials

1. Blackboard
2. 'Materials

for playing Scrabbl
Format 1 -

and chalk

for any one of the following four formats
e:

blank transparencies
grease marking pencils
overhead projector

or
1 approximately 24" x 24" handmade scrabble
board (made with oak tag, poster board, or
similar material)

3 sets of alphabet letters to fit this
board, plus 5 extra of each vowel, and'of
the consonants H, N, R, S,T, and 3 extra
B, 1K, L, and M .

or

=Format 2 -

Note: SCRABBLE( is a trademark and is used with the permission
of Selchaw & Righter Co., Bay Shore, N.Y.

£1
'
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Forthat 3 - 1 magnetic board with the same combination
of letters (magnetized) as b above

_ or
Format 4= s7i'veral regular SCRABBLLOgames (for use

with Level C students)

3. 1 or more dictionaries
No

Teaching suggeations,
." A

1. Before the
the fqllowing;four

Format i -

t

Ja

soon starts decide on which one(s) of
rats youp411 use-during the lesson:

played on overhead projector trans- 14

cies' (See attached sample.)
ch squares by 12 1-inch squares

Oval 108 squares..
EacgArudent takes a turn in placing letters

sq. transparenAtes.
- 24 x'24 inches

- equal 1/0 squares
Ea nt takes his turn placing

ri:. e-up letters on the board
magnet r-4 ard and letters - Teacher

'takes as many squares as possible'on
board

Students.place magnetic letters
in rotation

Regular SCRABBLggames using prescribed
rules

Format 2 - 0

Format

Format 4

on boiid

, 1-2. Formats 1, 2, and 3 are recommended for students at
Levels A or B; Format 3, for vef C. Vary this suggestion,:.

however, to suit the. abili y leirerof the class.

3. Where
of eakh format
have a greater

,

,

the group is ire two, or rhaps three, copies
should be made available so hat each student will
opportunity to participate.

4. One or, more dictionaries should be provided in-order to
give students practice to looking up words_and verifying spelling.

5. Encourage students to continue playing SCRABAnd
scrabble-like giMesfoUtaide of class.

ti
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Ni 6. Provide for students to continue playing these
garnet during periods of independent study in subsequent

class sessions.

Procedures and activities

1. _The teacher can start the lesson by saying: "We
are going to teach you a game you've heard about but
perhaps many of you have not played. Raise your hand if
you have ever played, SCRAiBLEiN(StePpand discuss.) In this
game we'll find -out how will you can spell and how well
you can trick the other guy into giving.you his word.
You will'also learn to become a better speller. Points
will be given for each wordbyou spell correctly. The best
spellers will be the winners."'

2. Show the format in which tHe,game is to be played
and explain the rules (the rules for Formats 1, 2, and 3
are the same), as follows:

a. Each student picks up and places a letter any-
where on the board according to his strategy.

b. No proper nouns, slang, foreign words, or
abbreviations are acNptable.

c. Words must be read from left to.righ or to to
bottom.

Example: .Student A picks letter "a" and places
it in the lower right corner. He gets
1 point for spelling the article "a".
Student B places a "p" in front of or
above the "a" to spell "pa". He gets
2 points.,

d. Each player gets o94 point for each letter used to
form a word he completes.

e. Game may be stopped and score added at any time,
at end of any one rotation or'when all spaces are filled.

The rules for Format 4, which is the regular SCRABBLE'
game, will be found with the game when it is purchased.

3. After the rules have been fully explained and
questions answered, a five minute trial game should be
played. Answer any questions that arise, then start a
game.

1 S.)
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AP-

.

4. The teacher's role in this game is to guide it
in such a way that learning will take place and that each
student will experience some success. Offer suggestions
at any point that will make the game more interesting
and score mire points. For example, show where a prefix
or a suffix may be added; then discuss how prefixes and 4

suffixes work. Stop tb7e-game at any time to call atten-
tion to or explain spelling difficulties that arise
(forming plurals, doubling final consonants, the use of
the silent e; each syllable contains a vowel, etc.).

Write examples on the board to help students understand the
spelling rule involved. Whiles tppping the game to point
out spelling principles is essential, stopping it too
often or for too long a period of time will lose the
continuity and the students' interest.

When students are playing the game independently,
circulate giving suggestions and help.

5. Have each student keep his own score. This pro-
cedure might be varied by having someone keep scoresat
the blackboard.

6. It is suggested that at least two games of equal
time length.be played in order to obtain an indication
of skills gained.

Summary and evaluation

1. Add up the scores; determine not only who_the
better spellers are but also find out who improved the
most.

2. Answer any questions about spelling. Write any
spelling rules on the board that seemed to indicate the
most spelling problems. -

3..) Discuss students' reactions to the lesson.

4. Call on a student(s) to summarize the le on.

5. Have each student fill in the evaluation
and collect it.

am
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LESSON 13

TEACHER TITLE - LtSTENIN
STUDENT Title,- NOW HEAR

C

13-1 .<

Goals

:The purpose of this leslon is to make studenti more
.aware of the deed to listen ittentivelTand to train them
-. in.ettet-listening habit*. Students participate in various

enjpyable and Challe4ging listening activities in order to'
.learn about the nature.and the importance Of listening."

Objectives

1. To listen for and sort details.
2. To report accurately what one.has listened to.
3. To provide heriory training.
4. To ltsten to' and respond to. directions .correctly.

*44

Materials

1. 'Pencils and paper.
2. _Short article(s) on a relevant topic+from a durrent

newspaper fot Activity 4.
3. ArtiCle Irom newspaper,40tered-as shown in Activity 5.
4. 814 x 11" graph paper with 1/4" squares, dittoed or

, otherwise prepared like,the attaed sample. Enough copies.
so that each student can have

ch

(Activity 7,'"Art by Ear")
. 5. Instruction sheet for Activity 7,,7A5p"by Ear" 0

,Zeaching suggestions i
ti ,t ,

.,.. ?

Selectactivities_ those following according to student
abilities and time available. Timnoted are rough estimates.

Procedures and activities

Activity 1 - Gossip - (10 mires.)
C

. .

Tell yourtudents that you are going to play a listening
game that they,may haye played as'Children, but this time
for adult reasons. Explain that!ou will give ope of them .

a piece of paper with a statement written on it', that hewill
then whisper it says to the vat an awl apart until
everyone. has passed on what he hArheard to thdlast person.
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1 Each person should Ohisperclearly whatever he has heard.

since ,no repetition will be permitted. The sentence on the

slip can be whatever you wish, You might try, "I heard that

. cell doors will be unlocked at all times from now on."

, When-the sentence hat.gone around ask the last person
what he heard. It will prol:lably be completely unlike the
driginal sentence. Ask the students in reverse. order to
repeat what each palSed qnoutloud. Work back to the original
sentence to see how it changed: Then ask what this experience
shows about listening ( 'the idea is t9Aet out'something-like
"It's hard to hear and send a message accurately; accurate .'

. listening is difficult.") -

IP , 4
. .

. Y
Activity 2 --Listening to the Silence - (10-15 mins.)

Do this exercise slowly, rhythmically, and in a .calm,
almost hypnotic voice. . ?'

Ask your students to lose their' eyes and keep' them

closed, ko'relax, and-to be ao silent as they can. Ask them
in a steady,"qulet 'voice td "Listen silently, eyes closed.
Listen to all you can hear....just listen; don't,answer my
questionS aloud. What do you heir? ...What sounds do you
hear outside the room, way outside?... What about just out- ,

side?... Now listen inside-. What sounds'do you hear in
this room?... Come closer to yourself: What sounds do you

hear right around you?,:.. Nowlisten very closely;' listen
to what is going on Inside-yourself. What.sounds can you
hear in your own body? Codtentrate very hard... Come even
closer, up into your head?.. Can you hear a beat?... Be

absolutely silent. Can you hear a high, pitched humming or
buzzing in your ears?... If you can, that's the sound of
,blood pumping, rough-the blood vessels in your eardrums
'(it really is)."

. II

/ "Ok. Everyone open his eyes. Now tell me what you
/ heard. Let's start with thinis you heard outsi.de the roam/

(List the events named on the board). What out inside/
the room? (List). What about right.around you? (Lis J.

Inside you? (List).".

13-2

/1-

"How did you feel doing'all.that?" (Wait out /the

silence and accept any feelings and ideas expres d. Ask
a student to amplify any, thoughts you feel nee it or that
you want the rest of the class to be sure to t. Respond
positiVely with feelings and ideas of your if yoU like).
"Do you'nottra4y notice these sounds?"- -(P obably answer is
."no")Y "Why not ?" (Accept any answers =d reinforce or add
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the idea that there is so much noise around Us, so much to
h'ar that we select out what we 'don't feel we need or can use.)

-r

Activity 3 - Concentrating your Attention 7 (10 mitts.)

Read a short, interesting selection from something like
THE READERS' DIGEST, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, LIFE, the"Stmday
newspaper supplements, et ., and ask your students to count

hear "the" or "a" ("uh"). When
who counted accurately and who else came

the task was difficult, and'if so, why
interesting', therefore distracting). Ask-,

to the right- number car! say what the
deta en though you

the number of times t
you're finished
close. 'Ask
(the mate
if anyone who got
passagewas.abouti- in any s

e

did not originally ask them to do so. Use the response to
point out that concentrating hard means ignoring everything
but what is being concentrated on.

Activity 4 - Whoi What, When, Where,aand Why - (l9 20 mins.)

Tell your students you are going to help them strengthen
their memories. Give each one a pencil and'paper. Have
him write- "Who" on the irst linii-Nhat"qpn the secondvand----
so on with -whziN "Where ", and,Why". Tell them you are going
to read a simple, short news item and that they should listen
carefully until you are through. 'When you are through ask :

.them to write a brief answer to each question from theinfor-
mation in the article. (Select any article from a current_'
newspaper,or 'a topic relevant to the students.)

Ask for volunteers tRkgiVe the correct answers, and for'
everyone to score himself on accuracy. If the activity is
successful you might want to tryiOne or two more articles
of increasing difficulty.

Activity 5 Can I Con You? - (10 mins.)

Tell your students that you want to see how clever they
are, whether you can fool them or not. Say that'you are
going to read them an interesting article from a recent news-
paper, bit that you have added some irrelevant, unrelated
-information in with it. Their task is to put up their hands
every tim tOey hear ax unrelated word or statement. If
they are correct, each gets a point. If they are incorrect,
each person who raised his, hand loses,a point. They should
score themselves.

4)
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Select a short article in terms of the level of your
students and simply insert words, phrases, or sentences. You
may want to make the irrelevancies more-or less clear cut,'
perhaps to insert big, inappropriate words, or even nonsense
iyllables. The attached sample will give you some idea of
the kind of material to prepare. (See page 13-5.)

When they are through, ask them how they did.
.

Activity 6 - When I... - (30 mins.)

Divide your students into groups of four, five at
most, and seat them so they can see each other and talk
easily in their groups.

Say "Now I'm going to see how good your imaginations and
memories are. The first person in each group (designate
each by name) will start by saying 'When I-get out of here
I'm going to gnd finish -his sentence by saying
what he's going to do. t oor example: 'When I'get out of here

I'm going to eat.a juicy steak'. The person to his right
then repeats what the first person said and adds what he'll
do. For example: 'When I get out of here I'm going to eat
a juicy steak and go to Las Vegas.' The next person repeats
what's been said and then adds what he'll do. The first
person to forget what anyone has said has to drop out. The
people left in each group begin again, naming new things
they will do, until the winner in each group is determined.
Then we will havethe winners from each group compete with
each other."

(You can expe'ct your students to think up a lot of
imaginative actions and,for there, to be a lot of laughter in
the small groups. We suggest you not restrict the topics

' they may use, but, as the teacher it is your option to rule
out any categories you think inapptopriate, but before the
game begins).

(For slower students yo may want to substitute a sentence
which calli for things rathe?than actions, e.g. "If I could
have anything I wanted in here I'dask for a
and o , and a ." Other students
-repeat .the sentence and add another item:)
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Cash Bail Director
Hails First Results

Since the city's new 10 percent cash bail program
began three months ago, only % or um- defendants
have failed to appear in court, the progranfs director
said on Friday.

David J. Lester said the rate of nonappearance
by defendants_ is wellbelow the predicted level while
the financial Intake Jos "far exceeded initial .po 4

40 64.1 alakv.
diatisne."

While it is too earls Lester said, "to claim un-
qualified success in the area of non-appearince : . .

it would be accurate to say that we are. big* -

Couraged by Initial results." "teecl. Sos -systt44;-$

TEE 10 PERCENT cash bail program allows a
defendants to post 10 percent of his bailenth the court
rattier than with a bail bondsman.. If die defendant

w.,et zrvkLont 4144 appears ' in court, be receives 90 percent of his deposit

titiftAjud
badyi '40V

The remaining 0 percent goes to tie city as an
adnunistiative fee. ;-

Lester's evaluation of the program differs signif-
icantly from that given by aert of Quarter Sessions

Edward -S. Lee, who recently told City Council that
the new program had -caused substantial problem
for his officeb because of the- lack of manpower and
insufficient auditing procedtuis. (4)44,4, LAIL,

ALcuumul ,k4) -new aft

-ita 40.ect -(dt

1
4
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Activity 7 - Art by Ear - (20 mins.)

"If you will listen very carefully during this next
exercise I will guarantee to turn each of you into a great
artist, and in'orlytwenty minutes. O.K.? "You'll have to
concentrate very hard; this is the most difficult tank we've
had yet," (Hand out the cy.tto sheets for Activity- 7, "Art
by Ear.")

"First of all we'll do the practice exercise." (Using
the Instruction Sheet, attached, for Activity 7, do .the
practice exercise from the next page, then as many of the
remaining desighs as you.feel appropriate/ to your students.
It is up to you whither to go back and repeat.missee direc-
tions.) If you finish the fourth figureyou might say,
"The expression on the face. of the last-figure you_drew is
amazement at your greatness as an artist."

Activity 8 - Interviewing - (45 mins.)

1. "Your task now is a more dif4cull one. I'm going
to ask you to conduct a real intervi- , to find out more
about who someone is than we already .., irst, Vat
going-to--tell you how to conduct an interview so you'll
need to list -en carefully ta directions and b- ready-with
any questions you may hive. -(It'wOuld help 7 list the key
ideas you are about to express on the board,so thaCyou -

can uncover them when you arA,done speaking and use them
,for review): .-

a. First, you need to be sure that the person you
are interviewing knows why he is being interviewld.

b.. Second, try to.put.him and yourself at ease
-

about the interview.

c. Third, the interviewer should talk very little.

_ Just ask questions, the kind that will help the interviewee
. talk.- Try not to judge, commedt ori, or. criticize what he

says. Just IISTEN:Alfr . .

d. Ask trim to-be specific if you don't understand.
If you still aren't sure what he means, ask him 'Do you
mean - ' and allow him topgree With or cojrect
your Impression. e N

e. It he says something you don't like, listen
anyway.

V
J
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Are there any questions before we go on?

2. NOW here's the task. Pick someone in the room you
don't know well, agree with him that you'll interview each

other, ,and start interviewing: You'll have ten minutes to

find out enough interesting things about him to giveus all
a newer picture of.him when we're through. At the end we'll
form into suiall groups and share what we've found out that's

interesting about each other. Let me go over the task again.

Your Job is:-

a. Pick someone who is fairly new to you.
b. Find out what he likes and thinks is interesting

about his life and the things he does.
c. Be prepared to tell us in a couple of minutes

-what's interesting about him. _

You'll have.ten minutes to interview your partnerthen
'you'll switch and he'll have ten minutes to interview you.

Now choose your partner; start_interviewing.

(If there is an odd-number..you will need to move quickly

to pick up the person no one r)oses and interview and be
interviewed by him., Fn any event, call '10 minutes', and
sive them a couple-more to conclude; then call on them to- .

switch ioles.)

3. When all the interviewing is dond divide the students
into groups of no more than teneaih,'appoint aime keeper
for each group, and tell 'them they each have_two minutes to
introduce their partner to the othets, and thab,if the
person interview0 doesn't feel he's been presented quite

right, -he can add anything he wishes. .

When the groups are done ask them:,

a. Haw did being interviewed feel?'
b. How did it feel interviewing?
c. HOW did beof.ng introduced feel? 4

d. How did it feel just listening whin yOu were
interviewing? Was it hard? Did it get easier? Why?

What kinds of questions seemed to open things up?
e. How did you feel about this exercise?

1.3 J

C.
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Summary and evaluation'

4
1. Row do you feel about this entire lesson? Which parts

did you enjoy most? Which least? Which did you learn most
froM? Which least!.

2. Summarize the purposes of this lesson getting at the
paint of the importance of what great difficulty many persons
have in accurate listening.

3. Ask the students to make note of situatfons:they.see
between now and the next class session -in which the way the
persons involved did or did not listen to each other,made a
difference in oUtcompes and report this-to the class.

4. Call on a student(s) to summarize what was learned in
the lesson.

A

5. Rave each student fill in the evalqieion form and
collect it.

#

I

o



Activity

Practice,,

WHAT SIT....

' START AT THE

/ RIGHT 2

DOWN 1

RIGHT-2

DOWN 1

RIGHT 2

A'STAIRWAY

Art It), Ear ( INSTRUCT IONS )

START AT THE DOT....

RIGHT 5.

UP 5

-RIGHT 1

DOWN 10

LEFT 1

UP 4

LEFT 4

DOWN 4

LEFT 1

UP 5

WHAT IS IT.... A CHAIR

3)

13 -9

START AT THE DOT....

RIGHT 2

WHAT IS IT

.A ROBOT OR MAN

DOWN 2

RIGHT 2

DOWN 4'

LEFT 1

DOWN 3

RIGHT 1

DORN 1

LEFT.3

UP 3

DOWN 3 (YES, UP 3,

LEFT 3

UP 1

RIGHT

UP 3

LEFT 1

UP 4

RIGHT 2

UP 2

DOWN 3)

2)
START AT THE' DOT..:.--

RIGHT 4

DOWN 9

RIGHT 2

DOWN 2

LEFT 6

UP 2 a

RIGHT 2

UP 7

LEFT 2

UP 2

I

WHAT IS IT..

THE NUMBER 1

4,

1.

4).
START AT THE DOT....

UP 1

LEFT.2

1

GHT 2

UP 2

' RIGHT 5

! DOWN 2
,

RIGHT, 2

D44N 1

LEFT 'r

NOW COUNT BACK FROM WHERE YO(P 'PENCIL IS

FIVE SPACES TO THE RIGHT. DRAW A LINE SEVEN

\SPACES DOWN. NOW LIFT YOUR PENCIL AND PUT

IT BACK ON THE DOT.

LEFT 1 RIGHT 1 DOWN 1 RIGHT 3

DOWN 1 DOWN 1 LEFT I DOWN 2

RIGHT 1 DOWN 1

WHAT IS IT... A MAN'S ,HEAD

101
I

p
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LESSON 14

TEACHER-TITLE - CRITICAL READING
STUDENT TITLE - WHAT HAPPENED?

_Goals '''%

,-.
. - :

:

1 The aim of this lesson is to
,

teach students to find and

\'s ---7 cite evidence to support feelings and ideas they get when

c - they read of see something. The stimuli for the lesson in-
'elude listening to and reading some short stories and view- Or

---...-,

ing some short films. The outcome of this lesson should help '-

make students more critical readers and viewers. ';.
. ,

.#-""
.

Objectives. -

1..To explain what the experiences in the lesson,mean.
-. To cite evidence from the 'text" of the story or

,I.'

film to'suppoq_feelings and ideas.
3. To cite- -evidence from personal experience to support

feelings:And ideas and to recognize the source of such
evidence.

4. T,o make observations and generalizations abomt their.:
p ersonal -And their.group.behavior. in dealing with the, tifms

and pfose.

7

Materials "' 4
. r,^/ .

1. Ent6;;Igh copies of the attached mini-stories to supply

each member of the (Activities 1, 2, and 3)
2. Tape recordihgs of these mini-stories (optional)..
3. 16-mm. projector and sheen

.

4. Two'-suggested short films

:-5 ',rape recorder optional)

.

Teaching suggestions

gelett\e mixture of stories- and films from the

following suggea'tions that you feel appropriate to your

--;5(edents. With Level A students use both films and omt the
stories. The stories and films have been arranged so that

'those with lower impact are first. A 90 minute lesson'can
inOlude any combination of idni-stories and films; estimated

,

t.

X
-
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teaching time is 20-30 minutes for the stories, 30 minutes
_ for GLASS, and 45-60 minutes for OWL CREEK BRIDGE.

2. If you plan to read these stories aloud (pleasant for
your better students, necessary for the'slower ones) rehearse
them well outloud at hole so. you can'read them naturally.
Your intonation will convey a lot more information than the
*bare words on the printed page. For "Pretty Woman", which
;uses more than two voices,..you may want to get severaipeople
to help you tape it. It might be helpful to tape all-of the

vignettes with different voices. If you tape the Stories
. ,

give each studEht 4 printed copy so that the script can be

.0

3. Be sureoto preview the films slyou kTiow what toe.,
'expect and can seltithe reasons for the way the discussion
cweationp,ari asked. .

,

.
'4. There is'no need to ask all the discussiod quest-ions.

provided, to ask,theman the order they are given, or to
avoid using, your oWn.questions. The key is'to u0e'the ques-.
tions inductively, to help the students make sense out of.,.
what they think and feel because they have had the experiehces't
you've provided.

0'

5. If you use either of the two films, point out that- .

films were studied in a previous lesson and show the relation-
ship between tile two. Encourage them ;c) use their learnings
from the other lesson on films to help them react to this
(these).film(s) better.

cT 4

Activity 1 r PRETTY WOMAN (script attached)
44,

1.-Explain to your students that in this story they'll
see Joe walking'dOwnthe street and meeting two friends,
Bill, then Jack. The question fs how Joe ii,aCting,and why
he is acting this way. Aifik the class if everyone knows what
a "Dear John" is. If anyone doesn't, ask someone who 46es 4

to explain it to his classmates.

eft

Discussion questions:,

What's going on here? How does. Joe react to what has
happened to him? How would you label his-behavior ("Avoid-
ance" of the pain is'the idea to get at). Why do you think
he acts this way?

.

211'
' I : It

f ,

190
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41What."mask" or behavior does he put, on, does he pretend?
Is he trying to eon the peopleheneets or do something for
himself by acting this way, or both? Why?

How does Jack know that Joe got "that letter" (line 17)2

What about the song Joe sings? What does. it -tell you?

How is it appropriate?

Think about hearing, reading, and talking about the '

story. How much evidence about what is going on did you get

gi

directly from the story, evidence you can point to? How
much of what you think is happening in the story tomes from

. your own- previous experience -?

What other kinds of experiences have you had or might
a man have which would make him.act this way to avoid the
pain? At.

Activity 2 - STUART (script attached)

1. Tell your students that in this scene a husband has
come home after whatever work he does and is out it the
kitchen with his wife, who speaks first. They should listen
and read to-find out what is going on betWpen these two.

Discussion qualitians:

What's the situation here? What's going on?

What's Annie like? How do you know? How would you feel
About the kinds of questions she asks Stuart? How would you
describe her questions; Wbat does she want from him? How
can you tell? What might She be feeling that she isn't saying
right but? ,How do you know? "Why might she feel- this way?

What abbut Annie? How does he respond to her questions? Ip

there a difference between the way he talks with her and what
he's feeling underneath? If you think so, what makes you
think that way? Is there evidence in the story?

Summarize what's going on between Annie-and Stuart. What
do you make of the frequency with which they call each other
by their first names? How did their relationship get this way?
What. Might their past together have been like? What's the ,

future going tobe like? How do.you know? Is your_evitignce

from the reading itself, or from your qwn experience and feelings
About men, women, and marriage?

11.
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PRETTY WOMAN

-,

1 "Pretty woman, welkin' dawn the street,'" he sang,-"' Pretty'
2 woman, kind I like to meet...' Hey there, Bill, hod's it 1
3 going?"
4 "Hi Jodi Where're you, off to?"
5 "We'll know when ,I get there."
6 "Sounds great; see ya."
7 "Take care:".
8 "...a girl welkin down the street, "'he sang, "stngin' Doo-
9- wah-diddie-didie-diddie-doo.'" Jack, fella, how are ya?"

10 "Just fair. You on your way to the gym?" .

_-

11 "Not especially. Unlike some people I know I can keep
12 away from that place. Besides, I'm trying to think of
13 something"

-14 "Oh...anything in,particular?"
15 "No. Just something -- you know. An empty mind is the
16 root of all evil -- I think somebody said that."
17 "Oh...You got that letter, huh?"
18 "Yeah. %A real surprise, you know -- to brighten my life."
19 "That's pr Sty rough all right. What-did she say? If
20 it's aiy of* business."

'21 "'Dear John...' Funniest thing -- my name isn't even Johp."
22 '"Well, it's not like you didn't. expect it."

.

23 "No, hell, if 'wasn't ready for that I don't- know how I
24 could have been. You know, this is an ugly street. Why the
25 hell don't they redeveloPthat stuff over there if they're .

26 going to redevelcp somthing?"
27 "It's a thought, 41 right, Well, the guys are waiting
28 for me. ,I'll .see you --. and don't lei that letter throw you.
29 -- I know it won't." ,, r

30 "Hight, right.",
31 "'Walking to the sa-a-and,'" he sang. "'Walking hand in
32 ha-a--4nd.."' 4

..

. :
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1 "Stuart-," she said.

2 I stbpped taking the food out ofthe icebox and said
3 "What, Annie?

4 " Stuart, let's sit down and talk a while before we start
5 *supper. We're not in 'any hurry."
6 "0,K. Annie." I said.
7 We went into the.living room and sat down: I looked at
8 her and,she smiled, and we were'1lent g moment.
9 Vhatis the matter, Annie?"

10 "Nothing's the matter, Stuart."
11 "Well, what would you like to talk about?" I asked.
12 She smiled again, forcing herself a little. "Did you see
13 anyone today?" she asked.
14 "No, no one special," I said. ` "Just the usual people."

15 "Well, did you"see anyone interesting?" she-persisted.
16 "No, I guesS not. What do you mean, interesting?" I said.
17 She anpwered, "Just interesting," with a small vague
18 movement of her arm. "Did you see that Germanteadher or
19 that Mr. Thompson, for instance?"
20 "Yes, come to think of it,I saw them both,"-I said.
21 why didn't you say so?" she asked, sitting up
22' straight.
23 "I would have, Annie, but I didn't think anything special
24 about seeing them.
25 "Stuart, that's what I'mean -- if you would only tell me
26 things."
27' "Well, Annie," T,4aid, "It's just that usually 'nothing

28 o any importance happens."

like to knowdon't 'you all day and_I just
. "I don't littlethings -- just lttle things,"

30 she said;
29 tR

31 what you've been doing:1'

32. "Well, I'll try to remember frbm now on."
33 'Will you, Stuart ?" She looked at me hard.-

34 "Of course I will, Annie."
35 "I wish you would,. "-she said.

4

r
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Role 151Sying:

Ask for volunteers to play Stuart and Annie. The time
is the next day and Stuart has again just gotten home and
gone to the -refrigerator.. Before the role playing starts
ask the characters what they were feeling about each other
just before Stuart gat home? What does each of them went?
What are they going to do to get it? Annie might want to
begin the sane way she did in the story, or to unload what
ahe is teeny feeling. What 'does Stuart do? When the role
play is naturally over (just:ask the participants to sit
down when it no longer seems to be gding) ask them to review
what they did and why. How might they work to make the -;
_relationship better?

14-6

Activity 3 WAITIN6100M (script att6ched)

1. tell your students before you begin reading that
this story'is about a girl who goes to visit her boy friend
who's at college or works in another city (it doesn't matter
which, only that she has to travel to get to where he is)
for the weekend. Tell them ti2 read and listen to get a feel
for what is happening between these two people, and what each
of them is really like.

Discussion questions: (

__What is Fred like? How"do you know it?, Let students pick
out speeific lines in the story which'shoNlyou what he is like.
Read them"to the classt

What, for instance, do lines 3-5 tell you about.him? (Is

"grinning" appropriate behavior? Why or why not? Why mighthe .

be grinning?)

. A
What does his behavior in lines 7, 8, and 9 tell you? What

doesn"t Fred do that you might expect'a person who is late for
a date to do? What. does his not waiting (line' 8) show you?

Does the way Eie holds her chin, mops hers eyes, tell -you
anything about him (lines 30-31)? How might you soothe a girl's
hurt feelings at the moment like thi What about the way Fred
puts his handkerchief away (lkies 33434); does it tell yr anything?

f (

What about the girl? Wha's she 'like? How do you "know?
What does line 14-15 tell you? What other clues can you find?



Why,do you think the author might have put in the
detail about her looking at the "old woman" (lines 27-29)?
Why not h'ave her see a.yoUng boy at the gum machine, or a

clerk go over -.to the waterfountain?

In line 16 she suggests that this kind ofthing has
happened before with Fred. 1p there any clue in the story
before this line that it has happened before? How do you
know? Zr.

Does it matter that you don't,ever learn her name?
What reason might thqauthor have had for leaving her
nameless?

What's the conflict between the, two Summarize what
is going on.

Role Playing:

Ask two peopl e"tcs volunteer, one to take Fred's role,
the other to take the girl's.

;4 -7

a'

Ask the classto help"them get into'their roles. Adk
. Fred to talk about what he's really after, and how he can

best get what he wants from the girl., Does be really care
for her? If so, .ihow will he show it? What about the girl?
Why did she get into this situation in the'first place?
What'i so attractive about Fred? Aiat about the girl has
let her let Fred act the way he does What does she really
want in this relaitionShip?

Now play t scene from the point the story ends. Stop

.the role playing when it no longer seems_useful and ask the
actors and the whole class why the characters acted as they
did. If Fred managed to persuade the girl to stay, how did
he do it? Why did she stay? If she didn't stay, what finally,
stopped him?

Finally, discuss as a whole class why people behave the
ways these two did? Do you rea.dk any general conclusions
about human nature, about people's needs and hopes?

Ar,
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1 Footsteps echo on the cold stone floor of the railroad
2 6 station waiting '.om. She recognized them but did not turn
3 toward the soun . He stopped in front of her - grinning.
4 The room was a st empty.

5 "Have you 'een waiting long?"
`6 "Yes."
7 He stopp
8 he said,' n

9 large doo
10 "I'm
11 straigh
12 I'm go

13 "0

14 walk
15 loo

16

17 we
. 18

19

20

21

22

2

d smiling and picked IAD her suitcase. "Ready?"
waiting for an, answer but starting toward the
leading to the street.

t going, Fred." He stopped and turned, looking,
and htrd into her eyes. "Give me r, bag, Fred.
& home."

now, Sweetheart, What's thi& all about?'" he said,
g back to her.but not putting her bag down. She

d at the floor.
I'm tired of this kind of thing, Fred." The last words

e almost lost. She opened the little black purse in.
r lap and took out a package of Kents. He took it Aim

er hands, opened it, and gave her one but did not take
ne for himself. He knelt down in front 'of her and lit

her cigarette. He waited for her to look at him before
7

he began. *

"Okay, Baby, so I'm late..."
"An hour late."
"Look, I'm sorry...but you know me."
"That's right, Fred. I know you." She looked away and

7 saw an old woman, with hea1.67black shoes and ankles thitk
8 / as her knees, talking to the clerk at one of the ticket

windows. "I'm tired of waiting for you, Freddie." .$he
bit her lip hard but started to cry anyway.

He took her. chin between his ,thumb and first finger and
2 with his handkerchief mopped under her eyes. Shp returned
3 his smile. With a single motion, he stuffed his handker-

34 chief into his hip pocket and stood up.
35 "Let's go," he said, reaching for her suitcase. But it
36 was in her hand. "

37 "You know where to reach me, Fred." And without looking
38 back,'she walked to the lighted ticket window.

APP.
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Activity 4- GLASS /

This is a delightful and beautifully edited color film,
contrasting and comparing glassblowers and machines making glass..
Thetitles, credits, music, and content are superbly organized .

and integrated: (11 mins., Contemporaiy - McGr -Hill Films,
3'30 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036).

, Announce that you are going to.show a short color "
film you, think they will enjoy. bon't give th title or
subject becuse it doesn't convey much and ma make them
think of a traditional instructional film, pe

t

se.

Discussion questions:

You will pirobably get a range of opinions on the meaning
of this film, ranging from those seeing automation and hand-
'crafting as beautiful and mutually necessa activities in
the world to those feeling that automation is bad. The
object of-the following qUestions is to g them to recall
images and'tequences so they can see what the film isreally
saying and what prejudices they are bring ng to the ffm and
reading into it.

Ask them simply. :'Any reactions to the film?"

1

. "What scenes in the film do you recall vividly? Are they
evidence to support your feeling of what the film is all about?" /

/ /

fi

"Is there anything attractive aboUt the machines in the
movie, or about machines in general to Snyone? How did you
feel about machines as a child, or as S teenager?"

"In what scenes does the film sh w machines as destruc-
'tive, inhuman, or evil in some,way?" ' ow did you react when
that bottle broke and fouled the asse ly line up? ,Why?"

"How is sound used in the film? How did it make ydu feel;
how did you like it? Did the music fit the action? How?

Can anyone name the instruments that made the music? What
are they like and how do they work? Do they fit the idea of
the film (bassoon or oboe during glassblowing; mechanical
sounds in an echo chamber during machine making). What was
the noise when the bottles were being picked up by the me-
chanical arm, then one was'broken? (It's a yoice counting
in Dutch up in'the thousands.) How did that sound fit with I

your feelings aboUt what the film saxe?"

14.

1
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"Was the film divided up in any way?" (Here you want to
lead them into recognizing that the film is in three parts:
handcrafting, machine making, and a blend of the two). "How

does that last section support your view of what the film is

about?"

"If you now feel that the film says both handcrafting and
machine making are part, of life, why do you suppose you felt
differently at first?" (This is a potentially tricky question
because most people don't feel comfortable facing the fact,
that they may have judged too quickly and have to change their
evaluation. You may want to avoid any possibility of .a student
feeling put *down; if so, stop with the above question.)

Wrap-up:

Ask the students to look back on how they r ponded to the
film. Ask if they can recall who said what first n reaction
to it. Who made the next remark and what did he say? (If you >-

wait in silence on, these questions you'll probably find that they
can recall and that they will begin helping each other.) Keep

asking what they fecall aboui what they said until you have - efiough
observations to ask, "Can you make any generalizations.abOut what

is to get them to,
kinds of things people talk about when they see such ra filar ?" Crhe.

idea here, if this .is actually the way they acted,
see from the evidence they have provided how people respond with
generalizations about what an event means t Ehem. Recall for
tppEm, or ask if they can recall what you rst said. Many will

have heard you say, "What does the fil mean?" Or something

similar, rather than, "Any i4action to the film?" Reinforce that

human beings naturally try to fi re out what an experience means,
and that they do so almost imm iately.

Ask the students what/they found out about the meaning of
the film when they discussed,it? Did the meaning they gave it

at first change? If so, why?

Ask them what .conclusions they would drqw about human
behavior from the differences between their. first reactions
and subsequent reactions based on analysis of evidence. .(Make

the point that y conclusions are about human-nature-as-it-is,
not about goo or bad,' right or wrong).

7

A. 3
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Activity 5 - AN OCCURRENCE AT OWL CREEK BRIDGE

This film concerns a man about to be hanged who seems to
escape against all odds. In the end,' when he is suddenly seen

hanging, the viewer realizes that the escape was the dying prisoner's
last fantasy. (27 mins. Contemporary-McGraw-Hill Films, 330
W. 42nd St., N.Y. N.Y. 10036).

Tell the students you are going to show thgm a film
about a Civil- War spy.who is about to be hanged. Tell them to
relax and let Ahemselves respond to the film, and .that after-
wards }mu will be discussing what.happened in the film and
how the film worked.

Discussidn.questions:

What happened? (The class will need to talk for a
moment about the ending because of its power and to share .

their understanding of how the film "tricked" them).

- How do you know the escap- e was a fantasy in his mind?
Now that you think back, was there anything in the film that
might have given you a clue? ghat about the way he moved
or the speed of the film? Was it the same season of year all
through the,film? Was it the same time of day? How was sound
used, both natural and musical? Are there any clues in the
way it was used about what part was real and what part fantasy?

Tell them that the film was designed to trick them and
the fact that they have now found clues which tell them the
difference between the real and dream parts doesn't mean they
were Stupid and should have known all along. (Sortie of your

students will insist they weren't taken in). The real question
is, what about human nature led so many, of them to believe the
film, and to be tricked, as it were.

Ask how many of them enjoyed the film, and if there are
other things they see and do because they like to be tricked,
fooled, or shocked?

2. Your students may with to see the film again. If it
is possible,. let them do so. They are asking,-now that they
know and expect the trick, to act as observers and critics.
Ask them to shout out when they see another clue that the
film-maker has put in to distinguish reality from fantaiy,
or a technique he has used to lead them into confusing the
two.

4 .
A. 1
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Summary and evaluation

1. Call on a student(s)'' to summarize What was learned
the lesson. Supplement with as much discussion as necessary

to Take the purposesLof the lessonElear.

2. Allow students to discuss what they liked and didn't
like about the legson.

*3. Have each student fill in the evaluation form and
collect it.
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LESSON 15
1'

TEACHER TITLE - USAGE AND SEMANTICS
STUDENT TITLE - PEOPLE TALK DIFFERENTLY

Goals

The purpoie of this lesson Is to help students realize
that language is based on custom, not holy, unchangeable
laws, and to help. them begin to accept language differences
among people naturally rather than judgmentally.

Objectives

1. To understand that dialecs are acceptable in lan-
guage and that one dialect is mit necessarily 'better than
another.

2. To identify language uses on the basis of social,
and economic considerations.

3. To. choose language appropriate to various situations.
4. To observe and analyze one's own language.

Materials

1. Paper and pencils
2. Blackboard and 'chalk
3. Duplicated copies of Exercises 1, 2, and 3 for

Activities ,l, 2, and 3.'

Procedures and activities 4k

Tell your students "'relight -we are going to explore
the language you use, but not in a way you?* ever exploted
it before. 'In this lesson there will be no right or wrong
answers supplied by a book or a teacher, so you don't need
to worry about anyone labeling your English as "good" or
'bad ". That we will be doing is examining the various differ-
ences in the way we in this room and others speak the English
language, then looking at why we speak the way we speak. We
want to see what ideas and values we have about language
and why we feel as we do. One thing must bf clear in this
lesson: We will be talking about how real 'people - us,
regardless of the jobs we have held, or wherever we were

at born and lived - how real people .like us talk.. We want to
. find out whether one kind of language is better or worse than
lip,a another. We will be acting like detectives or scientists whotNir look for evidence. Let's see how good we are at finding the

evidence.

a ,

a
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Activity 1 - Language Problems

1: Select the language problems in Exercise 1, "Language
Problems" (attached) you plan to use and have enough dupli-
cated copies for each student ready. Select those activities
which you feel comfortable to direct and,which are appropriate
to your students-. ',Make copies only for students in Levels B
and C, read only to Level A.

15-2

2. Divide your students into groups of six or seven.
Hand out the first language problem and ask them to listen
as you read aloud.

3. Ask each person to mark the response he would make
and think about why he did so.

,4. Ask each group to discuss what they did and why.
Briefly list the kinds of reasons they give on the board.

5. Leave their responses on the board and go on to
the next language situation. Treat i't the same way, as
well as any others you decide to do.

6. When you have finished, return to the board, and ask
the students if they can see any general principles, any
reasons for doing as they did repeatedly appearing. If there
is enough data on the board, you may want toemphasize that
most choices were based on1) supposed laws about what "correct"
English is; 2) feelings that certain kinds of English appropriate
to certain ki4*bf people in certain kinds of situations(social
class, job, et,; and 3) values about the feelings OY people
involved in the language situations.

Activity 2 Language .Poll

1. Be sure you have enough copies of Exercise 2, "Language
Poll" (attached) to give one to each student.,

. 2. Tell them: "NoW we 4re going to take a poll on how
we use language. I am going to give.you,a paper, read it to
you, and ask you to check whether you think what you hear is
"Right" or "Wrong" or whether you are "Uncertain" about your
answer. This is not a test, your names won't be on your papers, -

0
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I v

and they won't be collected, so treat them as an experiment
designed to gather information."

3. Give out ,bthe poll, be sure everyone tzadeistands what
to do', and then read it outloud so they hear how each sentence
sounds. -When yob are finished write the responses, "Right",
"Wrong", and "Uncertain" across the top of the board, and the
numbers of the items down the side. Ask two students to be
recorders, one for hands raised, the other to put the numbers on
the. board, and then call for a show of hands on each item.

1

4. Choose a number of items, depending on time and
interest, which the students are; divided on and ask them
why. -Why did they choose .as they did? Why were the uncer-
tain people uncertain? Where did they get their standards
from? Are there different standards in the room? Use their
answers to reinforce any learnings from the Language Problems
in Activity 1, and to clarify new understandings.

5. Now go back through the exercise again, asking the
students what'occupations or social groups the people Who
felt each item was right might be from. Note their answers
on the-board next to the numbers. Then ask, "What does the
information you've gotten out here tell you about why people
use She language they do?" (The point here is that standards
are not Abiolute, bu$ depend on social and economic group.
Language is based not on law but on the customs of groups).

6. Ask the students what might happen to any one of
them if they used the standard English of another social
or occupational group in their fume or neighborhood? Ask
if anyone ever has, and what happened to him?

Activity 3 - Standard En fish: WhaZzt and who sez so?

1. Explain that the English
who run things in this country --

teachers, publisheis, editors, TV
men, politicians, and ministers -
English".

2. Give egch of your students a copy of Exercise 3,
"Non-Standard to Standard Speech." (Attached).- Ask them
to listen as you read the items aloud, and place a check
mark beside those which tare written just the way they would
each say it.

used by'most of the people
the lawyers, doctors,
pe ;sonalities, business-
- is called "Standard
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3. Put your students into groups of five or so ancLask
them, for each Item (or such ones as you select because of "
time consideratifts), to agree on how they would revise it
for standard English.

4. When they are through, ask each group to report and
to read out each sentence in standard English.

5. Explain that the purpose of the exercise was to
help them see the differenceibe/teen their own language and
the language of standard English. Reaffirm that a particular
dialect is not good or bad, right'or wrong, only appropriate

or inappropriate to various situation*, and that they may want
in the future to choose more carefully 'how they speak, depending
on whether they are talking to the judge or to a friend.

6. For review and reinforcement you may want to ask
them to turn back to the ,language problems, Activity 1,

which they did at first, and briefly look at them in terms
of 1) defining whether standard or non-standard English is
the standard in each situation, and 2) whether the responses are
appropriate or_ inappropriate in each situation.

Activity 4 You're a Language Expert

1. Tell your students that you area all going to look
at a way of talking they all know something about. It is
the dialect prisoners use among themselves in the prison,
with the guards and other staff, but not with outsiders.

2. Ask the following questions:

a. What special words and expressions do you use in
here that yol, don't use outsidel (Appoint someone to record
the answers and definitions on the board). What does each
of those words mean? y

b. Where and how did you learn these words? From
each other'or the guards or who?

c. Is the vocabulary that the di*ferent races in the
prison use diffeient?

d.. Do you have anywords you use only when no guards
or other non-prisoners art around? Or any words you use only

a 04,
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with the_gpards and not with prisoners? What makes theie
woide special? 'Do the guards have a special vocabulary?
(All the evidence the qtudents produce should be recorded
on'the board or in some other way).

1
.

Who has been here the longest? How new are any
Of the words or expressions we've listed? ,Cen you.recall any
popular phrases or words-tV't have disappe'ared, that-areiet,.
heard any longer? Which One4?- Why -do you think new words
appear and others disappear?

. . f. With yqu'have produced here on the board we
have the- makin s a new dictionary. What, from looking at

. your own specia language, would -you say about why people
have dialects? .1hat purposes do they serve? What difficulties
A,o, they-create?

Summary, and evaluation

L. Ask these qUestions:

a. -.How do you feel about what we did tonight?
b. Did, anyone learn anything he didn't, know before?

What?
c. id any attitudes' change? Whose? In what way?
d. Was this worth your tine? Why or why not?

2. Call on.a student(s) to '§ummarize what was learned
in the lesson.-

- u
3. Have each student fillinthe evaluation 'form and

, collett It. Jo -,
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g. PROBLEM "7

The situation:

15-8

You have been in prison two days. You do'not like the.,

food, the guards alt#m indifferent to your efforts to .get in

touch with your lawyer, one of them shoved you yesterday for
failing to obey an order you didn't' understand quickly enough,

& and some of the other prisoners are hassling you. You are
called into the warden's office. He introduces himself, says
he, wants-yogr stay in prison to be helpful, to you,.then. asks.

"How are things going?"
Your language choices:

1) "Fine."
2) "Th6 food is lousy!"
3) "The guards have been giving me a rough time."
4) "It could be worse."
5) "I appreciate your expression of concern, bilt I

just met_ y9u and am not sure yet that I can trust"
you with'ele truth as I see it."

I
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LESSON 16'

TEACHER TITLE -.POETRY
STUDENT TITLE - PLAYING WITH LANGUAGE

The. thrust of thilklesson is to help stud is realize
that poetry.,can be miled,as a vehitle'to express reative
thoughts and to help them see petsons, plaCes, any things
through different viewpoints: In this lesson the students
will Listen to'poetry, discuss it, read it, and hopefully,
write it. Many'varied poetry forms are included in the
lesson.

Objectives

1. To be able to
ways.

' 2. To experience
in modern s

3. To
TOoems.

4.

5.

ongs.

speak freely about and to interpret specific

To take apart or ana4Ze a five line poem;
To write a five line poem as a group effort.
To compose a fiye line poem as aft-individual

use words and phrases in different

the enjoyment of listening to poetry

experience.

\
Materials

1. Blackboard and chalk
2. Pencils and paper
3. Sensory objecti6(leaves, pine cone, flower, pop corn)
4. Films,THE LEAF or THE ACCIDENT
5. Duplicated copies of Exercise 1, "Graffiti Writing"

' 6..r>ibumt, Bookends, by Simon and Garfunkel
7. Typed copies of various poems
8. Record player or tape recorder
9. Overhead projector
10. Transparencies and grease pencils (optional)
11. 16 mm. movie projector'
12. Mimeographed open-ended sentences for'iummary

4
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Teaching Suggestions

1. There is more poetry included in this, lesson than
most teachers will want to use. Select those 'poems which

you like best and, which will appeal the most to your students.

2. Learn as much about each poem as you can. The

questions you raise and the remarks you make about each poem
will Make the lesson interesting.

3. If there is a student(s) in the class who has written
poetry, let him;explain hig viewg and ,techniques to the class.
You might consider letting him teach this lesson or one on
poetry that he would plan.

Ver

4. This lesson has many similarities to the one on
music. Show how the two lessons are inter- related.

I

Procedures and activities

1. The teacher should give the following background on
poetry, discu'ssing it with students as much as possible:

a. Explain that poetry is a creative t ng and that
we need creative people in 'our world. Some peop say that
creativity is our nation's greatest but most wast d resource.
Every person has creative potential? but it is often stunted
by restrictiotis and the limited processes of our educational
system. All of us have the responsibility to explore our own
creativity with its many possible applications.

b. Ask for examples by which people express them-
selves creatively. List these orr the board. :If poetry is
not suggested, the teacherthhOUld give this as a possibility.

11c. Explain that poetry is or way of expressing one's
creativity and that in this lesson the will be learning about
howp,poetry is used by listening to some poetry, discussing it,
and 1 r writitig it as a group and as individuals. You might
state urther that poetry uses words and phrases through which
crea ive ideas flow. Each one of us should be able to express
how he think, and feels. The re is some kind of poetry hidden
in the inner self of everyone of us. Do you think we can find
where it's hiding? .

a
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2. Ask, "How cat you describe poetry?" Accept any
ideas given and write them on the board. -These key ideas
should be brought out:

a. It is personal
b. It is related to music`
c. It is form of communication
d. It can be used to discuss any subject
e. It may take many forms, not just rhyming
f. It contains many images

sa-

Teaching activities ,

Actiityl - Sensory writing
, . ,,,

Pass around asensory object, (leaves, pine Gone
pop corn) to the class. Tell them to examine it
Draw this cha ;t on the board: .

Looks like (Feels like

flower,.

like Soim

.

,
Have students aim ideas for each heading and record

their responses if1 dlib appropriate column. Ask the students
if they think the poet thinks of things in this way, when
he's writing. (He might.) Ask them to pick out the one
statement in each column that they like best.

Activity 2-- Viewing a film

Show the seven minute film, THE LEAF (can be rented from
Audio Visual Services Film Library, the Pennsylvania State
University, State College, Pa.) Obtain reactions from this
film

it
the fall of a leaf and its ever-changing patterns

ad it was influenced by winds in Yosemite National Park.. An
alternate 'film to use is THE ACCIDENT.

Activity 3 - Geaffiti

..Hand out copies of Exercise 1,

(attached), or prepare a similar one
expressions. Encourage students to

"Graffiti Expressions"
containing more relevant
add others that they
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know. see if they can choose a few of the expressions
and arrang.- them'in an order that communicates a"message.

The sai, activity'could'be taught by having the graffiti
written on a ransparency, asking the students to add others.
Better group p rticipation could be gained by having the
students come t the projector and write their own expressions
while the rest of the group watches,.

Activity4 - Poetry in music

How do otker pe ple translate words and phrases into
meaning? Modern day ingers constantly feed us with

.

poetry some good, some not so' good, some quite bad.
Simon and Garfunkel, for example,'use good poetry, as shown

. by the album Bookends. Feel free to choose any good con-
temporary so4gwriter or singer -- Carole King, Elton John,
Arethi Franklin, Cat Stevens, Dionne' Warwick, Janes Taylor,
or Nina Simone. Either hand out copies of the following
two selections from Bookends or write the words on the board.
Play the two selections and let the students follow the
words. At the canclusioh of each selection discuss it
from the standpoint of what was poetic, what -was the writer
communicating, where was figurative speech used, personal
experiences that come to mind, etc. 86*

IMO

a. "A Hazy Shade of Winter", Bookends, Simon and
Garfunkel, Side 2, Song 4.

/%
TiMe,
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MATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

b.
. -

"At the Zoo," Bookends. Simon and Garfunkel,
Side Z, Song 5-

Someone told me

MATERIAL REMOVED
DUE TO COPYRICHT RESTRICTIONS
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ACtivity 5 - Interpreting poetry orally

16-6

I

Have copies of selected poems from the ,following available,
either mimeographed or on a transparency. The teacher should read
them aloud,, let a student read the to the group, or arrange
students in small'groups so they can read them to each other.
E9phasis should be placed on the student's ability to talk about
the poem and to practice oral language through oral interpre-
tation of the poetry. Use the discussion questions to guide
the interpretation of each poem. Poetry for Levels A, B, and -

C are suggested; select from any group that will provide poetry
to which students will respond.

Level A poetry

An Easy Decision by Kenneth Patchen

I had finished my dinner

MATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO conRIART RESTRICTIONS

1
From Haystacks Don't Even Have Any Needles, compiled by

Stephen Sunning, et al, Glenview, Ill., Scott Foresman and Co.,
1969, p. 31.
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b. Apartment House by Gerald Raftery2

A filing-cabinet of human lives

WERIAL MOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

c. Conversation with Myself by Eve Merriam3

This. face in the mirror

'
REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

Discussion questions:

a. Is "An Easy Decision" a ridiculdus or foolish
poem?

b. Why does It have the title: "An Easy Decision"?

c. Do you think Gerald Raftery used some interesting
images, for example: "filing cabinet" "bees in.a

tunnel" etc?
d. Does "Apartment House" remind you of how you are

living at the, present time?
e. Have you ever looked in a mirror and talked to

yourself? as in "Conversation with Myself."?
f. Do you have to be young in order to talk to

a.mifror? .

4

2
From Reflections on a Gift of Watermelon Pickle, compiled,

by Stephen Dunning, et al, Glenview, Ill., 1966,
p. 39,

3Source unknown.



Level B poetry

a. The Cow by John Ciardi 4

A greensweei breathing

t

4ATERIAL REMOVED'Vb. Vb COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIOIS

.;

.t
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4
From Some Haystacks Don't Even Have Any Needles, compiled

by itephen Dunning, Glenview, Ill., Scott Foresman and Co.,
1969, p. 120.

1,1

T)
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b.'16Epitaph on the.Politrcian by Hilaire Belloc5

Here- richly, with ridiculous display,

MATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

c. Thank you - Come Again by Ronald Gross6

Close cover before striking.

MATUIAL P:11(17e. UE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

Discugsion questions:

a. Do you think the poet, John Ciardi, did a gbod
job of describing a cow (write on the board each student's.
phrase he picked from the poem)?

`5Duckworth, Gerald, ed.,Hilaire Bellock: Complete Verse,
London, W. J. Mackay and Co., Ltd., 1970, p. 114.

('Ronald Gross, Pop Poems, N.Y., Simon and Schuster, 1967,
p. 68.

)



b. How do you feel about politics?

16-10

c. Did you like the honesty of the spectator who,
wanted the politician hanged?

d. How do you feel about "Thank You - Come Again"?

e. Do people really mean: ',Thank You Come Again "?

Level C poetry
`4.

a. I ()ream a World by Langston Rughes 7

I dream a world where man

ATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT- RESTR:,,

b. The Road Not Taken by Robert Frost8

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,

MATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

7
Arna Bontemps, ed., American Negro Poetry, N.Y.,

Hilland Wang, 1963, pp. 71-72.

8Richard Corbin, Poetry I, N.Y., Macmillan, 1962,
p. 144.

p
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c. It is Late Afternoon by Leonard Cohen9

It is late afternoon.

MATERIAL REMOVED DM TD COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

. 9
Cohen, Leonabd, The Spice Box of Earth, N.Y., Viking

Press, 1970, p. 12.

dr

1
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.

Discussion questions:

16 -12

a. Do you think Langston Hughes is realistic about hit:
dream?

b. Do you know of other people who had dreams?
c. Have you had choices about what road to take?,
d. How free are you to take a different road?
e. Can you describe the mood of the poem:

"It is Last Afternoon"?
f. Is the moon always a sytnbol for loneliness?

Activity 6 - Writing toetry

At this point in the lesson the teacher should makg the
studetits aware that they have already practiced word and-phrase
making: have listened to poetry, read it, and have talked, about
it. Now they will begin to write acme poetry.

Start by putting this simpleitive line poem on the board:

Autugin

BriYliant, picturesque,
Beautifies, brightens, enchants,
Patchwork of colorful blankets,
Spectacle.

Discuss its structure by noting that:

Line 1 - one Word; names topic

Line 2 - two words; defines or describes the topic
Line 3 - three words, expresses some action; verbs
Line 4 - four words, expresses a personal feeling

or attitude
Line 5 - one word; ties together the whole poem;

a synonym for the whole topic

Note: 'A five colored over-lay transparency illustrating each
line could be used for presenting this poem.

L

r.
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Discuss the content of the poem:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

S

I6-13-

What line suggests something personal to: you?
In your opinion, what line could be related to music?
Doda'the poem communicate anythiAg to you?
Does'it discuss anything meaningful to you?
Does it have any special form?

What images ,did you enjoy in the poem?

MUsteach poem you read contain all these six
elements? (i.e., personal, related to music, etc?)

such as "Freedom" to the class. Have the
in writing a poem similar to "Autumn.'
the board and guide the class:An completing

Suggest a topic,
whole class kooperate
Write this outline on
the poem.

(1 word) 1st' line:'

(2 words) 2nd line:
(3 words) sic!' line:

(4 words) 4th line:
(1 word) 5th line:

names topic - Freedom

describes -
action"-
personal -
summary -

I

Allow students then to select their own topic and compose
their owitpoeri following the format. When they are finished,-

0 allow ehose students to volunteer to read them to the class.
Post as many as possibl4 fo'r all to read.

Activity 7 - Additional poetry-forms

.For the more able students the teacher may wish to give
out hdndouts on other forms that may be used for composing poetry.
The handout might contain any or all of the poetic forms that
follow. Encourage students to try to write as many pdems as-
possible and to bring them back to another class session or to
start their own personal collection.

a. Cinquain - a five line poem with a 2-4-6-8-21
syllable pattern.

An example:

Daisies
Yellow flowers

On a lush green background
Lifting tresses to the wind
Dancing

(2 syllables)

(4 syllables)
(6 syllables).
(8 syll'abilp)

(2 syllablts)



4

1

b. Japanese Haiku

A poetic form compressed into 17 syllables,
arranged'in three Lines of 5-7-5 syllables.

An example:

Swift river current
So silent, edging onwdid,
Leaving me behind.

16-14

syllables)
(7 syllables)
(5 syllables)

c. Japanese Tanka

Similar to haiku, in first three lines, but
adds two additional lines of seven syllables
each.

A, example:

In spring, things happen, (5 syllables)
Flowers peek out of their beds, (7 syllables)
Everything turns fresh, (5 syllables)
Birds begin to chirp and sing, (7 syllables)
People forget their troubles. (7 syllables)

d. Korean Sijo CDhe-jo)

Three long lines with 14 to 16 syllables in a
line. (In English this form appears, as six
lines.)

An example:.

As the frog leapR and the snake slithers
I feel the sense of magic; (16 syllables)

The magic of nature's love and beauty,
Beauty in life and plants. (16 syllables)

. .

I am joyful because of Life. . .

Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter. (14 syllables)

.4

s
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e. Rhymed Poetry

Begin with something simple, like riddles:

Round and yellow,
Yellow and gold,
My fiery eyes
Will leave you cold.
Who am I? (A pumpkin),

. More complex, yet nat complicated:

Dark - the color of night,
Witch's cloak, raven's flight,
The color of mourning,
The' shadow of death,

A panther cat's fUr,
An ogre's breath:

f. 'Pop Poems

Ice Cream Cone by Ronald Grossl°

Flour, cereal, sugar, starch,

MATERIAL REMOVED
DUE TO. COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

10Ronald Gross, Pop Poems, N.Y., Simon and Schuster,

1967, p. 86.
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This is the Face I'm Stuck With by Dick Weissil
(in the style of "The House that Jack Built")

This is the face I'm stuck with.

ILTERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

g. Black poets

Mother` to 'Son by Langston Hughes
12

We 11., sbn, I'll tell you;

MATERIAL REILOVED
DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

11Unpub lished/

12Arna Bontemps, AmericanNegro Poetry, N. Y., Hill and
Wang, 1963. p. 67.
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The Invention Ok Comics by LeRoi Jones13

I am a soul in the world: in

4

1

OTZRIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS '

..

13
Ibid., pp. 179-18g.

a
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h. American Indians

The New Direction.by Emerson Blackhorse Mitchell
14

.

This vanishing old road,

MATERIAL EEMOYED :a :3 Cc ?' .:GL.

song of the Spirit by Constance G. DuBois_5
(LUISENO)

At the time of death,

Rk7FRIAL REMOVED DU? TO COPYPIORT RESTRICTION:

14John R. Milton, ed., The American Indian Speaks, Vermillien,

S.D., Dakota Press, Universit of South Dakota, 1969, p. 109.

15
Margot As ov, ed., A rican Indian Prose and Poetry, N.Y.,

Capricorn BookS,'7969,-p. 262



MATIRIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTION=

Summary and evaluation

I. :Mimeograph these open-ended sentences. Have students

read and compare their'answers.

A person creates .

Poetry is . . .

Writing poetry is
Ideas . . .

Words and phrases .

Communication is . . .

2. Call on a student(s) to summarize what was learned in
the lesson.

3. Let students discuss what they liked and did notlike
about. the lesson.

4. Hand out the evaluation sheet for the lesson and
collect it after it has been filled in.

5. Invite students to *rite poetry and bring it in at
the next session.
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Exercise 1 - Graffiti Writing 16'-20
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LESSON 17

TEACHER TITLE - ART
STUD NT TITLE - SPELNKIN6WITH TEE ARTIST

Goals

17-1

The purpose.of this lesson is to introduce students to
art by examining slides that show well-known paintings. Students
will-be guided to understand that the artist makes statements
about human nature and experience and through art communicates
with us. Students will #1so have an opportunity to make and share
ideas and values about the paintings they'see.

Objectives

1. To realize that artists use -art media to communicate just
as some persons Use words for communication.

2. To understand that art has to be viewed carefully.in
order to know what the artist is communicating.

3. To develop and share criteria for evaluating art.
4. To use art as a stimulus for oral expression and for

clarification of values about one's own life.
5. To use the experience gained from the lesson to develop

one's own art product.

Materials

1. One (preferably two or three) 35 mm.slide projaLtor with
feature which permits backing up to show previous slides.

2. 35mm.slides of appropriate works of art.
3. Paper and pencils.
4. Blunt pointed scissors.
5. Small plastic squeeze bottles of glue.
6. Lots of old magazines with ads in them.
7. Enough xeroxed reproductions of appropriate line drawings

(attached) for each student to get one copy. (Activity 14)
8. Colored paper, a plentiful supply, including large sheets

(18" x 24" or so)
9. 2" strips of paper forthe Icarus slide (optional)
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Teaching suggestions

1. Preview all the slides and pick those .you think yOu can
teach most responsibly. The purpose of this lesson is not
to study art histoiy or "great" art, but to get the students
to think about what the artist is trying to communicate and to
do so in a non-judgmental atmosphere, then to cons/der their own
responses and those of others.

2. Expect a lot of silence when you ask questions about
feelings and ideas the paintings generate. Wait the silences out.
If no verbal responses come after a while, feel free to move on '

to the next question or the next slide. The students will probably
at first be surprised by the experience of the pictures, then
by the way you are apptoadhing them. YOur waiting will signal

4 that the burden of response is on them, that you aren't going to
teach in the conventional sense, and that silence is a perfectly
acceptable response. Let them know beforehand that one of the i(
rules of the game is that when someone does respond that no one
should laugh or otherwise put down what he says, whether it be an
idea or a feeling.

3. Don't name a picture or artist unless asked to do so, or
for your own reasons, you feel it necessary. Reaction should be

to the content of the painting, not to -"great" names or titles.

. Instructions and intrepretations of important points
in each painting are in parentheses; the questions to be asked
are not. You should know the paintings, the questions about each
slide stated in the lesson, and your own well enough so that you
can react with an appropriate queition. Accept any answers
given; the idea is not to place yourself in the position of an
art authority.

5. Start with whatever slide you think will get the students
most interested in art. Varga's girl and some other paintings of
women have been placed first in the lesson; because of your own
background and what you knob; about your students, you might want
to start with one of the other slides.

6. The last activity in the lesson oveclaps.to some extent
with another lesson in this curriculum, "Creative Expression."
If you've already taught the latter lesson, you might choose rto
omit this last activity; if you do use it, point out the relation-
ship between the two lessons. '

7. While the lesson is written to show art works though a
slide presentation, the lesson could be taught by using prints or
other visual means.

8. This lesson prestimes that the slides will be available;
if not, use art prints, or any other means for presenting the indicated
paintings.
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Procedures and activities

L. Varga's GIRL, Manet's OLYMPIA, Goya's NAKED MAJA, and
Velasques' VENUS. (Slides 1-4)

I want you to look at a series of liomen painted by famous
artists. The question is, which, to you, is. the most beautiful,
and why? (Show them one at a time, all four, or whichever three
you prefer. Then, if you have sufficient projectors, show them
side by side.) Ask the question again: Which is the most
beautiful and why? 1

Is beautiful the same as sexy to you? If not, which is the
sexiest?

Now, imagine that you have just been told that you can
expect to live fifty more years and that all of these women
will live just as long. You must choose one of them and
live with her for life? Who would you pick and why? Is r
beauty your chief standard, or is it something else? Would you
still choose the same if you knew each of these women would fade
and grow old and gray?

2. DUCHAMP - NUDE DESCENDING A STAIRCASE (Slide 5).

Now here is a picture that fools your eye. What are you
looking at; what are.you seeing? Does it lobk at all familiar,
like anything you've ever seen, perhaps a photograph of some
kind? (If no one sees it as a kind of stop motion series of
photographs in paint, ask them if they have ever seen such a
picture, perhaps of an athlete swinging a golf club or tennis
racket.) It's called NUDE DESCENDING A STAIRCASE. Can any-
one find her hips or ,head, elbows or krfees at the top of the
stairs, then point them out as she moves dowp the stairs?

on?
likeHow do you i it, now that you understand what is going

3. VERMEER - WOMAN IN BLUE READING A LETTER (Slide 6)

What is the woman doing? Who might the letter be from?
What clues are there in the picture (She's pregnant)? Can you
tell how she feels about what she's reading? How?
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What do you find attractive or unattractive about this picture?
Are there any colors that strike your eye? How about the sun-
light? Feel free to say anything. Does, anyone have any idea
when this woman might have lived (The 1600's. "A long time ago"
is an appropriate aniWer).

4.. WYETH -- CHRISTINA'S WORLD (Slide 7)

What's going on here? Why is the Woman lying in the grass.
Does her posture or anything about her body suggest a reason to
you? (She looks crippled. Notice her elbow.) Why might she
be looking toward the house? What might or might not be up there?
How does this picture make you feel?

5. DA VINCL - MONA LISA

Does anyone .recognize this_ painting? It's the :1 NA LISA,
the most famous painting in history. Why do you suppose people
think of it that way? What about her? What is she like? What
can you tell about her? Do you think she's beautiful or what?
(Show Slide 9). How do you feel about her, her expression?
What about her, if anything, holds your attention? If you met
her would you think she would be an interesting person to talk
to

6. REMBRANDT - SELF PORTRAITS (Slides 10-13)

Now I am going to. show you some portraits. (Show all four
or whichever three you prefer). What kind of person do you see
in each. Try to find a word to describe theman in each picture.
(Ask someone to jot down the key words that appear for each
portrait).

Now look at the pictures again. (Show them all at once
if you have the projectors, or in quick succession several times.)
Do the men look at all alike? How can you tell? What features
of each face are clues?

Each of these is a self -portrait'by the artist, Reibrandt.
They were painted when he was: A) 29 years old; B) 34; C)

44; and D) 63.

Now let's look at them again and imagine what experiences
in Weismight have_made him look as he does, as we described him
earlier,

-r-
t_ #
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Keep those ideas ilL,mind. Although we can't absolutely know
why he \painted himeelf_ae he did, we'do know something about his
life during these timels.-, As I give you a general idea what hii
life was like see if his face and our thoughts about him fit the
description. (Re-show the slides). In Portrait A he was just
beginning as an artist and was not yet famous. In B, at 34, he
is the most successful artist in Amsterdam, Holland, a city as
important at that time as Newofork City is ,today. In .C, at 44,
his wife has died and he is no longer as popular an artist or'
wealthy a man as he was. In D he is an old man who can look back
on wealth and _fame and family, then the death of his wife,
several of his children, and bankruptcy. Do the pictures reveal
these possibilities to us? Are there any you would like to look
at again?

7. BREUGEL - LANDSCAPE WITH THE FALL OF ICARUS
(IK-UH-RUSS) (Slide 14)

What do you see? Put the various activities and objects
you see into words. Is this a 20t century scene? Can anyone
tell when it might have been? (It was painted in 1558, but the
point is that the picture is from an older time and needs to be
seen in those terns.) Do you see any conflict in the slide or is
it just a peaceful scene? Can you suggest one word to describe
the mood?

Does anyone know what the title means?(Read it out and repeat
the pronunciation of Icarus) (If no one knows, or has noticed
the leg sticking out of the sea, then tell the following story).

'Once long ago a father and his son were imprisoned on
an island far from home. The father, a clever man, decided to
make wings from sticks, feathers, and wax in order that they might
escape. (Pause to see if anyone can fill in any further details
of the story. In any case, supply whatever else is needed). He
made a pair for each of them, tested them out safely, then
strapped them on. Soon the father and son were far out over the
sea, away from the island and headed home. The -son, called Icarus,
took so much pleasure in being able to fly like an eagle that he
began to dive, swoop, and soar toward the sun. His father warned
him to be careful, that if he flew too close the wax on his wings
would melt and he would crash. Icarus in his joy ignored his father
and continued to climb into the sky. As foretold, his feathers
loosened, then dropped off altogether, and Icarus fell from out of
the sky to his death."
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Now that you have heard the story can anyone see why the
painting is titled the way it is? (When a student"finds the legs
ask him to point them out). Why do you think the legs afire so
small? And what did we decide the mood of the larger painting
was? Why the contrast? What do the little legs in the larger
picture say about life? (The idea we are trying to get at is the
indifference of men to one another, the indifference to life and
death. If no one articulates the point then we suggest you leave
the question open and go on to the next activity. You may want
to try reading the following portion of a poem by W. H. Auden, MUSSEE
des BEAUX ARTS, which talks about the painting. If you do,
be sure to read it aloud enough times beforehand so you get the,
feel of what it is saying and can read it according to its
punctuation and not where the. lines stop:

In Brueghel's ICARUS, for instance: how everything
turns away

Quite leisurely from the disaster; the ploughman may
Have heard the splash, the forsaken cry,
But for him it was not an important failure; the

sun.shone
As it had to on the white legs disappearing into

the green
Water; and the expensive delicate ship that -must have

.seen

Something amazing, a boy falling oat of the sky,
Had somewhere to get to and sailed calmly on.

It will probably help your students' perception if you hand
out copies of the poem and read it aloud more than once to,,
them.

(A further option, if this exercise has gone especially
well and you have your students' confidence, is to ask them to
write briefly without signing their names about a crucial situation
each of them has been in when no one seemed to care, when they were
like Icarus, drowning in an indifferent world. Pass Out 2" slips
of paper and ask them to put down what4.bappened in no more than two
sentences and quickly. Tell them you will give them a couple of
minuses. Allow an extra minute or two if necessary, then pass a
hat or box for them to throw their'slips in. In a quiet, even
voice reed all the slips After a suitable silence ask them
how reading the sli made them feel. Hopefully someone will say
something aboa, ow we are all in the same boat.)

J
)
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8. ESCHER - 'DAY AND NIGHT, VERBUM, RELATIVITY,
and WATERFALL (Slides 15-107

Howl am gOing to introduce an artist who tries to fool
your eye. See how quickly you can discover the trick or tricks
in each picture,ithen we will look to see how the artist did
it.

DAY AND NIGHT - What do you see/ Where do the black
.

birds come fromt Where do.theremerge out of? (Night)...

'What about the white birds? What else do the birds emerge
out of; look from the bottom of the picture to the top? ,(Each.
section of field becomes a bird). What do you notice about,
theirtght and left hand sidp of the picture? (They are mirror
images)?

_ VERBUM = What do you see here? Hoil different creatures
,can you find? Go up and -point ,out where each creature is

distinct and.then-where it distinctly becomes -another creature.
Point out each step in between. What parts of the earth are
represented here (air, earth, and water)?

RELATIVITY - What do you see here? In how many planes'
do you find people living? Do you like this drawing? Why
or whynot?

WATERFALL - What is wrong with this picture? Can anyone
show just where mad-hoe the artist fools .your eye?

fir

9.
A

HOPPER - HOUSE BY THE RAILROAD (Slide 19)

. Describe what you see. Is the house inhabited? How
can yoti tell?

'

In one word how does the whole s6ene make you feel. Do
the colors add anything to your feeling' (they are cool and
remote)? What about the angle from which you- ee the house?
Does it make. a difference? (The house is isolatedagainsi the
sky. The traj.n tracks separate it from the earth. Your
students may not see hod' color and point-of-view add to the
effect. If they don't you may or may not want to tell them.
In any event, don't make a big point of it.)

10. MUNICH - -MdE CRY (Slide 20)

What is the,man doing? What is helfeeling? Why might he
feel that way? Have ydu eyer felt that way?- When and why? (Most
criticsinterPret the expression as tea.) Does the color con-
tribute in any way to what, the painting says to you? What about
the way the paint is put on, with the curvy sky and the straight
bridge?. Does that add anything? 0

r $
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11. DAVIS - VISA (Slide 21)

How do you like this? Why or why not? Would you call it art?
How is it different from what we have looked, sit before? (It is more

abstract; it uses words rather than picture only.)

12. TCHELITCHEW 11-uh-cheff) - HEAD OF WINTER
(Slide 22) ( tail from his larger painting,
HIDE AND SEEK)

: Here is an exercise in being a detective. What do you see
-here? (Project the slide.) Allow answers to come' and ask each
respondent to go up.and point out-what he sees and to stay until
others agree they see it too. There are numerous human heads and
profiles in the painting, some feet and hands. Can you see the ,

tree, and branches as inner parts of the h tOmy, vessels,
and nerves? How is WINTER an appropriate pa' 'the title?

13. MATTISE - ZULMA, TOBOGGAN, IVYIN FLOWER, CHRISTMAS
MIGHT'and THE PARAKEET AND 7fft-SIREN (Slides 237.27)

Here's another kind of painting (project the slide of ZULNA).
What do you see? Are the colors appropriate? Why or why not?

Even though the colors are not what we would normally expect, do
you like them? Why or why not

Here are four more colorful paintings by the same man. Just

sit and enjoy the colors and shapes; don't worry about what they
stand for or what they mean. (Now show thg rest of-the slides, one

at a time, then three'of them simultaneously if there are enough
projectors),0

14. We're going to stop looking at art now, and have some fun
creating it, even if we don't think of ourselves as artists. (Project

or distribute copies of line drawings, attached.) You have twb options

to fill the next 20-30 minutes, so listen
1,

You can either take.dolored paper, glue, and scissors and
try somethin ke what You see projected on the wall now or you

can write fu 'titles and Put words in the mouths of some of the
characters to be found in other works of art.'

Ii you choose the first option the way to proceed is to pick
coloied paper you like, cut out shapes ircvarious sizes and dolors
You like. Then get a large piece of colored paper and move them
around on the paper until the arrangement satisfies you. Thervglue

them down. Make,,as many as you like, do your own thing.
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If you choose the second option, then take whichever of these
line drawings (attached) you wish, k.4ek through these old magazines
for words _and sentences yoti think will make the picture funny or
enjoyable, and glue them on jhe pictuie. You can either glue the
words in balloons like cartoon - characters speak in, or,sput-them_
at the bottom as titles (show samples). Use your imagination
and sense of humor.

11

Summary and evaluation

1. Ask these discussion questions:

a. How do you feel about what we did tonigEt? What did
you get out of it? Did you learn,anything you care about learning?
What?

b. Which picture of all we saw did you ,like most? Why?
(Proj.ect it again if you can while ,the student talks about it).
Which did you like least? Why? mr

c. Which activity did you enjoy most? Why? Which
did you like least? Why?

d. Do you feel any differently about art now than you
did at the beginn4ing? Why or why not?

e. Did anyone's opinion of a picture change after he
heard other's thoughts and feelings about it? Why?

2.. Call on a student(s) to summarize what walearned in
the lesson.

3. Have each student fill out the evaluation form anti
collect it. .1 '-

I-
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LESSON 18

TEACHER TITLE,- MAP READING
STUDENT TITLE-LOST AGAIN

Goals

This lesson teaches the student how to form a mental
picture from a written or spoken description and to improve
in his ability to communicate this mental image through a
written or spokep description. The understanding and know-
ledge of the various means of communicating meaning (graphs,
maps, sketches, written descriptions and directions) and how
to use them is the desired outcome of this lesson. Students
read maps and graphs and draw diagrams as a part of this
lesson.

Objectives

1. To follow oral directions
2. To follow written directions
3. To give oral directions
4. To read and interpret maps and graphs
5. To sketch and chart written and oral directions

Materials and equipment

1. Pencils and paper
`2. Blackboard and chalk.
3. Identical maps for each student for Activity 1

'4. Duplicated copies of Exercise 1, "_UsAg a Map," for
Activity 1 (sample attached)

5. Copies of Exercise 2 for Activity 2 (sample attached)
6. Overhead'rojector and transparency of Exercise 2,

(optional)
7. Copies of Exercise "Reading Graphs," for Activity 2

(sample attached)
8. Graph paper (4 blocks to the inch is best) for each

Ar student
9. Copies of Exercise 4, "Hogan's Heroes," Part A for

Activity,3 (sample attached)
10. Copies of Exercise 5, "Hogan's Heroes" Part B for

Activity 3 (sample attacked)
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Procedures and activities

Introduce- the lesson by explaining that "in this session
many of yotrwill probably be more lost than in any of our other
lessons because we're going to be trying to find our way by
using maps; we're going to read some ,graphs, and we're going
to draw some diagram of men trying to break out of a P.O.W. (

camp." Explain that maps, graphs, and diagram can be used f6r
communication in the same way that reading, speaking, and writing
can.

Activity 1 - Follow the Leader .

A
Distribute identical. maps (of the state, preferably. Such

maps are avai le free from various service stations.) BrieflyLlt(
explain. map sy ols. Use the chalk board to aid in the ex-
planations of sythols.

Ask for a volunteer to give oral directions to the rest
of the class. The volunteer names a city as the starting point
and orally indicates directions and road route numbers which the
students must follow to arrive at a destination pre-selected by
the volunteer, but not revealed beforehand by him. Then he identifies
the destination and asks how many arrived at it by following his
directions .

The teacher thert selects a point of departure and a destination.
The class then decides the best route to the destination.

As a check on understanding of .this activity, distribute a
copy of Exercise 1, "Using a Map" (sample ittached). Adapt this
exercis4 to fit the map available to the class. This exercise
should be done- orally with Level A students.

Activity 2 - Reading graphs

Explain that we, not only need to be able to rend maps accurately
in order to gain information; but we also need to be able to read
grhphs.. Give out copies (or 'make oSerhead transparency) of Exercise
2, "Average Monthly Fuel Bill" and "Automobile Acceleration Rates"
(sample attached). Examine the graphs together, ask questions which
elicit information from the two graphs, and explain the concepts of
graphing. Give out copies of Ekercise 3, "Reading Graphs." Go over
the questions orally or in writing, dependidg upon the needs and
interest of the class. Disduss the answers.
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Activity 3 - Hogan's Heroes

Give a copy of ExeTcise 4, "Hogan's Heroes" - Part A,,
.

(sample attached) and a sheet of graph piper to each.student.
Ask them to read the story and, using the graph paper, draw a
diagram or -map using the directions in the story. (See attached
diagram .for answer.) When finished, compare diagrams and learn
where reading or following directions was not done accurately.

Then give them a copy of Exercise 5, "Hogan's Heroes" Part
B (sample attached) and a sheet 'of 'graph papgr. Proceed on with
Part A: Discuss and compare the diagrams. See if they all agree
on "What happened next ?"

This activity, because of the "reading level, might be too
difficult for Level A students. If so, do it orally.

If time dOesn't.permit the completion of the activity, it
.might be done as out-of-class work with the sketches, being
completed on the graph paper and brought in and discussed at the
next session.

Summary and evaluation"

1. Collect and examine any of the materials completed by
the students.

2. Call on a student(i) to summarize what was learned in
the lesson. Supplement with whatever explanation is necessary to
help them. understand that maps and graphs provide communication.

3. Ask the students to ,discuss what they liked and did not
like about the lesson.

4. Give out'and collect the evaluation forms.

ni
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1. This is a map of

Exercise 1

USING A MAP

Name

18-4

2: On this map other states or counties can be seen. They are:

A. J.

B. E.

C. F.

3. On the large map, one inch equals miles .4,4

4. State capitals are indicated by a symbol like

5.- The largest body of water shown on 'this map is

6. One his toric.attraction is

7. Maps of how many cities are included on the back of the map?
. if

8. Are there state parks listed? If so, name one

9. There are state forests listed on the map. They are in-
dicated by a symbol shaped like

10. The largest city on die map is

11. Toll expressways are colored . Secondary roads are
colored

12. The largest town in * section is

13. The largest town in section is

14. The largest town in * section is

15. The largest body of water in * section is

*Teacher can identify four map sectional coordinates fpr the class.
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) EXERCISE 2 - READING GRAPHS
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Average monthly fuel bill.

Exercise' 3

READING GRAPHS

ok.

1. How much was spent on fuel in April?

18-6

2. How much was spent on fuel in October?

3. What is the difference spent between the January And
October bills?

4. What is the difference spent between April
and October?

5. Why was more spent in January than in April?

Automobile acceleration rates. OP

1. Which automobile accelerates th' fastest?

2. Which automobile accelerates the slowest?

3. How many seconds difference is there in acceleration tb 60
miles per hour between the fastest and the slowest
automobile?

4. How many seconds did it take for the Ford Torino to reach
40 miles an hour?

5. Why are the lines not straight?



Exercise 3

READING GRAPHS

Teacher's Answer Key

Average monthly fuel bill.,

1. $15

2. $20

3. $20

4. $5

5. January is a colder month than April.

Automobile acceleration rates.

1. Stingray

2. Toyota

3. 4 1/2 seconds

4. 7 seconds

5. The curves represent transmission shifting into higher
gear.

It

G
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Exercise 4

"Hogan's Heroes" - Part A

Name

18-8

Directions: Draw sketches of the following story.

Captain Hogan and his men were going to escape this brick
trap. They knew that the P.O.W. Callio was shaped like a square,
1,200 feet long and one story high. The outside walls were two
stories high. The north corner was a square exercise yard, 600
feet long. On each corner of the camp was a guard tower.
Under the south guard tower was the Armory. Under the armory
was the Commandant's office.

Hogan's barr4cks was at the south corner of the exercise
yard. From his cell he could watch the Men playint ball. He

and his fouiteen men decided to dig down under the two-foot
concrete floor. After two months of chipping, they finally
hit dirt. They decided to dig a tunnel 800 feet long so as
to come up in the woods surrounding the camp. So they started
to dig south 800 feet and came to a surprise. What did they
find?

r**
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Exercise 5
(Continued)

"HOgan's Heroes" - Part B

Name

18-9

They knew they were out of luck so they decided to raid

his liquor closet. His office was 20 feet wide by 30 feet

long. In'thesouth corner was. his desk and arm chiar. To the

right of his desk was a hIrd-backed chair and a sofa. On the

left were three file cabinetS. Next to the file cabinets was

a small bar. Behind the bar was the liquor cabinet. They

opened the cabinet and got out the "Ripple". Just as they

opened the bottle in came (guess who?)

What happened next?

THE END

f.)

4
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LESSON 19

TEACHER TITLE - MUSIC
STUDENT TITLE - IT'S MUSIC TO ME

Goals

19-1

The purpose of thii lesson is to held students learn to
perceive what is going on 1.n certain kinds of music, and to talk
and make thoughtful value judgments about what they hear. Students
compare contemporary singers and musical groups and listen, to f dk
music, jazz, film music, etc., using these to interpret what
message or mood is being communicated. Music is examined in a
non-technical fashi9n. The lesson furnishes basic practice in
listening, speaking, and critical thinking.

Objectives

1. To express- feelings and thoughts one has about music.
2. To recall or learn to use some basic terms which

describe music.
3. To ideneify mood or feeling music communicates.
4. To define in a simple way what distinguishes music from

other kinds of noise.
5. To experience and discuss the various standards by

which people judge music.

Materials

1. Tape playback machine, one-track, or stereo which can
be switched to one-track or record player.

2. Prepared tape or recgids.
3. Paper and pencils (optional).,
4. . Blackboard and chalk
5. Films from suggested list for Activity 8.
6. Words to "Richard Cory" for Activity 10 (attached)

Teaching suggestion's

1. Tel' your students that in this class they will be
working with material they already know mething about, popular
music. The lesson won't ,be technical, b will call on them to
talk about things they have probably been feeling and thinking
about foi some time, that is, that 'they likg and don't like in
music and why. The point in this lesson is to relax ana listen
to each piece with full attention, whether it's_a favorite or not,
thereto react, if they care to, in any way they like.

Id 1 0
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2. Since a rnt'nf people listen to pop music, but not very
carefully, and since few know how to talk about it, you can expect
a lot of silence.in response to what you. play. Wait it out so
your students get the idea that the burden of learning is on-them.
Use the questions to nudge out responses; accept any that come,
and try to help your students identify basic qualities and put
labels to them.

3. Listen to the music beforehand, so you know what you are
already familiar with, how the questions fit, what your -own
questions and perceptions are, and which pieces you want to use
in which order. The order we suggest IS based on what we thinks
-will interest the students, and reawaken them when things have
naturally slowed down. Feel free to reorganize and Add music you
enjoy and think will work well..

4.- While we have provided particular questions for each piece,
and for groups of pieces, the basic questions to be used with-each
activity are as follows:

Any reactions? How do you feel about that?
Why or why don't you like it?
What kind of music is it?
What do you know about that piece or kind of music,

either its history or the musical techniques used 1n it?
How is piece A like and/or unlike piece B?
Does this music remind you of anything else in music

that you know (or, to encourage self-expression, does it
remind you of anything in your experience)?

5. We have provided some answers or ideas or vocabulary to
stress if your students' say enough to give ygu the opening.. We
suggest that you not adopt the role of a teacher of music. Let

most of the response to the music come from your students, and
help them by verbally acknowledging what they say, repeating
any basic vocabulary and ideas they come up with, and putting key
words on the board.

6. UnlesS you see a clear reason for 4oing so, don't give titles
or artists' names until after the &sic has.been played. That way
students may have the pleasure of recalling something they are
already familiar with and won't be precliposed to like or dislike
a piece.

7. Feel free to turn off a piece at any point because you
feel it has worked, or won't work, or for any other reason.

.Similarly, be prepared to replay any Selection, for further en-
joyment or to help recall.

a
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8. If there are students in the class whO have had a
musical background, use them to teach, or help teach, appropriate
parts of the lesson.

9. ,Select only those activities which are arnitiopriate to
the class and your own musical background.

Procedures and activities

Activity 1 Comparing Songs and SinOis play the following tapes
or records)

1. Start cold with:

WHAT'D I SAY by Ray Charles.;-

Discussion questions:

How do you like that? Does anyone recognize the singer?
What do you know about him (he's very:popolar and hlind)?

Do you think Ray Charles is great; What in your opinion
makes him so?

What are the words about? Could you understand them? If

not, is there someone, who can translate the lyrics for us? Do

you like this piece even if you don't_ understand the words.
If so, why?

.

What kind of music is this? Would you call i4 "rock", "soul",
"blues ",, or what? What qualitieS make you call it that?

You heard Ray Charles, his piano, a chorus with girls, an
orchestra, and alive audience. What does each_contribute to
your enjoyment? What might you feel if one, say the audience,
were missing? What difference would it make?

(Probably you won't be able to or want to use all of these
questions. They are here Oo suggest various approaches to the
material, and'you may find using questions from other paragraphs).

4

2. I'M A WOMAN by Peggy Lee.

' DiscussiOn questions:

Who's the singer?
How is her song like and

(They are basically alike in
are their singing styl#s not
gutsier.) Which singer does

"4

unlike the one Ray Charles sang?

content, rhythm, and style.) How
alike? (5Re's tore polished; he's
most things with the voice?
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3. THE BEST IS YET TO COME by Tony Bennett.

Discussion questions:

Does anyone know who that is? How would you compare him to
Ray Charles.

4. Which singer do you like test? Can you say why? (fou

may want to asE a quiet class for a show of hands: Then ask if
someone will summarize why he thinks the majority voted the way
-they did. Ask if those who were in the majority would add anything
to their explanation.)

Activity 2 - THE BEATLES

1. In this activity we are
by the Beatles, recorded at vario
Relax and listen carefully. When
what changes you see in their style

g ng to listen to everal songs
times during the roup's life.
y're through we'll talk about

time passed.

2. SHE LOVES YOU, YAH, YAH,
SOMETHING
LET.IT BE

Discussion questions:

How were those pieces of music different from each other?
What instruments did they use as a small group in the first

song? (electric guitar, drums)? What other.instrdments were used
in the other two numbers? (organ in LET IT BE, lusher orchestration it

behind guitar in both) Did the sound in LET IT BE remind you of any
other kind of music? (hymn)

-3. Now I'll play one other Beatles' tune. Which of the first
three does it remind you most of and why?

GET BACK

(It should remind them of SHE LOVES YOU).

4. What do people call this kind of music ("Rock" or something
on that i-der)?

5. Which of the four songs.did you like best and why? What,
didn't you like? Why not?

e -
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6. Why do you suppose the Beatles were so popular? Does any-
one have any Beatle favorites we didn't play?" What is it?
Why do you like it?

Activity 3 Spirituals

10 Now another kind of music:

OH HAPPY DAY by the Edwin Hawkins Singers.

Discussion questions:

How does that make you feel? How does it make you feel that
way? (the massed voices, the contrast of solo and chorus, the
slow crescendo of voices, increasing repetition in the lyrics)

What do people call that kind of music? (spiritual or hymn)
Why do they call it that? (It deals with religion or religious
ideas.)

Did you like it? Why or why not?

2. AMAZING GRACE by Judy Collins or SOMETIMES I FEEL
LIKE A MOTHERLESS CHILD bye Peter, Paul, and Mary.

Discussion questions:

How did Judy Collins arrange the solo voice and chorus?
Was there any order or progression to what she did? (solo voice,
wordless choir, choir singing words, rising volume, etc.). OR,

how close was Mary Travers to the microphone? What difference
did it make? (closer to us, more intimate)

Would yo00call that a spiritual? Why or why not?
Which of the two spirituals we have heard did you prefer? Why?

Do you have any associations or memories attached to either?
What instrument(s) do you expect to hear when spirituals are

being played? (organ, piano, perhaps harmonica)

Activity 4 - Popular Music

Now listen to the words and music of two pcpular songs and
consider how they are alike:

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS by Simon and Garfunkel
YOU'VE GOT A FRIND by Carole King.

Discussion questions:

How are they alike? (The lyrics are about the same subject.)
Who is singing to whom in each: man to woman, man to man, God
to man?, Can you be sure? How?
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Would you call these spirituals? In what ways?. (They deal
with the heart but don't refer to God or religion: BRIDGE uses
an organ, sounds hymnlike, and rises to A crescendo:)

Would you call anything payed up to this point "soul" music?
Which song(s)? Are spirituals "soul" music?

Activity 5 Folk Music

Now just sit back and listen to another enjoyable kind of
music. Listen especially carefully to the second piece to catch
the words:

IF I HAD A HAMMER by Peter, Paul, and Mary;
HARD 1IVIN' LOSER by Judy Collins;

AA
ON TOP IN' OLD SMOKEY, by the Weavers.

Discussion questions:

What do peoplecall this kind of music? (folk) What was
each one about? Would you make a generalization then about whet
folk music deals with, why it is called folk music? (It is often,
narrative ancf,talks simply about people and life.)

Which did you like best and why?

Activity Jazz

1. Can anyone-tell what kind of music this is? (Dixieland)

CLARINET MARMALADE by Bix Beiderbecke.

Discussion questions:

- Does anyone know anything about who started jazz and where it
came from? (Black musicians in New Orleans developed it around
the turn of the century, took it north on eiverboats trii the
Mississippi, then spread it to Eurcpe.)

Does anyone know what takes jazz jazz (it used syncopation
accent on normally unacgented beats; it is "hot", fast paced and
driving; and it uses,improvisation on basic musical themes)?

How did you like this piece of music? Why or why not?

2. LET'S DANCE by Benny Goodman and his orchestra.

Discussion questions:

Does a:.yone know whose band that is or whit kind of music it
is called? (Benny Goodman playing "swing" from the late 1930's.
This kind of music became popular after.Lhe jazz age of the 1920's

sand early-30's.)

j
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How was this music different from Dixieland? (bigger Band,

Tess improvisation, "smoother" arrangement)' How did you like it?
Why?

Activity 7 .Music, Feelings, and Ideas

1. The following pieces of music are different from each
other. They aren't about girls, but in order to help us see what
each piece makes us feel, I'd like you to pretend that each piece
represents a girl. I'll make up a girl's name to help you with
each piece, then as I play it and ask you thought questions, see
how the music makes you feel and what kind of girl it suggests.

(Depending on your students' abilities you may want the
group to respond orally, or to jot down key words as they listen
and then respond orally, to write out brief, rough answers to be
read out to the class, or to write out one sentence descriptions
which you will collect and read to the class without identifying
the writer. consider also whether you want to use all five
pieces. If not, pick those which trigger your imagination most).

a. We'll call this girl Martha:

BABY ELEPHANT WALK by Quincy Jones.

Discussion questions:

What's she like? How does she walk? How does she talk? What

kind of personality does sheThave? What's her favorite activity?

What kind of house does she live in? (Feel free to make up your

own questions.; be sure they focus on her appearance, personality,
activities, and location).

b. This is Adelaide:

TWO PART INVENTION IN F MAJOR by J. S. Bach.

Discussion questions:

What,is she like? What does she like to do most? How

old is she? Is she married? What is she wearing?.
(This piece is played on the Moog Sylthesizer, a complex and

relatively new electronic instrument. Ask your students how they
-

like the sound).

id J
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c. This is Mona:

DANCING EYES by Ron Goodwin.

Discussion questions:

What is Mona like? How's her temper? Is-she a blonde?
Does she usually wear shoes?

d. This is Karen:

CARINOSO by Laurindo Almeida.

Discussion questions:

Does she like to read? If so, what? How tall is she? What
is her favorite color? What kind of neighborhood does she come
from? Does she still live there?

e. This is Joan:

PETER GUNN by Henry Mancini

Discussion questions:

What's she like? Where does she hang out? What's her favorite
sport? Does she have a man? What's he like? Is Joan the right
name for her?

2. Those pieces of music were supposed to stimulate your
imaginations. How did the music do it? 'Why did you think of each
girl the way you did? Why, for instance, did you see Martha or
Adelaide as you did?' What in the music did it? (You may want to
replay a portion of a piece for the students at this point. In

these responses look for comments on the feel and tonal quality
of the instruments used, the beat of the music, its "heaviness"
or "lightness", and personal associations. "Did you feel or think
that because of something in the music or because of your personal-
experience?" is a question that will help them distinguish between the
sources for their feelings and ideas).

a. The idea ofthis exercise was to clarify something simple
about music, and that poeple like it, because it causeb or calls
up feelings.

b. Did you enjoy this activity? Why or why not?
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Activity 8 - Music and Film

1. Now we will look at a short film of which music is an

important part. Enjoy the film; then we'll take a look at

what difference the music made to it.

2. Show any of the following films. While specific questions

'are attached to them, the basic questions are:

What difference did the music makeT
What feelings did it give you?
Do you recall any point at which the music particularly

reinforced what the pictures were saying?
How did the instruments used fit what the pictures were

saying?
Was the tempo speed of the music appropriate?

One way to clarify the importance of the music is to reshow
a part of the film with the sound turned off.

The following notes are to help you select a film. The

questions are for your students:

a. DREAM OF WILD HORSES (Contemporary Films - McGraw-
Hill, 330 West 42iNSt., New York, N.Y. 10036). This film "catches
the-rau spirit of wild horses in the Camargue region of France,
the marshlands...It is a visual dream, enhanced by mist, water,
fire, and earth - one of the most sensually involving films
ever made."1

Is the electronic music appropriate? What difference does
it ake? What inlOkruments or kinds of music would, have spoiled

the feeling of the film?

b. CLAY (Contemporary Films; see above). An animated
film using clay figures to tell the story of evolution in a
delightful way. An original jazz score.

What was the movie about? What difference does the music make?
Does it fit the action? How does it make you feel? Was the movie

comic or serious or both? Was the music appropriate?

c. A CHAIRY TALE (International Film Bureau, 332 South
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60604)."...a comic duel between a
reluctant, animated chair and a man who tries to sit on it...Ravi
Shankar composed a lovely sitar score for the film that fits it
like a glove..."

1A11 the descriptions of films are, quoted from David A. Sohn,
"Films with Few Words", MEDIA AND METHODS, Feb., 1969, pp. 45-50.

Li CA
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Does the music fit the action? How? Does anyone recognize
the instrument?

d. BEGONE DULL CARE (International; see above).
"PARting directly on film, Norman MacLaren and Evelya,Lamber
illatrate the jazz sound track of Oscar Peterson (and-his trio)
in three disrinct movements - 'modern jazz,' 'slaw blues,' and
'boogie woogie.' Very exciting vis4ally..."2

What kinds of music did you hear in the film? How were
they different? Did the images fit the music? Do you recall
any image particularly? What and why?

e. REFINER'S FIRE (Doubleday Multimedia, 1370 Reynolds
Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705). A powerful animated film which
uses abstract figures to tell a story which can be read as con-
cerning conformity, or religion, or illusion and reality. Various
peices of well-known music enhance the effect of each scene.

Which piece of music was most effective to you? Why? How
did it particularly fit the scene it was in?

3. If you didn't use the short film GLASS in the lesson on
CRITICAL READING, or you did and your students liked it enough to
enjoy seeing it again, then shOW it and concentrate on the uses
and effects of the music in it. Similarly, you may want to go
back to OWL CREEK BRIDGE in the same lesson, to see how music is
used. Particularly, consider how the song, "A Livin' Man", is
appropriate to the story. What part does it have in the trick
the director plays on you in the film?

Activity 9 Is this Music?

1. Now we're going to heat a variety Otsounds and talk
about whether you Ahink they are music, have some of the qualities
of music, or none at all. The idea here is to try to distinguish
what music is. (Your task as teacher is to take any comments
students make which touch on qualities that signify music, label
them, and confirth them as significant. Qualities to look for
are 1) use of a consistent tonal scale; 2) rhythm; and 3) pattern
(beginning, middle, and end; repetition; increase or decrease of
any kind; contrast; etc.) As each key element is identified write
the words on the board.

2. , Which of the following selections are music r have
musical qualities to you? (This activity could be el mivated if

2
A1l the descriptions of film are quoted from David A. Sohn,

"Films with Few Words", MEDIA AND METHODS, Feb., 1969, pp. 45-50.

lama
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it is not possible to locate or to make recordings of the indicated,
or similar, activities.)

BAND TUNE UP. The instruments are playing notes,
but-without order, tempo, rhythm, melody.

PARADE EFFECT. It has rhythm and tempo, and the
drums play notes, but there is no melody.

BABY CRYING. There.are notes, but no consistently
used scale. It might be argued that there is a pattern,
a beginning, middle, and end in this crying-session, and
there is a discernible rhythm.

1

WOLF PACK. There are notes, hit and held or slid
off of. There is a structure: one howl to full pack
and then a dying down. They sing chords in harmony then
slide off into dissonance. There are solos and choruses.

EVIL WAYS by Santanna. Is this music? How? How

is it more "music" than the other things we have heard?
(It's got all the qualities the wolf calls have, plus
words and a more consistently shaped and varied rhythm
and melody).

3. Now I would like you to listen to something strange.
It is the actual sounds of a whale singing, not words but a
remarkable and complex melody. Man has recently discovered that
whales in the deep sea sing songs with beginnings, middles,
and ends. Whales travel in families and apparently these families
have their own distinct songs. Members sing back and forth to
each other. What you will hear now will be a lone whale singing
deep in the infinite space of ocean. Close your eyes and just

listen, strange as it sounds. Just.let it wash over you. (Play

' until you think they've heard enough.)

WHALE SONG

Any reactions?

Activity 10 - Music and Poetry (for better students)

1. Now we're going to look at the words, the yr4-cs_,that

go with music. Listen carefully to the story thi'i song tells:
(play the tape or record)

RICHARD CORY by Simon and Garfunkel.

What's the song about? (You may need to replay it several
times since most people aren't trained to recall/what they hear the
way they are trained to remember what they read).

J j
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2. Now here's a copy of the poem this song came from.
I'll read it to you (be sure you've rehearsed your reading so
that it's natural, not artifically "poetic").

Discussion sues t i on s :

Is the idea in the song lyric in any -way different from that
in the poem? -

Which words do you prefer? Why? Which form do you prefer,
the poem or the song? Why and why not?

-Summary and evaluation

1. Which of all the things we have heard did you like
most? Why? Which did you like least and why?

2., From the opinions we've shared here about the various
pieces of music,*could you state one basic rule for what makes
a piece of music good or not? Why not?

3. Why do people in general like music? Why do you
think people write it?

4. How do you feel about what we did today? How could
it have been more worthwhile?

5. Have students fill in the evaluation forms and
collect them.

z
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.RICHARD CORY

E. A. Robinson

Whenever Richard Cory went down town, 10.-

We people on the pavement looked at him;
He was a gentleman from sole to crown,
Clean favored, and imperially slim.

And he was always quietly arrayed,
And he was always human when he talked;
But still he fluttered pulses when he said;
"Good-morning," and he glittered when he walked.

And he was rich-yes, richer than a king-
And admirably schooled in every grace:
In fine, we thought that he was everything
To make us wish that we were in his place.

So on we worked, and waited for the light,
And went without the meat, and cursed the bread;
And Richard Cory, one calm summer night,
Went home and put a bullet through his head.

19-13
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LESSON 20

TEACHER TITLE CLASSIFICATION
STUDENT TITLE.- DID YOU SEE WHAT I $AW?

Goals

. 20-1-

The putpose of this 1psson is to give students exper-
ience in studying the characteristics of objeCts and words in
Order that they may be able to group them according to a logical

, classification system. Students will examine several common,
everyday groups of objects, such as buttsps and beans, forming-- 4.

their own classification system. The lesson provides practice
in oral language, logical thinking, writing ideas dowh,'Slikk °

4reading them back.

Objectives

oil. To examine objects and words carefully-m4 critically.
2. To classify, these objects and words according to

their attributes or characteristics.
3. To explain orally the classification system that was

depermined for each set of objects.
4. To, write words and ideas down for classifying the

0.W6tds'and ideas.
.5. To read words written on the blackboard and on

pager.
.

-04 6. To improve the understanding of such language concepts
as size, weight, texture, shape, tkenesses, differences, and
other attributes.

7. To gain practice in logipl thinking.

Materials

Sor

1. Duplicated copies of Woman (Man) Aand B for Activity
1 (sample attached) for Activity 1.

2. Overhead projector and transparency.(optional) for.
Activity 1.

'3: Biackboal and chalk
4. Sets of scellaneous objects for Activity 2
5. Pencils and paper

a
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Teachi.,: estions

20-2

1. The activities arp arranged approximately in a
concrete to abstract order; therefore, it is inportiqnt to
follow the activities in the sequences shoWn. The starting
point may vary, depending upon the ability of the class, but
the succeeding activities should be followed in sequence. Go

4 as far as the class is able. Since' the last activity or two

is more-abstract and diffidult than the others, some classes-
may not do these. -

2. Keep in mind that the main purpose of this activity ,

is to provide a setting in which oral ]language can be developed.
The activities also provide opportunities for writing down of
words and ideas; these should be read for reading practice.

-Procedures and activities'

IntroducS the lesson By saying something to this effect:
"In this lesson we are going to be learning about the different
dhafacteristics we can see in thiligp and-how these Characteristics
can be used-to help gain a better understandin&oUthese things.
We are going to be examining women (men), cars, objects, and words.
Those who arieetter at these things usually are the better readers,
not just by being able to read words but being able to under-
stand better what they read. Not all of ee,the sane similarities,

and differences when we look at things. Let's see how good we are
at this and whether we can learn to be better at it."

Activity 1 - Pictures of women (men)

Give out copies of Woman (Man) 'A and B (sample attadhed).

(Use the women for male classes; the man, female clasies.)

These figufes might also be made on an o ead transparency
or on a'slide.

.
.

Examine the two pictures and lit on the board all the. like

d and unlike characteristics that the cla;s can find. Bring out
factors such as appearance, shapei..size, weight, height, hair,
et. Accept /nd write down any characteristic the students
give you. Get all the ideas you can.

Conclude the activity by asking if between them all they
have found some characteristics which they would each not, have
thought of alone.

0.4
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Activity 2 - Classifying objects

20 -3

Obtain enough sets of objects so that there is a set for
every thtee or four students. For example, make a collection
of miacellanhous buttons of varying size, shape, texture,
function, color,, lettering, weight, construction, or other
characteristics. Make similar collections of other objects
so that you will have several sets for small groups to use.
For example, make collections of Leads, bottle caps, stones,
marbles, gift labels, gift wrapping ribbon cut into various
lengths and shams, pieces of fabric, etc. Any inexpensive
set of objects that has various attributes is suitable for
this activity. (There are four pieces of commercial materials,
complete with teachers' guides, that could also be used for
this activity: Attribute Blocks - "People Pieces," 'A' Blocks,"
"Color Cubes," and "Creature Cards," Webster Division, McGraw-
Hill

.-

Book Co., N.Y., N.Y., approximately $4.00 eaCh.)

Divide the class into groups of three or four, giving each
group one of the sets of objects. Tell them to look at them
visually, _texturally, etc. according to such characterists as
size, shape, color, weight, etc. Each parson in the group takes
a turn at classifying the objects using any categdry they wish.
After placing the objects in a category, the other members have
td figure it out. Allow as many turns as possible; have some-
one in each group write down a record of the categories. (Level
A students may not be able to keep this record.)

At'the end of the activity each group explains to the rest
of the class how they classified their objects. Post the record
of categories developed by each group. Use these papers for
'reading practice..

Activity 3 - Classifying Cars

Allow the students to stay in the same groups for Activity
2,..or form similar new groups.

Tell each group to think of the names of all of the cars.they
can and eb write these dawn. They are each to 'classify them in as
many ways as they can think of, for example, by speed, purpose,
body style, weight, size, etc. Eaah person writes down his
classification. When they have finished each person shows his
classification to the rest of the group and they have to figure
it out. Finally, let 'each group explain their findings to the
rest of the class. Post all the records that were kept.

ti
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Activity 4 - Classifying words

Write these words on the board for Level A students:

man hit
sit Fred
jam can
Charlie John

bit

Write these words on the board for Levels B and C
students:

roll humid gravyravy
baseball didn't girl's
cold hat Bill
beans soup dew
February man's potatoes
someone July damp
cool mist Mary
dog's isn't windy
steak cannot

V

Add to or subtract words from either list to make it
more meaningful to the class.

Tell students to study the words and to classify them
in any way they can, such- as by length, sound, initial letter,
ending letter, compound words, contractions, possesaDres,
capital letters, people, opposites, synonyms, func*ntittc.
Note that many of the words for Levels B and C may be classified
according to the function of food (roll, beans, steak, etc.) and
weather (damp, moist, hot, etc.). Have them write the words in as
many categories as they can think of. When finished, each person
reads his categories and words to the class. Discuss the accuracy
of the answers. Post the papers and let the class move about
and read them.

Summary and evaluation

1. Call on a student(s) to summarize what was learned in
the lesson. Supplement with any information that will help
the students understand the purpose of the lesson. Bring out
the point that all these activities help one read better. Ask
for examples from the lesson that have to do with reading
improvement.

4



2. Ask the students to discuss what they liked and
did not like about the lesson.

3. Give out and collect the evaluation forms.

U
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STUDENT LESSON EVALUATION FORM'

1. Did the lesson turn you on?

2. What did you learn that you did not already know?

3. What did you not like about the lesson?

4. Suggestions.

Rating'Scale*of Lesson (Circle one)

(1) Excellent 42) Good (3) Fair

1

(4) Poor (5) Very Poor



Operation Backup - First Year Effort

Clearinghouse Project Brief

50 State Correctional System Survey on Literacy Training, Testing
and School Districts

Potential of Correctional School District Organizations

Reading - Where It's At.- In Prisond 4

Reading Program Resource Manual for Correctional Adult Basic Education

Series: Correctional Educhtord Mbnographs
1) The Effectiveness of a Tutor-Student Mthad of Teaching

Reading to Functionally Illiterate Inmates at the Illinois
State Penitentiary

2) Providing Basic Education for Manpower Program Clients:.
R & D Guideposts

3) Curriculum for luproving Communication Skills - A Language
Arts Handbook for Use in Corrections

Series: Correctional Reading Program Learning Packets
1) Job Applications
2) Food-Stamps
3) Warranties and Guaranties
4) Loans and Rental Agreements

Teaching Comprehension with Functional!eading Materials

Training Literacy Volunteers in Corrections

Series: Profiles of Correctional Reading Programs
1) Cook County Department of Co

Chicago, Illinois
2) Lorton Youth Center II

District of Columbia Department of Corrections
3) Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center.

Morgantown, West Virginia
4) Fairfax County Jail

Fairfax, Virginia
5) Connecticut Correctional Institution

Cheshire, Connecticut
6) Glen Mills School

Glen Mills, Pennsylvania
7) Sybil Brand Institute for Warren

Los Angeles, California

I
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American Bar Association
Clearinghouse for Offender Literacy Programs
1705 De Sales Street, N.W.

_ Washington, D.C. 20036



CLEARINGHOUSE FOR OFFENDER LITERACY PROGRAMS

Activated in August 1973, this project focuses on developing literacy
programs and improved basic education technology to help reduce the high func-
tional illiteracy rate among adult and juvenile offenders. Its premise is
that basic. reading and literacy skills are essentidi for enabling offenders
to cope with modern society and achieve a lasting rehabilitative adjustment.
Conducted as a joint effort with the American Correctional Association and
the National Association for Public Continuing and Adult-Education, the clear-
inghouse was supported by agrant from the U.S..Office Of Education awarded
through the Maryland State Department of Education, during 1973-74. Presently

--the Clearinghouse is supported through an LEAA grant sponsored by the National
Institute of Corrections.
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